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PREFACE 
 
In this book the authors introduced the notions of soft neutrosophic 
algebraic structures. These soft neutrosophic algebraic structures are 
basically defined over the neutrosophic algebraic structures which 
means a parameterized collection of subsets of the neutrosophic 
algebraic structure. For instance , the existence of a soft neutrosophic 
group over a neutrosophic group or a soft neutrosophic semigroup over a 
neutrosophic semigroup, or a soft neutrosophic field over a neutrosophic 
field, or a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over a neutrosophic LA-
semigroup, or a soft neutosophic loop over a neutrosophic loop. It is 
interesting to note that these notions are defined over finite and infinite 
neutrosophic algebraic structures. These structures are even bigger than 
the classical algebraic structures. 
    This book contains five chapters. Chapter one is about the 
introductory concepts.  In chapter two the notions of soft neutrosophic 
group, soft neutrosophic bigroup and soft neutrosophic N-group are 
introduced and many fantastic properties are given with illustrative 
examples. Soft neutrosophic semigroup, soft neutrosophic bisemigroup 
and soft neutrosophic N-semigroup are placed in the second chapter with 
related properties. The chapter three is about soft neutrosophic loop with 
soft neutrosophic biloop and soft neutrosophic N-loop.  Chapter four 
contained on soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup, soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup and soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup. In the final chapter, 
there are number of suggestive problems. 
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Chapter One 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
In this chapter we give certain basic concepts and notions. This chapter 
has 5 sections. The first section contains the notions of neutrosophic 
groups, neutrosophic bigroups abd neutrosophic N-groups. In section 2, 
we mentioned neutrosophic semigroups, neutrosophic bisemigroups and 
neutrosophic N-semigroups. Section 3 is about neutrosophic loops and 
their generalizations. In section 4 some introductory description are 
given about neutrosophic left almost semigroup abbrivated as 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup, neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup and 
neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup and their related properties. In the last 
section, we gave some basic literature about soft set theory and their 
related properties which will help to understand the theory of soft sets. 
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1.1 Neutrosophic groups, Neutrosophic Bigroups, Neutrosophic N-
groups and their Properties 
Groups are the only perfect and rich algebraic structures than other 
algebraic strutures with one binary operation. Neutrosophic groups 
areeven bigger algebraic structures than groups with some kind of                          
indeterminacy factor. Now we proceed to define a neutrosophic group. 
 
Definition 1.1.1:  Let  ( , )G  be any group and let  
{ : , }G I a bI a b G . Then the neutrosophic group is generated by  
I   and  G   under    denoted by  ( ) { , }N G G I  . I   is called the 
neutrosophic element with the property  2I I  . For an integer  n , n I   
and  nI   are neutrosophic elements and  0. 0I  . 
1
I  , the inverse of  I   is not defined and hence does not exist. 
 
Theorem 1.1.1:  Let  ( )N G   be a neutrosophic group. Then 
 
1) ( )N G   in general is not a group. 
2) ( )N G   always contains a group. 
 
Example 1.1.1:  ( ( ), )N Z  , ( ( ), )N Q , ( ( ), )N R   and  ( ( ), )N C   are 
neutrosophic groups of integer, rational, real and complex numbers 
respectively. 
 
Example 1.1.2:  Let  7 {0,1,2,...,6}Z   be a group under addition modulo 
7 .  7( ) { , ' 'mod 7}N G Z I ulo  is a neutrosophic group which is in fact a 
group.  For  7( ) { : , }N G a bI a b Z  is a group under `  ' modulo  7 . 
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Example 1.1.3:  Let 4( )N G Z I  is a neutrosophic group under 
addition modul 4 , where 
 
4
0,1, 2, 3, , 2 , 3 ,1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,
( )
2 , 2 2 ,2 3 , 3 , 3 2 , 3 3
I I I I I I
N Z
I I I I I I  
 
Definition 1.1.2:  A pseudo neutrosophic group is defined as a 
neutrosophic group, which does not contain a proper subset which is a 
group.                                                                                                       
 
Example 1.1.4:  Let  
2( ) {0,1, ,1 }N Z I I  
be a neutrosophic group under addition modulo 2.   Then 2( )N Z   is a 
pseudo neutrosophic group. 
 
Definition 1.1.3:  Let  ( )N G  be a neutrosophic group. Then, 
 
1) A proper subset  ( )N H   of  ( )N G   is said to be a neutrosophic subgroup 
of  ( )N G   if  ( )N H   is a neutrosophic group, that is, ( )N H   contains a 
proper subset which is a group. 
2) ( )N H  is said to be a pseudo neutrosophic subgroup if it does not 
contain a proper subset which is a group. 
 
Definition 1.1.4:  Let  ( )N G   be a finite neutrosophic group. Let  P   be a 
proper subset of  ( )N G   which under the operations of  ( )N G   is a 
neutrosophic group. If  o( ) / o( ( ))P N G   then we call  P   to be a Lagrange 
neutrosophic subgroup. 
 
Definition 1.1.5:  ( )N G   is called weakly Lagrange neutrosophic group if  
( )N G   has at least one Lagrange neutrosophic subgroup. 
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Definition 1.1.6:  ( )N G   is called Lagrange free neutrosophic group if  
( )N G  has no Lagrange neutrosophic subgroup. 
 
Definition1.1.7 : Let  ( )N G   be a finite neutrosophic group. Suppose  L   
is a pseudo neutrosophic subgroup of  ( )N G   and if  o( ) / o( ( ))L N G   then 
we call  L   to be a pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic subgroup. 
 
 
Definition 1.1.8:  If  ( )N G   has at least one pseudo Lagrange 
neutrosophic subgroup then we call  ( )N G   to be a weakly pseudo 
Lagrange neutrosophic group. 
 
Definition 1.1.9:  If  ( )N G   has no pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic 
subgroup then we call  ( )N G   to be pseudo Lagrange free neutrosophic 
group. 
 
Definition 1.1.10:  Let  ( )N G   be a neutrosophic group. We say a 
neutrosophic subgroup  H   of  ( )N G   is normal if we can find  x   and  y   
in  ( )N G   such that  H xHy   for all  , ( )x y N G   (Note  x y   or  1y x   
can also occur). 
 
Definition 1.1.11:  A neutrosophic group  ( )N G   which has no nontrivial 
neutrosophic normal subgroup is called a simple neutrosophic group. 
 
Definition 1.1.12:  Let  ( )N G   be a neutrosophic group. A proper pseudo 
neutrosophic subgroup  P   of  ( )N G   is said to be normal if we have  
P xPy   for all  , ( )x y N G  . A neutrosophic group is said to be pseudo 
simple neutrosophic group if  ( )N G   has no nontrivial pseudo normal 
subgroups. 
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Definition 1.1.13:  Let       1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G      be a non-empty subset 
with two binary operations on  NB G satisfying the following conditions: 
 
1.        1 2NB G B G B G    where   1B G   and   2B G   are proper subsets 
of   NB G . 
2.    1 1,B G    is a neutrosophic group. 
3.    2 2,B G    is a group .   
Then we define    1 2, ,NB G     to be a neutrosophic bigroup. If both   1B G  
and   2B G   are neutrosophic groups. We say   NB G   is a strong 
neutrosophic bigroup. If both the groups are not neutrosophic group, we 
say   NB G   is just a bigroup. 
 
 
Example 1.1.5:  Let        1 2NB G B G B G   where     91 / 1B G g g    be a  
cyclic group of order  9  and     2 1,2, ,2B G I I   neutrosophic  group under 
multiplication modulo  3 . We call   NB G   a neutrosophic bigroup. 
 
Example 1.1.6:  Let       1 2NB G B G B G  , where  
   1 1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4B G I I I I a neutrosophic group under multiplication modulo   
5 .    2 0,1,2, ,2 ,1 ,2 ,1 2 ,2 2B G I I I I I I     is a neutrosophic group under  
multiplication modulo  3 . Clearly   NB G   is a strong   
neutrosophic bigroup. 
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Definition 1.1.14:  Let       1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G     be a neutrosophic  
 
bigroup. A proper subset  1 2 1 2, ,P P P      is a neutrosophic subbigroup of   
 
 NB G   if the following conditions are satisfied  1 2 1 2, ,P P P      is a  
 
neutrosophic bigroup under the operations  1 2,    i.e.   1 1,P    is a  
 
neutrosophic subgroup of   1 1,B    and   2 2,P    is a subgroup of   2 2,B   .  
 
1 1P P B    and  2 2P P B    are subgroups of 1B  and 2B  respectively. If both  
 
of  1P   and  2P   are not neutrosophic then we call  1 2P P P    to be just a  
 
bigroup. 
 
 
 
 
Definition 1.1.15: Let       1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G      be a neutrosophic  
 
bigroup. If both   1B G   and  2B G   are commutative groups, then we call   
 
 NB G  to be a commutative bigroup. 
 
 
 
Definition 1.1.16:  Let       1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G    be a neutrosophic 
bigroup. If both   1B G   and   2B G   are cyclic, we call   NB G   a cyclic 
bigroup. 
  
 
 
Definition 1.1.17:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G      be a neutrosophic 
bigroup.        1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G      be a neutrosophic bigroup.  
      1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G      is said to be a neutrosophic normal subbigroup 
of   NB G   if   P G   is a neutrosophic subbigroup and both   1P G   and  
 2P G   are normal subgroups of   1B G   and   2B G   respectively. 
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Definition 1.1.18:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G      be a neutrosophic 
bigroup of finite order. Let        1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G      be a neutrosophic 
subbigroup of   NB G  . If       / No P G o B G  then we call   P G   a 
Lagrange neutrosophic subbigroup, if every neutrosophic subbigroup  P   
is such that      / No P o B G   then we call   NB G   to be a Lagrange 
neutrosophic bigroup. 
  
Definition 1.1.19:  If   NB G   has atleast one Lagrange neutrosophic 
subbigroup then we call   NB G   to be a weak Lagrange neutrosophic 
bigroup. 
 
 Definition 1.1.20:  If  NB G  has no Lagrange neutrosophic subbigroup 
then  NB G is called Lagrange free neutrosophic bigroup. 
 
Definition 1.1.21:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G     be a neutrosophic 
bigroup. Suppose      1 2 1 2, ,P P G P G      and      1 2 1 2, ,K K G K G      be 
any two neutrosophic subbigroups. we say  P   and  K   are conjugate if 
each   iP G   is conjugate with    , 1,2iK G i   , then we say  P   and  K   are 
neutrosophic conjugate subbigroups of   NB G . 
 
 Definition 1.1.22:  A set   , ,G I  with two binary operations `   ' 
and `  ' is called a strong neutrosophic bigroup if 
 
1.  1 2 ,G I G I G I       
2.   1 ,G I   is a neutrosophic group and 
3.  2 ,G I  is a neutrosophic group. 
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Example 1.1.7:  Let   1 2, ,G I    be a strong neutrosophic bigroup 
where   0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4G I Z I I I I I     .  Z I   under `   ' is a 
neutrosophic group and   0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4I I I I   under multiplication modulo  
5  is a neutrosophic group. 
 
  
Definition 1.1.23:  A subset  H    of a strong neutrosophic bigroup  
 , ,G I   is called a strong neutrosophic subbigroup if  H   itself is a 
strong neutrosophic bigroup under `   ' and `  ' operations defined on  
G I  . 
 
 
Definition 1.1.24:  Let   , ,G I   be a strong neutrosophic bigroup of 
finite order. Let  H    be a strong neutrosophic subbigroup of  
 , ,G I   . If     /o H o G I  then we call H, a Lagrange strong 
neutrosophic subbigroup of  G I  . If every strong neutrosophic 
subbigroup of  G I  is a Lagrange strong neutrosophic subbigroup then 
we call  G I  a Lagrange strong neutrosophic bigroup. 
 
  
Definition 1.1.25: If the strong neutrosophic bigroup has at 
least one Lagrange strong neutrosophic subbigroup then we call  G I   
a weakly Lagrange strong neutrosophic bigroup. 
  
 
Definition 1.1.26:  If  G I   has no Lagrange strong neutrosophic 
subbigroup then we call  G I  a Lagrange free strong neutrosophic 
bigroup. 
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Definition 1.1.27:  Let   , ,G I   be a strong neutrosophic bigroup 
with  
1 2G I G I G I      . Let  , ,H   be a neutrosophic subbigroup 
where  1 2H H H  . We say  H   is a neutrosophic normal subbigroup of  
G   if both  1H   and  2H   are neutrosophic normal subgroups of  1G I   
and  
2G I   respectively. 
 
 Definition 1.1.28:  Let 1 2 , ,G G G    , be a neutrosophic bigroup. We 
say two neutrosophic strong subbigroups 1 2H H H   and 1 2K K K   are 
conjugate neutrosophic subbigroups of  1 2G I G I G I      if 1H  is 
conjugate to  1K  and 2H  is conjugate to 2K  as neutrosophic subgroups of 
1G I  and 1G I  respectively. 
 
Definition 1.1.29:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a nonempty set with N -binary 
operations defined on it. We say  G I  is a strong neutrosophic N -
group if the following conditions are true. 
 
1)  1 2 ... NG I G I G I G I         where iG I  are proper subsets of 
G I  . 
2)   ,i iG I   is a neutrosophic group, 1,2,...,i N . 
 
3) If in the above definition we  have      
a. 1 2 1... ...k k NG I G G I G I G I G            
b.  ,i iG    is a group for some i or 
4)   ,j jG I   is a neutrosophic group for some  j . Then we call G I  
to be a neutrosophic N -group. 
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Example 1.1.8:  Let   1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , ,G I G I G I G I G I               be a 
neutrosophic  4 -group where   1 1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4G I I I I I   neutrosophic 
group under multiplication modulo 5 .   
 2 0,1,2, ,2 ,1 ,2 ,1 2 ,2 2G I I I I I I I      a neutrosophic group under 
multiplication modulo 3 ,  3G I Z I   ,  a neutrosophic group under 
addition and     4 , : , 1, ,4,4G I a b a b I I   , component-wise multiplication 
modulo  5 . 
Hence G I  is a strong neutrosophic 4 -group. 
 
Example 1.1.9:  Let   1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , ,G I G I G I G G             be a 
neutrosophic 4 -group, where   1 1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4G I I I I I   a neutrosophic 
group under multiplication modulo 5 .   2 0,1, ,1G I I I    ,a neutrosophic 
group under multiplication modulo 2 .  3 3G S   and  4 5G A , the alternating 
group. G I  is a neutrosophic 4 -group. 
 
Definition 1.1.30:  Let   1 2 1... , ,...,N NG I G I G I G I            be a 
neutrosophic N -group. A proper subset  1, ,..., NP     is said to be a 
neutrosophic sub N -group of  G I   if  1 ... NP P P    and each   ,i iP   is 
a neutrosophic subgroup (subgroup) of   , ,1i iG i N    . 
It is important to note  , iP   for no i  is a neutrosophic group. 
 Thus we see a strong neutrosophic N -group can have 3   types of 
subgroups viz. 
 
1. Strong neutrosophic sub N -groups. 
2. Neutrosophic sub N -groups. 
3. Sub N -groups. 
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Also a neutrosophic N -group can have two types of sub  N -groups. 
 
1. Neutrosophic sub N -groups. 
2. Sub N -groups. 
  
 
Definition 1.1.31:  If  G I  is a neutrosophic N -group and if  G I   
has a proper subset T such that T  is a neutrosophic sub  N -group and not 
a strong neutrosophic sub N -group and    /o T o G I   then we call  T   a 
Lagrange sub  N -group. If every sub  N -group of  G I   is a Lagrange 
sub  N -group then we call  G I   a Lagrange  N  -group. 
  
 
Definition 1.1.32:  If  G I   has atleast one Lagrange sub  N -group 
then we call  G I   a weakly Lagrange neutrosophic N-group. 
  
 
Definition 1.1.33:  If  G I   has no Lagrange sub N -group then we call  
G I   to be a Lagrange free  N -group. 
  
 
Definition 1.1.34:  Let   1 2 1... , ,...,N NG I G I G I G I            be a 
neutrosophic  N  -group. Suppose   1 2 1... , ,...,N NH H H H       and  
 1 2 1... , ,...,N NK K K K       are two sub  N -groups of G I  , we say K  is 
a conjugate to H or H is conjugate to K  if each  iH   is conjugate to  iK    
 1,2,...,i N   as subgroups of  iG . 
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1.2  Neutrosophic Semigroup, Neutrosophic Bisemigroup, 
Neutrosophic N-semigroup and their Properties 
  
 
In this section, we just recall the notions of neutrosophic semigroups, 
neutrosophic bisemigroups and neutrosophic N-semigroups. We also 
give briefly some of the important properties of it. 
 
 
Definition 1.2.1:  Let S be a semigroup. The semigroup generated by 
S and I  i.e. S I is denoted by S I  is defined to be a neutrosophic 
semigroup where I  is indeterminacy element and termed as 
neutrosophic element. 
It is interesting to note that all neutrosophic semigroups contain a proper 
subset which is a semigroup. 
  
 
Example 1.2.1:  Let {Z  the set of positive and negative integers with 
zero} , Z is only a semigroup under multiplication.  Let ( )N S Z I   be 
the neutrosophic semigroup under multiplication. Clearly (S)Z N  is a 
semigroup. 
  
 
Definition 1.2.2:  Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic semigroup.  A proper 
subset P  of ( )N S is said to be a neutrosophic subsemigroup, if P  is a 
neutrosophic semigroup under the operation of  ( )N S .  A neutrosophic 
semigroup ( )N S  is said to have a subsemigroup if ( )N S  has a proper 
subset which is a semigroup under the operation of ( )N S . 
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Theorem 1.2.1:  Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic semigroup. Suppose 1P  and 
2P  be any two neutrosophic subsemigroups of ( )N S . Then 1 2P P , the 
union of two neutrosophic subsemigroups in general need not be a 
neutrosophic subsemigroup. 
 
 
Definition 1.2.3:  A neutrosophic semigroup ( )N S  which has an 
element e  in ( )N S such that  e s s e s     for all ( )s N S , is called as a 
neutrosophic monoid. 
 
Definition 1.2.4:  Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic monoid under the binary 
operation  . Suppose  e  is the identity in ( )N S , that is s e e s s     
for all ( )s N S . We call a proper subset P   of ( )N S  to be a neutrosophic 
submonoid if 
1. P  is a neutrosophic semigroup under ‘* ’. 
2. e P , i.e. P  is a monoid under ‘ ’. 
 
Definition 1.2.5:  Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic semigroup under a binary 
operation  . P  be a proper subset of ( )N S . P  is said to be a 
neutrosophic ideal of ( )N S  if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
1. P  is a neutrosophic semigroup. 
2. For all p P  and for all ( )s N S  we have p s  and s p  are in P . 
 
Definition 1.2.6:  Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic semigroup. P  be a 
neutrosophic ideal of ( )N S ,  P  is said to be a neutrosophic cyclic ideal 
or neutrosophic principal ideal if P  can be generated by a single 
element. 
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Definition 1.2.7:  Let  ( ( ), , )BN S   be a non-empty set with two binary 
operations   and .  ( ( ), , )BN S   is said to be a neutrosophic 
bisemigroup if 1 2( )BN S P P   where atleast one of  1( , )P   or 2( , )P  is a 
neutrosophic semigroup and other is just a semigroup. 1P  and 2P  are 
proper subsets of ( )BN S . 
If both 1( , )P   and 2( , )P  in the above definition are neutrosophic 
semigroups then we call  ( ( ), , )BN S   a neutrosophic strong bisemigroup. 
All neutrosophic strong bisemigroups are trivially neutrosophic 
bisemigroups. 
 
 
Example 1.2.2:  Let 1 2( ( ), , ) {0,1,2,3, ,2 ,3 , (3), , } ( , ) ( , )BN S I I I S P P       
where  1( , ) {0,1,2,3,,2 ,3 }P I I   and 2( , ) ( (3), )P S . Clearly 1( , )P   is a 
neutrosophic semigroup under multiplication modulo 4 . 2( , )P  is just a 
semigroup. Thus ( ( ), , )BN S   is a neutrosophic bisemigroup. 
 
 
Definition 1.2.8:  Let 1( ( ) P ;: , )BN S P    be a neutrosophic bisemigroup. 
A proper subset  ( , , )T   is said to be a neutrosophic subbisemigroup of 
( )BN S  if 
 
1. 1 2T T T   where 1 1T P T   and 2 2T P T  and 
2. At least one of 1( , )T  or 2( , )T   is a neutrosophic semigroup. 
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Definition 1.2.9:  Let 1( ( ) P , , )BN S P    be a neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroup. A proper subset  T  of ( )BN S  is called the neutrosophic 
strong subbisemigroup if 1 2T T T   with  1 1T P T   and 2 2T P T   and if 
both 1( , )T   and 2( , )T  are neutrosophic subsemigroups of  1( , )P   and 
2( , )P  respectively. We call 1 2T T T   to be a neutrosophic strong 
subbisemigroup, if atleast one of 1( , )T   or 2( , )T  is a semigroup then 
1 2T T T   is only a neutrosophic subsemigroup. 
 
 
Definition 1.2.10:  Let 1( ( ) P , , )BN S P    be any neutrosophic 
bisemigroup. Let J  be a proper subset of ( )BN S  such that 1 1J J P   and 
2 2J J P   are ideals of 1P  and 2P  respectively. Then J  is called the 
neutrosophic biideal of ( )BN S . 
 
 
Definition 1.2.11:  Let ( ( ), , )BN S   be a neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroup where  1 2( ) PBN S P    with 1( , )P   and 2( , )P  be any two 
neutrosophic semigroups. Let J  be a proper subset of ( )BN S  such that 
1 1J J P   and 2 2J J P   are ideals of 1P  and 2P  respectively. Then J  is 
called the neutrosophic strong biideal of ( )BN S . 
 
 
Note: Union of any two neutrosophic biideals in general is not a 
neutrosophic biideal. This is true of neutrosophic strong biideals. 
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Definition 1.2.12: Let 1 2{ ( ), ,..., }S N    be a non-empty set with N -binary 
operations defined on it. We call ( )S N  a neutrosophic N -semigroup ( N  
a positive integer)  if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
1) 1( ) ... NS N S S   where each iS  is a proper subset of ( )S N  i.e. i jS S  or 
j iS S  if  i j . 
2) ( , )i iS   is either a neutrosophic semigroup or a semigroup for 
1,2,3,...,i N . 
If all the N -semigroups ( , )i iS   are neutrosophic semigroups  (i.e. for  
1,2,3,...,i N ) then we call ( )S N  to be a neutrosophic strong N -
semigroup. 
 
Example 1.2.3:  Let 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( ) { , , , , }S N S S S S         be a neutrosophic 
4 -semigroup where 
 1 12{S Z , semigroup under multiplication modulo 12}, 
 2 {1,2,3, ,2 ,3S I I I , semigroup under multiplication modulo 4} , a 
neutrosophic semigroup. 
 3 : , , ,
a b
S a b c d R I
c d
  
    
  
, neutrosophic semigroup under matrix 
multiplication and 
 4S Z I  , neutrosophic semigroup under multiplication. 
 
Definition 1.2.13: Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic  
N -semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{P ....P , , ,..., }N NP P       of ( )S N  is 
said to be a neutrosophic N -subsemigroup if , 1,2,...,i iP P S i N    are 
subsemigroups of iS  in which atleast some of the subsemigroups are 
neutrosophic subsemigroups. 
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Definition 1.2.14:  Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic 
strong N -semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{T .... T , , ,..., }N NT T        of 
( )S N  is said to be a neutrosophic strong sub N -semigroup if each  ( , )i iT   
is a neutrosophic subsemigroup of  ( , )i iS   for  1,2,...,i N  where 
i iT S T  . 
If only a few of the ( , )i iT   in T  are just subsemigroups of ( , )i iS  , (i.e.  
( , )i iT   are not neutrosophic subsemigroups then we call T  to be a sub 
N -semigroup of ( )S N . 
 
Definition 1.2.15. Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic 
N -semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{P .... , , ,..., }N NP P P        of ( )S N  is 
said to be a neutrosophic N -subsemigroup, if the following conditions 
are true. 
 
1.  P  is a neutrosophic sub N -semigroup of ( )S N . 
2.  Each , 1,2,...,i iP S P i N    is an ideal of iS . 
Then P  is called or defined as the neutrosophic N -ideal of the 
neutrosophic N -semigroup  ( )S N . 
 
Definition 1.2.16:  Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic 
strong  N -semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{J ....J , , ,..., }N NJ J       where 
t tJ J S   for  1,2,...,t N  is said to be a neutrosophic strong N -ideal of 
( )S N  if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
1. Each it is a neutrosophic subsemigroup of , 1,2,...,tS t N  i.e. It is a 
neutrosophic strong N-subsemigroup of ( )S N . 
2. Each it is a two sided ideal of tS  for 1,2,...,t N . 
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Similarly one can define neutrosophic strong N -left ideal or 
neutrosophic strong right ideal of  ( )S N . 
A neutrosophic strong N -ideal is one which is both a neutrosophic 
strong N -left ideal and N -right ideal of ( )S N . 
 
1.3 Neutrosophic Loops, Neutrosophic Biloops, Neutrosophic N-
loops and their Properties 
 
This section is about the introductory concepts of neutrosophic loops, 
neutrosophic biloops and neutrosophic N-loops. Their relavent 
properties are also given in the present section. 
 
Definition 1.3.1:  A neutrosophic loop is generated by a loop L  and 
I denoted by L I . A neutrosophic loop in general need not be a loop 
for 
2I I  and I  may not have an inverse but every element in a loop 
has an inverse. 
 
Example 1.3.1: Let 7(4)L I L I    be a neutrosophic loop which is 
generated by the loop 7(4)L  and I . 
 
Example 1.3.2:  Let 15(2) { ,1,2,3,4,...,15, ,1 ,2 ,...,14 ,15 }L I e eI I I I I   be another 
neutrosophic loop of order 32 . 
  
Definition 1.3.2: Let L I  be a neutrosophic loop. A proper subset 
P I   of  L I  is called the neutrosophic subloop, if P I  is itself a 
neutrosophic loop under the operations of  L I . 
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Definition 1.3.3:  Let ( , )L I  be a neutrosophic loop of finite order. 
A proper subset P  of  L I  is said to be a Lagrange neutrosophic 
subloop, if P  is a neutrosophic subloop under the operation  and 
( ) / oo P L I . 
 
Definition 1.3.4:  If every neutrosophic subloop of L I  is Lagrange 
then we call L I  to be a Lagrange neutrosophic loop. 
 
Definition 1.3.5: If L I  has no Lagrange neutrosophic subloop then 
we call L I  to be a Lagrange free neutrosophic loop. 
  
Definition 1.3.6:  If L I  has atleast one Lagrange neutrosophic 
subloop then we call L I  to be a weakly Lagrange neutrosophic loop. 
 
Definition 1.3.7:  Let 1 2( , , )B I    be a non-empty set with two binary 
operations  1 2,  , B I  is a neutrosophic biloop if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
 
1. 1 2B I P P    where 1P  and 2P  are proper subsets of B I . 
2. 1 1( , )P   is a neutrosophic loop. 
3. 2 2( , )P   is a group or a loop. 
 
Example 1.3.3:  Let 1 2 1 2(B , , )B B     be a neutrosophic biloop of order 
20 , where  1 5(3)B L I   and 
8
2 { : }B g g e  .   
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Definition 1.3.8:  Let 1 2( , , )B I    be a neutrosophic biloop. A proper 
subset P  of B I   is said to be a neutrosophic subbiloop of B I  if  
1 2 1 2(P , , )P P     is itself a neutrosophic biloop under the operations of 
B I . 
  
Definition 1.3.9:  Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     be a finite neutrosophic biloop. 
Let 1 2 1 2(P , , )P P     be a neutrosophic biloop. If o(P) / o(B)  then we call P  
to be a Lagrange neutrosophic subbiloop of B . 
 
Definition 1.3.10:  If every neutrosophic subbiloop of B  is Lagrange 
then we call B  to be a Lagrange neutrosophic biloop. 
 
Definition 1.3.11:  If B  has atleast one Lagrange neutrosophic 
subbiloop then we call B  to be a weakly Lagrange neutrosophic biloop. 
  
Definition 1.3.12:  If B  has no Lagrange neutrosophic subbiloops then 
we call B  to be a Lagrange free neutrosophic biloop. 
 
Definition 1.3.13: Let 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }n NS B S B S B S B        be a non-
empty neutrosophic set with N -binary operations. ( )S B  is a 
neutrosophic N -loop if  1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( )nS B S B S B S B    , ( )iS B  are proper 
subsets of ( )S B  for  1 i N   and some of ( )iS B  are neutrosophic loops 
and some of the  ( )iS B  are groups. 
 
Example 1.3.4:  Let  1 2 3 1 2 3( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ), , , }S B S B S B S B       be a neutrosophic 
3 -loop, where  1 5( ) (3)S B L I  , 
12
2( ) { : }S B g g e   and  3 3( )S B S . 
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Definition 1.3.14:  Let 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }n NS B S B S B S B        be a 
neutrosophic  N -loop. A proper subset 1 2(P, , ,..., )N    of ( )S B  is said to 
be a neutrosophic sub N -loop of  ( )S B  if P  itself is a neutrosophic N -
loop under the operations of ( )S B . 
  
Definition 1.3.15:  Let 1 2 1 2( ... , , ,..., )N NL L L L        be a neutrosophic 
N -loop of finite order. Suppose P  is a proper subset of L , which is a 
neutrosophic sub N -loop. If  ( ) / ( )o P o L   then we call P  a Lagrange 
neutrosophic sub  N -loop. 
 
Definition 1.3.16: If every neutrosophic sub N -loop is Lagrange then 
we call L  to be a Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop. 
  
Definition 1.3.17:  If L  has atleast one Lagrange neutrosophic sub  N -
loop then we call L  to be a weakly Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop. 
  
Definition 1.3.18:  If L  has no Lagrange neutrosophic sub N -loop then 
we call L  to be a Lagrange free neutrosophic N -loop. 
 
1.4  Neutrosophic LA-semigroup, Neutrosophic Bi-LA-semigroup, 
Neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup and their Properties 
 
In this section we mention some of the basic and fundamental concepts 
of neutrosophic LA-semigroup, neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup and 
neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup.  
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Definition 1.4.1:  Let   ,S   be an LA-semigroup and let  
 : ,S I a bI a b S    . The neutrosophic LA-semigroup is generated by 
S  and I  under     denoted as    ,N S S I   , where I  is called the 
neutrosophic element with property 2I I . For an integer n , n I and 
nI are neutrosophic elements and 0. 0I  . 
1I  , the inverse of I is not defined and hence does not exist. 
Similarly we can define neutrosophic RA-semigroup on the same lines. 
 
Example 1.4.1:  Let    1,2,3,4,1 ,2 ,3 ,4N S I I I I  be a neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup with the following  table. 
 
 
* 
 
1 2 3 4 1I 2I 3I 4I 
1 1 4 2 3 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2 3 2 4 1 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3 4 1 3 2 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4 2 3 1 4 2I 3I 1I 4I 
1I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 
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Definition 1.4.2:  Let  N S  be a neutrosophic LA-semigroup. An 
element  e N S  is said to be left identity if e s s   for all  s N S . 
Similarly  e  is called right identity if s e s   for all  s N S . e  is called 
two sided identity or simply identity if e  is left as well as right identity. 
Definition 1.4.3:  Let  N S  be a neutrosophic LA-semigroup and  N H  
be a proper subset of  N S . Then  N H  is called a neutrosophic sub LA-
semigroup if   N H  itself is a neutrosophic LA-semigroup under the 
operation of  N S . 
Definition 1.4.4:  A neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup  N H  is called 
strong neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup or pure neutrosophic sub LA-
semigroup if all the elements of  N H are neutrosophic elements. 
Definition 1.4.5:  Let  N S  be a neutrosophic LA-semigroup and  N K  
be a subset of  N S . Then  N K  is called Left (right)  neutrosophic 
ideal of  N S  if       N S N K N K ,{      N K N S N K }. 
If  N K  is both left and right neutrosophic ideal, then  N K  is called a 
two sided neutrosophic ideal or simply a neutrosophic ideal. 
Definition 1.4.6:  A neutrosophic ideal  N K  is called strong 
neutrosophic ideal or pure neutrosophic ideal if all of its elements are 
neutrosophic elements. 
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Definition 1.4.7:  Let  ( ( ), , )BN S   be a non-empty set with two binary 
operations   and .  ( ( ), , )BN S   is said to be a neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup if 1 2( )BN S P P   where atleast one of  1( , )P   or 2( , )P  is a 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup and other is just an LA- semigroup. 1P  and 
2P  are proper subsets of ( )BN S . 
If both 1( , )P   and 2( , )P  in the above definition are neutrosophic LA-
semigroups then we call  ( ( ), , )BN S   a neutrosophic strong bi-LA-
semigroup. 
 
Example 1.4.2: Let  1 2( ) { }BN S S I S I     be a neutrosophic bi-LA- 
 
semigroup, where  1 1,2,3,1 ,2 ,3S I I I I   is a neutrosophic bi-LA- 
 
semigroup and  2 1,2,3, ,2 ,3S I I I I   is another neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup. 
 
Definition 1.4.8:  Let 1 2( ( ) P ;: , )BN S P    be a neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup. A proper subset  ( , , )T   is said to be a neutrosophic sub bi-
LA-semigroup of ( )BN S  if 
 
1.  1 2T T T   where 1 1T P T   and 2 2T P T   and 
2. At least one of 1( , )T  or 2( , )T   is a neutrosophic LA-semigroup. 
 
Definition 1.4.9:  Let 1 2( ( ) P , , )BN S P    be a neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup. A proper subset  ( , , )T   is said to be a neutrosophic strong 
sub bi-LA-semigroup of ( )BN S  if 
 
1.  1 2T T T   where 1 1T P T   and 2 2T P T  and 
2.  1( , )T  and 2( , )T   are neutrosophic strong LA-semigroups. 
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Definition 1.4.10:  Let 1 2( ( ) P , , )BN S P    be any neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup. Let J  be a proper subset of ( )BN S  such that 1 1J J P   and 
2 2J J P   are ideals of 1P  and 2P  respectively. Then J  is called the 
neutrosophic biideal of ( )BN S . 
 
 
Definition 1.4.11:  Let ( ( ), , )BN S   be a strong neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup where  1 2( ) PBN S P    with 1( , )P   and 2( , )P  be any two 
neutrosophic LA-semigroups. Let J  be a proper subset of ( )BN S  where 
1 2J J J   with 1 1J J P   and 2 2J J P   are neutrosophic ideals of the 
neutrosophic LA-semigroups 1P  and 2P  respectively. Then J  is called or 
defined as the strong neutrosophic biideal of ( )BN S . 
 
 
Definition 1.4.12:  Let 1 2{ ( ), ,..., }S N    be a non-empty set with N -binary 
operations defined on it. We call ( )S N  a neutrosophic N -LA-semigroup 
( N  a positive integer)  if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
1. 1( ) ... NS N S S   where each iS  is a proper subset of ( )S N . 
2. ( , )i iS   is either a neutrosophic LA-semigroup or an LA-semigroup 
for 1,2,3,...,i N . 
If all the N -LA-semigroups ( , )i iS   are neutrosophic LA-semigroups  
(i.e. for  1,2,3,...,i N ) then we call ( )S N  to be a neutrosophic strong N -
LA-semigroup. 
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Example 1.4.3:  Let 1 2 3 1 2 3S(N) {S S S , , , }       be a neutrosophic  3-LA- 
 
semigroup where   1 1,2,3,4,1 ,2 ,3 ,4S I I I I  is a neutrosophic LA-semigroup,  
 
 2 1,2,3,1 ,2 ,3S I I I  be another neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup with the  
 
following table and  3 1,2,3, ,2 ,3S I I I  is a neutrosophic LA-   
 
semigroup. 
 
Definition 1.4.13:  Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic  
N -LA-semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{P ....P , , ,..., }N NP P       of ( )S N  is 
said to be a neutrosophic sub N -LA-semigroup if , 1,2,...,i iP P S i N    are 
sub LA-semigroups of iS  in which atleast some of the sub LA-
semigroups are neutrosophic sub LA-semigroups. 
 
Definition 1.4.14:  Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic 
strong N -LA-semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{T .... T , , ,..., }N NT T        of 
( )S N  is said to be a neutrosophic strong sub N -LA-semigroup if each  
( , )i iT   is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of  ( , )i iS   for  1,2,...,i N  where 
i iT S T  . 
 
Definition 1.4.15:  Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic 
N -LA-semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{P .... , , ,..., }N NP P P        of ( )S N  is 
said to be a neutrosophic N -ideal, if the following conditions are true. 
 
1.  P  is a neutrosophic sub N -LA-semigroup of ( )S N . 
2.  Each , 1,2,...,i iP S P i N    is an ideal of iS . 
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Definition 1.4.16:  Let 1 2 1 2( ) { .... , , ,..., }N NS N S S S       be a neutrosophic 
strong  N -LA-semigroup. A proper subset 1 2 1 2{J ....J , , ,..., }N NJ J       
where t tJ J S   for  1,2,...,t N  is said to be a neutrosophic strong N -ideal 
of ( )S N  if the following conditions are satisfied. 
 
1) Each it is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of , 1,2,...,tS t N  i.e. It is a 
neutrosophic strong N-sub LA-semigroup of ( )S N . 
2) Each it is a two sided ideal of tS  for 1,2,...,t N . 
Similarly one can define neutrosophic strong N -left ideal or 
neutrosophic strong right ideal of  ( )S N . 
   
A neutrosophic strong N -ideal is one which is both a neutrosophic 
strong N -left ideal and N -right ideal of ( )S N . 
 
1.5 Soft Sets and their Properties 
 
  In this section, we give the the definition of soft set and their related 
properties are also mention in the present section. 
 
Throughout this section U refers to an initial universe, E  is a set of 
parameters, ( )PU  is the power set of  U , and ,A B E . 
 
Definition 1.5.1:  A pair ( , )F A  is called a soft set over U  where F is a 
mapping given by  : ( )F A PU . 
In other words, a soft set over  U  is a parameterized family of subsets of 
the universe  U . For  a A  , (a)F   may be considered as the set of  a -
elements of the soft set ( , )F A  , or as the set of  a -approximate elements 
of the soft set. 
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Example 1.5.1:  Suppose that U  is the set of shops. E is the  set of 
parameters and each parameter is a word or sentence. Let 
 
  
high rent,normal rent,
in good condition,in bad condition
E
 . 
 
Let us consider a soft set ( , )F A which describes the attractiveness of 
shops that Mr.Z  is taking on rent. Suppose that there are five houses in 
the universe  1 2 3 4 5{ , , , , }U s s s s s  under consideration, and that  
1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be the set of parameters where 
1a   stands for the parameter 'high rent, 
2a   stands for the parameter 'normal rent, 
3a   stands for the parameter 'in good condition. 
Suppose that 
1 1 4( ) { , }F a s s  , 
2 2 5( ) { , }F a s s , 
3 3( ) { }.F a s  
 
The soft set ( , )F A  is an approximated family  { ( ), 1,2,3}iF a i  of subsets 
of the set U which gives us a collection of approximate description of an 
object. Then ( , )F A  is a soft set as a collection of approximations over  U , 
where 
21 1  { , }) ,( high rea nt s sF  
2 2 5( )   { , },F normal ra ent s s  
3 3( )    { }.F in good condit na io s  
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Definition 1.5.2:  For two soft sets ( , )F A  and  ( , )H B  over U , ( , )F A  is 
called a soft subset of  ( , )H B  if 
1. A B   and 
2. ( ) ( )F a H a , for all  x A . 
This relationship is denoted by ( , ) ( , )F A H B . Similarly ( , )F A  is called a 
soft superset of ( , )H B  if  ( , )H B  is a soft subset of ( , )F A  which is denoted 
by  ( , ) ( , )F A H B . 
 
Definition 1.5.3:  Two soft sets ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  over  U are called soft 
equal if ( , )F A  is a soft subset of  ( , )H B  and ( , )H B  is a soft subset of ( , )F A . 
 
Definition 1.5.4:  Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft sets over a common 
universe U such that  A B  . Then their restricted intersection is 
denoted by ( , ) ( , ) ( , )RF A K B H C  where ( , )H C  is defined as  
( ) ( ) )H c F c c  for all  c C A B  . 
 
Definition 1.5.5:  The extended intersection of two soft sets  ( , )F A  and  
( , )K B  over a common universe U is the soft set  ( , )H C  , where  C A B , 
and for all  c C  , ( )H c  is defined as 
( ) if c ,
( ) ( ) if c ,
( ) ( ) if c .
F c A B
H c G c B A
F c G c A B
 
We write  ( , ) ( , ) ( , )F A K B H C . 
 
Definition 1.5.6: The restricted union of two soft sets  ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  
over a common universe U is the soft set  ( , )H C , where  C A B  , and 
for all  c C  , ( )H c  is defined as  ( ) ( ) ( )H c F c G c   for all  c C  . We 
write it as 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ).RF A K B H C  
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Definition 1.5.7:  The extended union of two soft sets  ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  
over a common universe U is the soft set  ( , )H C , where  C A B  , and 
for all  c C  ,  ( )H c   is defined as 
( ) if c ,
( ) ( ) if c ,
( ) ( ) if c .
F c A B
H c G c B A
F c G c A B
 
We write ( , ) ( , ) ( , )F A K B H C . 
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Chapter Two 
 
 
 
SOFT NEUTROSOPHIC GROUPS AND THEIR 
GENERALIZATION 
  
 
This chapter has three sections. In first section, we introduce the 
important notions of soft neutrosophic groups over neutrosophic groups 
which is infact a collection of parameterized family of neutrosophic 
subgroups and we also give some of their characterization with 
sufficient amount of examples in this section. The second section deal 
with soft neutrosophic bigroups which are basically defined over 
neutrosophic bigroups. We also establish some basic and fundamental 
results of soft neutrosophic bigroups. The third section is about the 
generalization of soft neutrosophic groups. We defined soft neutrosophic 
N-groups over neutrosophic N-groups in this section and some of their 
basic properties are also investigated. 
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2.1 Soft Neutrosophic Group 
 
In this section we introduced soft neutrosophic group which is a 
parameterized family of neutrosophic subgroups of the neutrosophic 
group. We also dfined a new notion called soft pseudo neutrosophic 
group.  We study some of its interesting properties and explained this 
notion with many examples. 
 
Definition 2.1.1:  Let ( )N G  be a neutrosophic group and ( , )F A  be soft 
set ove r ( )N G . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic  group over ( )N G   if 
and only if  ( ) ( )F a N G , for all a A . 
 
This situation is explained with the help of following examples. 
 
Example 2.1.1:  Let 
  
4
0,1, 2, 3, , 2 , 3 ,1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,
( )
2 , 2 2 ,2 3 , 3 , 3 2 , 3 3
I I I I I I
N Z
I I I I I I
 
 
be a neutrosophic group under addition modulo 4. and let 1 2 3 4{ , , , }A a a a a   
be a set of parameters. Then (F,A) is soft  neutrosophic group over 
4( )N Z , where 
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1 2
3
4
( ) {0,1,2, 3}, ( ) {0, , 2 , 3 },
( ) {0,2,2 ,2 2 },
( ) {0, , 2 , 3 ,2,2 2 ,2 ,2 3 }.
F a F a I I I
F a I I
F a I I I I I I
 
 
Example 2.1.2:  Let 
( ) { , , , , , , , }N G e a b c I aI bI cI
 
be a neutrosophic group under multiplication where 
2 2 2 , , ,a b c e bc cb a ac ca b ab ba c  . 
Then  ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic  group over ( )N G , where 
 
1
2
3
( ) { , , , },
( ) { , , , },
( ) { , , , }.
F a e a I aI
F a e b I bI
F a e c I cI
 
 
Example 2.1.3:  Let  ( , )F A    be a soft neutrosophic  groups over  2( )N Z   
under addition modulo  2 , where  
 
1 2( ) {0,1}, ( ) {0, }F a F a I . 
Example 2.1.4:  Let 
0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ,
( )
1 , 2 , 3 ,..., 5 5
I I I I I
N G
I I I I  be a 
neutrosophic group under addition modulo  6  .  Then  ( , )F A   is  soft  
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  , where 
1
2
( ) {0, 3, 3 , 3 3 },
( ) {0,2, 4,2 2 , 4 4 ,2 , 4 }.
F a I I
F a I I I I  
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Theorem 2.1.1:  Let ( , )F A  and  (H, )A   be two soft neutrosophic  groups 
over  ( )N G  . Then their intersection  ( , ) (H, )F A A  is again a soft 
neutrosophic group over ( )N G . 
 
 
Theorem 2.1.2:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic groups 
over ( )N G . If A B , then  ( , ) (H,B)F A  is a soft neutrosophic group 
over  N(G). 
 
Proposition 2.1.1: The extended intersection of two soft neutrosophic  
groups over ( )N G  is soft neutrosophic  group over (G)N . 
 
Proposition 2.1.2: The restricted intersection of two soft  neutrosophic 
groups over ( )N G  is  soft neutrosophic  group over ( )N G . 
 
Proposition 2.1.3: The AND  operation of two  soft neutrosophic  groups 
over ( )N G  is  soft neutrosophic  group over (G)N . 
 
 
Remark 2.1.1:  The extended union of two soft neutrosophic  groups  
( , )F A  and  ( , )K B  over a neutrosophic group  ( )N G  is not a soft 
neutrosophic group over ( )N G . 
 
This is proved by the following example. 
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Example 2.1.5: Let 2(Z ) {0,1, ,1 }N I I  be a neutrosophic group under 
addition modulo 2 . Let 1 2{ , }A a a  and  2 3{ ,a }B a  be the set of 
parameters. Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic  groups over 
2( )N Z  under addition modulo 2 , where  
 
1 2( ) {0,1}, ( ) {0, }F a F a I , 
and 
2 3( ) {0,1}, ( ) {0,1 }.K a K a I  
Let 
2{ }C A B a . 
Then clearly their extended union is not a soft neutrosophic  group as 
 
2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) {0,1, }H a F a K a I  
 
 is not a neutrosophic subgroup of  2(Z )N . 
 
Reamrk 2.1.2:  The restricted union of two soft neutrosophic  groups  
( , )F A  and  (K,B) over ( )N G  is not a soft neutrosophic  group over  ( ).N G  
 
To prove the above remark, lets take a look to the following example. 
 
Example 2.1.6:  Let 2(Z ) {0,1, ,1 }N I I  be a neutrosophic group under 
addition modulo 2 . Let 1 2{ , }A a a  and  2 3{ ,a }B a  be the set of 
parameters. Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic  groups over 
2( )N Z  under addition modulo 2 , where  
 
1 2( ) {0,1}, ( ) {0, }F a F a I , 
and 
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2 3( ) {0,1}, ( ) {0,1 }.K a K a I  
 
 
Let 
2{ }C A B a . 
 
Then clearly their extended union is not a soft neutrosophic  group as 
 
2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) {0,1, }H a F a K a I  
 
 is not a neutrosophic subgroup of  2( )N Z . 
 
 
 Smilarly  the OR  operation of two soft neutrosophic  groups over ( )N G   
may not be a soft neutrosophic  group. 
 
Definition 2.1.2:  A  soft neutrosophic  group  ( , )F A  over ( )N G  which 
does not contain a proper soft group is called  soft pseudo neutrosophic  
group. 
 
Equivalently ( , )F A  over ( )N G  is a soft pseudo neutrosophic group if and 
only if each ( )F a  is a pseudo neutrosophic group, for all a A . 
 
The illustration is given by the following example. 
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Example 2.1.7:  Let  2 2( ) {0,1, ,1 }N Z Z I I I    
be a neutrosophic group under addition modulo  2.  Let  1 2 3{ , , }A a a a   
be the set of parameters. Then ( , )F A   is a  soft pseudo neutrosophic  
group over  ( )N G ,  where 
 
1
2
3
( ) {0,1},
( ) {0, },
( ) {0,1 }.
F a
F a I
F a I
 
 
Theorem 2.1.3:  Every soft pseudo neutrosophic group is a soft 
neutrosophic  group. 
 
The proof of this theorem is left as an exercise to the readers. 
 
The converse of the above theorem does not hold. The following 
example illustrate this fact. 
 
Example 2.1.8:  Let  4( )N Z   be a neutrosophic group and  ( , )F A   be a soft 
neutrosophic  group over  4( )N Z , where 
 
1 2
3
( ) {0,1,2, 3}, ( ) {0, , 2 , 3 },
( ) {0,2,2 ,2 2 }.
F a F a I I I
F a I I  
 
But  ( , )F A   is not a  soft pseudo neutrosophic group as  ( , )H B   is clearly a 
proper soft subgroup of  ( , )F A , where  
 
1 2( ) {0,2}, ( ) {0,2}.H a H a  
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Theorem 2.1.4:  ( , )F A over ( )N G   is a soft pseudo neutrosophic  group if  
( )N G  is a  pseudo neutrosophic group. 
 
Proof:  Suppose that ( )N G  be a pseudo neutrosophic group. Then it does 
not contain a proper group and for all  ,x A  the  soft neutrosophic   
group ( , )F A  over ( )N G  is such that  ( ) ( ).F x N G  Since each ( )F x  is a 
pseudo neutrosophic subgroup which does not contain a proper group 
and this makes ( , )F A  is soft  pseudo neutrosophic  group. 
 
Proposition 2.1.4:  The extended intersection of two soft pseudo 
neutrosophic  groups ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  over ( )N G  is a soft pseudo 
neutrosophic  group over ( )N G . 
 
Proposition 2.1.5:  The restricted intersection of two soft pseudo 
neutrosophic  groups ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  over ( )N G  is a soft  pseudo 
neutrosophic group over ( ).N G
 
 
Proposition 2.1.6: The AND  operation of two soft pseudo neutrosophic  
groups over ( )N G  is soft pseudo neutrosophic  group over ( )N G . 
 
Remark 2.1.3: The extended union of two  soft pseudo neutrosophic  
groups ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  over (G)N  is not a soft  pseudo neutrosophic  
group over ( )N G . 
 
The proof of this remark is shown in the following example. 
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Example 2.1.9:   Let  2 2( ) {0,1, ,1 }N Z Z I I I   be a neutrosophic 
group under addition modulo  2.  Let  (F, )A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft 
pseudo neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  , where  
 
1 2
3
( ) {0,1}, ( ) {0, },
( ) {0,1 }.
F a F a I
F a I  
and 
1 2( ) {0,1 }, ( ) {0,1}.K a I K a  
 
Clearly their restricted union is not a soft  pseudo neutrosophic  group as 
union of two subgroups is not a subgroup. 
 
 
Remark 2.1.4: The restricted union of two  soft pseudo neutrosophic  
groups ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  over ( )N G  is not a  soft pseudo neutrosophic  
group over ( )N G  . 
 
One can see it easily by checking an example. 
 
Note:  Similarly the OR  operation of two soft pseudo neutrosophic  
groups over ( )N G  may not be a soft  pseudo neutrosophic  group. 
 
Definition 2.1.3:  Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two  soft neutrosophic  groups 
over ( )N G . Then  ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic  subgroup of ( , )F A , 
denoted  as  ( , ) (F,A)H B , if 
 
1. B A  
2. ( ) ( )H a F a  , for all  a A . 
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Example 2.1.10:  Let  4 4( )N Z Z I   be a soft  neutrosophic  group 
under addition modulo  4  , that is  
 
4
0,1, 2, 3, , 2 , 3 ,1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,
( ) .
2 , 2 2 ,2 3 , 3 , 3 2 , 3 3
I I I I I I
N Z
I I I I I I  
 
Let  ( , )F A   be a  soft neutrosophic  group  over  4( )N Z . Then   
 
1 2
3
4
( ) {0,1, 2, 3}, ( ) {0, , 2 , 3 },
( ) {0,2, 2 , 2 2 },
( ) {0, , 2 , 3 , 2, 2 2 , 2 , 2 3 }.
F a F a I I I
F a I I
F a I I I I I I
 
 
(H,B)  is a soft  neutrosophic  subgroup of  ( , )F A  , where  
 
1 2
4
( ) {0,2}, ( ) {0,2 I},
( ) {0, , 2 , 3 }.
H a H a
H a I I I  
 
Theorem 2.1.5:  A soft group over G  is always a  soft neutrosophic  
subgroup of a  soft neutrosophic  group over ( )N G  if .A B  
 
Proof:   Let ( , )F A  be a soft  neutrosophic  group over ( )N G  and  ( , )H B   be 
a soft group over .G   As  ( )G N G  and for all  ,a B H a G N G  . 
This implies  H a F a , for all  a A   as .B A   Hence  ( , ) ( , ).H B F A  
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Example 2.1.11:  Let  ( , )F A   be a soft  neutrosophic  group over  4( )N Z .  
 
Then  
1 2
3
( ) {0,1,2, 3}, ( ) {0, , 2 , 3 },
( ) {0,2,2 ,2 2 }.
F a F a I I I
F a I I
 
 
Let  1 3{ , }B a a   such that  ( , ) ( , )H B F A  , where  
 
1 3( ) {0,2}, ( ) {0,2}.H a H a  
 
Clearly  B A   and  ( ) ( )H a F a   for all  .a B  
 
Theorem 2.1.6:  A soft neutrosophic group over ( )N G  always contains a 
soft group over G. 
 
Proof:  The proof is left as an exercise for  the readers. 
 
Definition 2.1.4:   Let ( , )F A  and  ( , )H B  be two soft pseudo neutrosophic  
groups over ( )N G . Then  ( , )H B   is called  soft pseudo neutrosophic  
subgroup of  ( , )F A  , denoted as ( , ) (F,A)H B , if 
 
1. B A  
2. ( ) ( )H a F a  , for all  a A . 
 
We explain this situation by the following example. 
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Example 2.1.12:  Let  (F, )A   be a soft  pseudo neutrosophic  group over  
4( )N Z  , where 
1 2( ) {0, ,2 ,3 }, ( ) {0,2 }.F a I I I F a I  
 
Hence  ( , ) ( , )H B F A   where 
 
1( ) {0,2 }.H a I  
 
 
Theorem 2.1.7:  Every  soft  neutrosophic  group  ( , )F A   over  ( )N G   has  
soft neutrosophic  subgroup as well as soft pseudo neutrosophic 
subgroup. 
 
Proof:    Straightforward. 
 
 
Definition 2.1.5:  Let  ( , )F A   be a soft  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G . 
Then  ( , )F A   is called the identity  soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G   if  
( ) { },F a e  for all  a A  , where  e   is the identity element of  ( )N G  .  
 
 
Definition 2.1.6:  Let  ( , )H B   be a  soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G . 
Then  (F,A)  is called  an absolute-soft neutrosophic   group over  ( )N G   
if  ( ) ( )F a N G  , for all  a A . 
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Example 14:  Let  
: ,  and 
( )
 is indeterminacy
a bI a b R
N R
I
 
 
is a neutrosophic real group where  R   is set of real numbers and  
2I I , therefore  nI I  , for  n   a positive integer. Then  ( , )F A   is a an 
absolute-soft neutrosophic real group where 
 
( ) ( ), for all .F a N R a A  
 
Theorem 2.1.8: Every absolute-soft neutrosophic  group  over a 
neutrosophic group contain absolute soft group over a group. 
 
Theorem 2.1.9:  Every absolute soft group over  G   is a  soft 
neutrosophic  subgroup of absolute-soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
 
Theorem 2.1.10:  Let  ( )N G   be a neutrosophic group. If order of  ( )N G   
is prime number, then  the  soft neutrosophic  group  ( , )F A   over  ( )N G   is 
either identity  soft neutrosophic  group or absolute-soft neutrosophic  
group. 
 
Proof  Straightforward. 
 
Definition 2.1.7:  Let  ( , )F A   be a  soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  .  
If  for all  a A  , each  ( )F a  is  Lagrange  neutrosophic subgroup  of  
( )N G , then  ( , )F A   is called  soft Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  
. 
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Example 2.1.13:  Let  3(Z / {0})N {1,2, ,2 }I I  be  a neutrosophic group 
under multiplication modulo  3  . Now  {1,2}  ,{1, }I   are subgroups of  
3( / {0})N Z   which divides order of  3(Z / {0})N  . Then the ( , )F A  is soft 
Lagrange neutrosophic   group over 3(Z / {0})N , where 
  
1 2( ) {1,2}, ( ) {1, }F a F a I . 
 
Theorem 2.1.11:  If  ( )N G   is Lagrange neutrosophic group, then  ( , )F A   
over  ( )N G   is soft  Lagrange neutrosophic  group but the converse is not 
true in general. 
 
The converse is left as an exercise for the readers. 
 
Theorem 2.1.12:  Every  soft Lagrange neutrosophic  group is a  soft 
neutrosophic  group. 
 
Proof  Straightforward. 
 
Remark 2 The converse of the above theorem does not hold. 
We can shown it in the following example. 
 
Example 2.1.14:  Let  ( ) {1,2,3, 4, ,2 , 3 , 4 }N G I I I I   be a neutrosophic group 
under multiplication modulo  5 . Then  ( , )F A   be  a  soft neutrosophic   
group over  ( )N G  , where 
 
1 2
3
( ) {1, 4, , 2 , 3 , 4 }, ( ) {1,2, 3, 4},
( ) {1, , 2 , 3 , 4 }.
F a I I I I F a
F a I I I I
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But clearly it is not  soft Lagrange neutrosophic  group as  1( )F a   which 
is a subgroup of  ( )N G   does not divide order of  ( )N G  . 
 
 
Theorem 2.1.13:  If  ( )N G   is a neutrosophic group, then the  soft 
Lagrange neutrosophic  group is a  soft neutrosophic   group. 
 
Proof :  Suppose that  ( )N G   be a neutrosophic group and  (F, )A   be a  
soft Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . Then by above theorem  
( ,A)F   is also  soft neutrosophic   group. 
 
 
Example 2.1.15:  Let  4(Z )N   be a neutrosophic group and  ( , )F A   is a  
soft Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  4(Z )N   under addition modulo  
4  , where 
1 2
3
( ) {0,1,2, 3}, ( ) {0, , 2 , 3 },
( ) {0,2,2 ,2 2 }.
F a F a I I I
F a I I  
  
But  ( , )F A   has a proper soft group  ( , )H B  , where 
 
1 3( ) {0,2}, ( ) {0,2}.H a H a  
 
Hence  ( , )F A   is  soft neutrosophic  group. 
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Remark 2.1.5:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft 
Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not soft  
Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft 
Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  soft 
Lagrange neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  . 
 
One can easily show 1,2,3 and 4 by the help of example. 
 
Remark 2.1.6:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
 
Definition 2.1.8:  Let  ( , )F A   be a  soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
Then  ( , )F A   is called  soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic  group if 
atleast one  ( )F a  is a Lagrange neutrosophic subgroup of  (G)N  , for some  
a A  . 
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Example 2.1.16:  Let ( ) {1,2,3, 4, I,2 I, 3 I, 4 I}N G   be a neutrosophic group 
under multiplication modulo  5 . Then  ( , )F A   is a  soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  , where 
 
1 2
3
( ) {1, 4, , 2 , 3 , 4 }, ( ) {1,2, 3, 4},
( ) {1, , 2 , 3 , 4 }.
F a I I I I F a
F a I I I I
 
 
As  1( )F a   and  3( )F a   which are subgroups of  ( )N G   do not divide order 
of  ( )N G  . 
 
 
Theorem 2.1.14:  Every  soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic  group  
( , )F A   is  soft neutrosophic  group. 
 
 
Remark 2.1.7:  The converse of the above theorem does not hold in 
general. 
 
This can be shown by the following example. 
 
 
Example 2.1.17:  Let  4( )N Z   be a neutrosophic group under addition 
modulo  4   and  1 2{ , }A a a   be a set of parameters. Then  ( , )F A   is a soft  
neutrosophic  group over  4( )N Z  , where 
 
1 2( ) {0, ,2 ,3 }, ( ) {0,2 }.F a I I I F a I  
 
 But not  soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic   group over  4( )N Z  
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Definition 2.1.9:  Let  (F,A)  be a  soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
Then  ( , )F A   is called soft  Lagrange free neutrosophic  group if  ( )F a  is 
not Lagrangeneutrosophic subgroup of  ( )N G  , for all  a A  . 
 
 
Example 2.1.18:  Let  ( ) {1,2,3, 4, ,2 , 3 , 4 }N G I I I I   be a neutrosophic group 
under multiplication modulo  5 . Then ( , )F A   be a  soft Lagrange  free 
neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  , where 
 
1
2
( ) {1, 4, , 2 , 3 , 4 },
( ) {1, , 2 , 3 , 4 }.
F a I I I I
F a I I I I  
 
As  1( )F a   and  2( )F a   which are subgroups of  ( )N G   do not divide order 
of  ( )N G  . 
 
Theorem 2.1.15:  Every  soft Lagrange free neutrosophic  group  ( , )F A   
over  ( )N G   is a  soft neutrosophic  group but the converse is not true. 
 
Definition 2.1.10:  Let  ( , )F A   be a  soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
If for all  a A  , each  ( )F a   is a pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic subgroup 
of (G)N  , then  ( , )F A
 
is called  soft pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic group 
over  ( )N G  . 
 
Example 2.1.19:  Let  4( )N Z   be a neutrosophic group under addition 
modulo  4   and  1 2{ , }A a a   be the set of parameters. Tthen  ( , )F A   is a  
soft pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  4( )N Z   where 
 
1 2( ) {0, I,2 i,3 I, 4 I}, ( ) {0,2 }.F a F a I  
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Theorem 2.1.16:  Every soft  pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic group is a 
soft  neutrosophic  group but the converse may not be true. 
 
Proof  Straightforward. 
 
 
Reamrk 2.1.8:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo Lagrange 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft 
pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not 
soft  pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft 
pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  
soft pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  . 
 
One can easily establish these remarks. 
 
Remark 2.1.9:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo Lagrange 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  soft pseudo Lagrange 
neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft pseudo Lagrange 
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
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Definition 2.1.11:  Let  ( , )F A   be a  soft neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
Then  ( , )F A  is called  soft weakly pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic  group 
if atleast one  ( )F a  is a pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic subgroup of ( )N G , 
for some  a A  . 
 
Example 2.1.20:  Let ( ) {1,2,3, 4, ,2 , 3 , 4 }N G I I I I   be a neutrosophic group 
under multiplication modulo  5   Then  ( , )F A   is a  soft weakly pseudo 
Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  , where 
 
1 2( ) {1, ,2 ,3 , 4 }, ( ) {1, }.F a I I I I F a I  
 
As 1( )F a   which is a subgroup of  ( )N G   does not divide order of  ( )N G  . 
 
Theorem 2.1.17:  Every soft  weakly pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic  
group  ( , )F A   is  soft neutrosophic  group. 
 
Remark 2.1.10:  The converse of the above theorem is not true in 
general. 
 
Example 2.1.21:  Let  4( )N Z   be a neutrosophic group under addition 
modulo  4   and  1 2{ , }A a a   be the set of parameters. Then  ( , )F A   is a 
soft  neutrosophic  group over  4( )N Z ,where 
 
1 2( ) {0, ,2 ,3 }, ( ) {0,2 }.F a I I I F a I  
 
But it is not  soft weakly pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic  group. 
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Remark 2.1.11:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft pseudo 
weakly Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not soft  
pseudo weakly Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft pseudo 
weakly Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  soft 
pseudo weakly Lagrange neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  . 
 
Proof: The proof of 1,2,3 and 4 is easy. 
 
Remark 2.1.12:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  soft pseudo weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft pseudo weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
 
 
Definition 2.1.12:  Let   ( , )F A  be a  soft neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
Then  ( , )F A   is called  soft pseudo Lagrange free neutrosophic  group if  
( )F a  is not pseudo Lagrange neutrosophic subgroup of  ( )N G  , for all  
a A  . 
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Example 2.1.22:  Let  ( ) {1,2,3,, I,2 I, 3 , 4 }N G I I  be a neutrosophic group 
under multiplication modulo  5   Then  ( , )F A   is a  soft pseudo Lagrange 
free neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  , where 
 
1 2( ) {1, I,2 I,3 I, 4 I}, ( ) {1, I,2 I,3 I, 4 I}.F a F a  
 
As  1( )F a   and  2( )F a   which are subgroups of  N G  
do not divide order 
of  ( )N G  . 
 
Theorem 2.1.18:  Every soft  pseudo Lagrange free neutrosophic  group 
( , )F A   over  ( )N G   is a soft  neutrosophic  group but the converse is not 
true. 
 One can easily see the converse by taking number of examples. 
 
Remark 2.1.13:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo  Lagrange 
free neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft pseudo  
Lagrange free neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not soft  
pseudo Lagrange free neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft pseudo 
Lagrange free neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  soft 
pseudo Lagrange free neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  . 
 
Proof: The proof of 1,2,3 and 4 is easy. 
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Remark 2.1.14:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo Lagrange 
free neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  soft pseudo Lagrange 
free neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft pseudo Lagrange 
free neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
 
 
Definition 2.1.13:  A  soft neutrosophic  group  ( , )F A   over  ( )N G   is 
called  soft normal neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G   if  ( )F a   is a normal 
neutrosophic subgroup of  (G)N  , for all  a A  . 
 
Example 2.1.23:  Let ( ) { , , , , , , , }N G e a b c I aI bI cI   be a neutrosophic group 
under multiplication where 
2a
2 2 , , ,b c e bc cb a ac ca b ab ba c  . 
 
Then  ( , )F A   is a soft  normal neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G   where 
 
1
2
3
( ) { , , , },
( ) { , , , },
( ) { , , , }.
F a e a I aI
F a e b I bI
F a e c I cI
 
 
Theorem 2.1.19:  Every soft  normal neutrosophic group  ( , )F A   over  
( )N G   is a soft  neutrosophic  group but the converse is not true. 
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Remark 2.1.15:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft normal 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft normal  
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not soft 
normal  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft normal  
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  soft 
normal  neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  . 
 
Proof: The proof of 1,2,3 and 4 is easy. 
 
Remark 2.1.16:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft normal 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  soft normal  
neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft normal  
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
 
 
Definition 2.1.14:  Let  ( , )F A   be a soft  neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
Then  ( , )F A   is called  soft pseudo normal neutrosophic   group if  ( )F a   is 
a pseudo normal neutrosophic subgroup of  (G)N  ,  for all  a A  . 
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Example 2.1.24:  Let  2( ) {0,1, ,1 }N Z I I  be a neutrosophic group under 
addition modulo  2  and  let  1 2{ , }A a a   be the set of parameters. Then  
( , )F A   is soft  pseudo normal neutrosophic   group over  (G)N   where 
 
1 2( ) {0,1}, ( ) {0,1 }.F a F a I  
 
 
Theorem 2.1.20:  Every soft  pseudo normal neutrosophic  group  ( , )F A   
over  ( )N G   is a  soft neutrosophic group but the converse is not true. 
 
Remark 2.1.17:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo normal 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft pseudo 
normal  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not soft 
pseudo normal  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft pseudo 
normal  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  soft 
pseudo normal  neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  . 
 
Proof: The proof of 1,2,3 and 4 is easy. 
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Remark 2.1.18:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft pseudo normal 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  soft pseudo normal  
neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft pseudo normal  
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
 
 
Definition 2.1.15:  Let  ( )N G   be a neutrosophic group. Then  ( , )F A   is 
called  soft conjugate neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G
 
if and only  if  ( )F a   
is  conjugate neutrosophic  subgroup of
 
( )N G , for all  a A  . 
 
Example 2.1.25:  Let  
0,1,2, 3, 4, 5, , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ,
1 , 2 , 3 ,..., 5 5
I I I I I
N G
I I I I
 
 
 be a neutrosophic group under addition modulo  6   and let  
{0,3,3 ,3 3 }P I I   and  {0,2, 4,2 2 , 4 4 ,2 , 4 }K I I I I   are  conjugate  
neutrosophic subgroups of  ( )N G .  Then  ( , )F A   is  soft conjugate 
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  , where 
 
1
2
( ) {0, 3, 3 , 3 3 },
( ) {0,2, 4,2 2 , 4 4 ,2 , 4 }.
F a I I
F a I I I I
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Remark 2.1.19:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft conjugate 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic group over  ( )N G  . 
 
Proof: The proof of 1,2,3 and 4 is easy. 
 
Remark 2.1.20:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft conjugate 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  soft conjugate   
neutrosophic  group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft conjugate   
neutrosophic  group over  ( )N G  . 
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Soft Neutrosophic Strong Group 
 
 
In this section, we give the important notion soft neutrosophic strong  
group which is quite related to the strong part of neutrosophic group. We  
also introduce soft neutrosophic strong subgroup and give some of their  
basic characterization of this purely neutrosophic  notion with many  
illustrative examples. 
 
 
Definition 2.1.16:  Let ( )N G  be a neutrosophic group and ( , )F A  be 
soft set ove r ( )N G . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong  group 
over ( )N G   if and only if  ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong subgroup of 
( )N G , for all a A . 
 
This situation is explained with the help of following examples. 
 
Example 2.1.1:  Let 
  
4
0,1, 2, 3, , 2 , 3 ,1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,
( )
2 , 2 2 ,2 3 , 3 , 3 2 , 3 3
I I I I I I
N Z
I I I I I I
 
 
be a neutrosophic group under addition modulo 4. and let 1 2 3 4{ , , , }A a a a a   
be a set of parameters. Then (F,A) is soft  neutrosophic strong  group 
over 4( )N Z , where 
 
1 2( ) {0,3 }, ( ) {0, ,2 ,3 }F a I F a I I I . 
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Example 2.1.2:  Let 
( ) { , , , , , , , }N G e a b c I aI bI cI
 
be a neutrosophic group under multiplication where 
2 2 2 , , ,a b c e bc cb a ac ca b ab ba c  . 
Then  ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic  group over ( )N G , where 
 
1
2
3
( ) { , },
( ) { , },
( ) { , }.
F a I aI
F a I bI
F a I cI
 
 
Example 2.1.3:  Let  ( , )F A    be a soft neutrosophic  groups over  2( )N Z   
under addition modulo  2 , where  
 
1 2( ) {0,1 }, ( ) {0, }F a I F a I . 
 
Theorem 2.1.21: Every soft neutrosophic strong group is trivially a soft  
neutrosophic group but the converse is not true. 
 
The converse is obvious, so it is left for the readers as an exercise. 
 
Theorem 2.1.22: If 
 
( )N G  is a neutrosophic strong group, then ( , )F A  over  
 
( )N G  is also a soft neutrosophic strong group. 
 
Proof: The proof is left as an exercise for the readers. 
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Remark 2.1.21:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft neutrosophic  strong 
groups over  ( )N G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft  
neutrosophic strong  group over  ( )N G  . 
2. Their extended intersection  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not soft   
neutrosophic strong  group over  ( )N G  . 
3. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  ( )N G   is not  soft   
neutrosophic strong  group over  ( )N G  . 
4. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B   over  (G)N   is not  a 
soft  neutrosophic strong group over  ( )N G  . 
 
 
Proof: The proof of 1,2,3 and 4 is easy. 
 
 
Remark 2.1.22:  Let  ( , )F A   and  ( , )K B   be two  soft conjugate 
neutrosophic  groups over  ( )N G  .Then 
 
1. Their  AND   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not  a soft  neutrosophic  
strong group over  (G)N  . 
2. Their  OR   operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B   is not a  soft neutrosophic  
strong group over  ( )N G  . 
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Definition 2.1.17:   Let ( , )F A  and  ( , )H B  be two soft  neutrosophic strong   
groups over ( )N G . Then  ( , )H B   is called  soft neutrosophic strong  
subgroup of  ( , )F A  , denoted as ( , ) (F,A)H B , if 
 
1. B A  
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic strong subgroup of ( )F a  , for all  a A . 
 
We explain this situation by the following example. 
 
 
Example 2.1.10:  Let  (F, )A   be a soft  neutrosophic strong group over  
4( )N Z  , where 
1 2( ) {0, ,2 ,3 }, ( ) {0,2 }.F a I I I F a I  
 
Hence  ( , ) ( , )H B F A   where 
 
1( ) {0,2 }.H a I  
 
 
Theorem 2.1.23:  Every soft neutrosophic strong subgroup of is trivially    
a soft neutrosophic subgroup but the converse is not true. 
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2.2 Soft Neutrosophic Bigroups and their Properties 
 
 
Now we proceed onto define the notion of soft neutrosophic bigroups  
over neutrosophic bigroups. However soft neutrosophic bigroups are the  
parameterized family of the neutrosophic bigroups. We can also give  
soft Lagrange neutrosophic bigroup over a neutrosophic bigroup. Some  
of the important and interesting properties are also established with  
necessary examples to illustrate this theory. 
 
 
 
Definition 2.2.1:  Let       1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G     be a neutrosophic 
bigroup and let   ,F A   be a soft set over   NB G  . Then   ,F A   is said to 
be soft neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G   if and only if  ( )F a  is a 
subbigroup of   NB G   for all  a A . 
  
The following examples will help us in understanding this notion. 
 
Example 2.2.1: Let        1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G     be a neutrosophic 
bigroup, where 
   1 0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4B G I I I I  
 
 is a neutrosophic group under multiplication modulo  5  .  
   122 : 1B G g g    is a cyclic group of order  12.  
Let        1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G      be a neutrosophic subbigroup where  
   1 1,4, ,4P G I I   and     
2 4 6 8 10
2 1, , , , ,P G g g g g g  . 
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Also        1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G      be another neutrosophic subbigroup 
where     1 1,Q G I   and     3 6 92 1, , ,Q G g g g  .  
Then   ,F A   is a soft neutrosophic  bigroup over   NB G  , where 
 
   
   
2 4 6 8 10
1
3 6 9
2
1,4, ,4 ,1, , , , ,
1, ,1, , , .
F a I I g g g g g
F a I g g g


 
 
  
Theorem 2.2.1:  Let   ,F A   and   ,H A   be two soft  neutrosophic 
bigroup over   NB G  . Then their intersection     , ,F A H A   is again a soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G  . 
 
Proof Straight forward. 
 
Theorem 2.2.2:  Let   ,F A   and   ,H B   be two  soft neutrosophic 
bigroups over   NB G   such that  A B    , then their union is soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G  . 
  
Proof Straight forward. 
 
Remark 2.2.1:  The extended union of two soft  neutrosophic  bigroups  
 ,F A   and   ,K D   over   NB G   is not a soft neutrosophic  bigroup over  
  .NB G   
To prove it, see the following  example. 
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Example 2.2.2:  Let       1 2 1 2, ,NB G B G B G     , where 
   1 1,2,3,4 ,2 ,3 ,4B G I I I I   and   2 3B G S .  
Let        1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G      be a neutrosophic subbigroup where  
   1 1,4, ,4P G I I   and      2 , 12P G e  .  
Also        1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G      be another neutrosophic subbigroup 
where     1 1,Q G I   and        2 , 123 , 132Q G e  .  
Then   ,F A   is a soft neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G  , where 
 
    
      
1
2
1,4, ,4 , , 12
1, , , 123 , 132 .
F a I I e
F a I e


 
 
Again let        1 2 1 2, ,R G R G R G     be another neutrosophic subbigroup 
where     1 1,4, ,4R G I I   and      2 , 13R G e  .  
Also        1 2 1 2, ,T G T G T G      be a neutrosophic subbigroup where  
   1 1,T G I   and      2 , 23 .T G e  
Then   ,K D   is a soft  neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G  , where 
 
    
    
2
3
1,4, ,4 , , 13 ,
1, , , 23 .
K a I I e
K a I e


 
 
The extended union       , , ,F A K D H C    such that  C A D    and for  
2a C  , we have              2 2 2 1,4, ,4 , , 13 123 , 132H a F a K a I I e     is not a 
subbigroup of   NB G . 
 
Proposition 2.2.1:  The extended intersection of two soft neutrosophic 
bigroups   ,F A   and   ,K D   over   NB G   is again a soft neutrosophic 
bigroup over   NB G . 
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Remark 2.2.3:  The restricted union of two soft neutrosophic bigroups 
 ,F A  and  ,K D   over   NB G   is not a soft neutrosophic  bigroup over  
 NB G . 
 
 Proposition 2.2.2:  The restricted intersection of two soft neutrosophic 
bigroups   ,F A   and   ,K D   over   NB G   is a soft neutrosophic bigroup 
over   NB G . 
 
 Proposition 2.2.3:  The  AND   operation of two soft neutrosophic 
bigroups over   NB G   is again soft neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G . 
 
Remark 2.2.2: The  OR   operation of two soft neutrosophic bigroups 
over   NB G   may not be a soft nuetrosophic bigroup. 
  
Definition 2.2.2:  Let   ,F A   be a soft neutrosophic  bigroup over  
 NB G . Then 
 
1)   ,F A   is called identity  soft neutrosophic  bigroup if  1 2( ) { , }F a e e  for 
all  a A , where  1e   and  2e  are the identities of   1B G   and   2B G  
respectively. 
2)   ,F A  is called an absolute-soft neutrosophic  bigroup if  ( ) ( )NF a B G   
for all  a A . 
  
Theorem 2.2.3:  Let   NB G  be a neutrosophic bigroup of prime order  
P . Then   ,F A   over   NB G  is either identity soft neutrosophic bigroup 
or absolute soft  neutrosophic bigroup. 
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Definition 2.2.3:  Let  ,F A  and   ,H K  be two soft neutrosophic 
bigroups over   NB G . Then   ,H K  is soft neutrosophi  subbigroup of  
 ,F A   written as    , ,H K F A , if 
1. K A , 
2.  H( )a  is a neutrosophic subigroup of ( )F a  for all  a A . 
 
 Example 2.2.4:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G     where   
 
 1
0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,
1 2 ,2 2 ,3 2 ,4 2 ,1 3 ,2 3 ,
3 3 ,4 3 ,1 4 ,2 4 ,3 4 ,4 4
I I I I I I I I
B G I I I I I I
I I I I I I
    
 
       
         
 
 be a neutrosophic group under multiplication modulo  5   and  
   162 : 1B G g g   a cyclic group of order  16 . 
 Let       1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G     be a neutrosophic subbigroup where   
   1 0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4P G I I I I   
and be another neutrosophic subbigroup where 
   2 4 6 8 10 12 142 , , , , , , ,1P G g g g g g g g  . Also        1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G    , 
     1 0,1,4, ,4Q G I I  and    4 8 122 , , ,1Q G g g g  . 
 Again let       1 2 1 2, ,R G R G R G     be a neutrosophic subbigroup where  
   1 0,1,R G I   and     82 1,R G g .  
Let   ,F A be a soft neutrsophic  bigroup  over  NB G  where 
 
 
   
   
   
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
1
4 8 12
2
8
3
0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4 , , , , , , , ,1 ,
0,1,4, ,4 , , , ,1 ,
0,1, , ,1 .
F a I I I I g g g g g g g
F a I I g g g
F a I g



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Let   ,H K  be another  soft neutrosophic  bigroup over   NB G , where 
 
   
   
4 8 12
1
8
2
0,1,2,3,4, , , ,1 ,
0,1, , ,1 .
H a g g g
H a I g


 
Clearly     , , .H K F A  
 
 Definition 2.2.4:  Let  NB G  be a neutrosophic bigroup. Then   ,F A  
over  NB G  is called commutative  soft  neutrosophic  bigroup if and 
only if  ( )F a  is a commutative subbigroup of   NB G   for all  .a A  
 
Example 2.2.5:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G     be a neutrosophic bigroup 
where     101 : 1B G g g   be a cyclic group of order 10  and  
   2 1,2,3,4, ,2 I,3 ,4B G I I I  be a neutrosophic group under mltiplication 
modulo 5 .  
 Let        1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G     be a commutative neutrosophic 
subbigroup where     51 1,P G g   and     2 1,4, ,4P G I I  . Also  
      1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G     be another commutative neutrosophic 
subbigroup where     2 4 6 81 1, , , ,Q G g g g g  and     2 1,Q G I . Then   ,F A  is 
commutative soft neutrosophic bigroup over  NB G  , where 
 
   
   
5
1
2 4 6 8
2
1, ,1,4, ,4 ,
1, , , , ,1, .
F a g I I
F a g g g g I


 
 
Theorem 2.2.4:  Every commutative soft neutrosophic  bigroup   ,F A   
over   NB G  is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
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Theorem 2.2.5:  If   NB G  is commutative neutrosophic bigroup. Then  
 ,F A  over  NB G   is commutative  soft neutrosophic bigroup but the 
converse is not true. 
 
 Theorem 2.2.6:  If   NB G  is cyclic neutrosophic bigroup. Then   ,F A  
over   NB G  is commutative  soft neutrosophic  bigroup. 
 
Proposition 2.2.4:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two commutative  soft 
neutrosophic  bigroups over   NB G . Then 
 
1. Their extended union     , ,F A K D  over   NB G  is not 
commutative  soft  neutrosophic  bigroup over  NB G . 
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  NB G  is 
commutative  soft  neutrosophic  bigroup over   NB G . 
3. Their restricted union     , ,RF A K D   over   NB G  is not 
commutative  soft  neutrosophic bigroup over  NB G . 
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  NB G  is 
commutative  soft  neutrosophic  bigroup over    .NB G  
 
Proposition 2.2.5:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two commutative soft 
neutrosophic  bigroups over   NB G . Then 
 
1. Their  AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is commutative soft 
neutrosophic  bigroup over   NB G . 
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not commutative  soft  
neutrosophic  bigroup over   NB G . 
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Definition 2.2.5:  Let  NB G be a neutrosophic bigroup. Then  ,F A  over 
 NB G  is called cyclic  soft neutrosophic bigroup if and only if  ( )F a  is a 
cyclic subbigroup of  NB G   for all  .a A  
 
 
Example 2.2.6:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G     be a neutrosophic bigroup 
where    101 : 1B G g g   be a cyclic group of order 10  and  
   2 0,1,2, ,2 ,1 ,2 ,1 2 ,2 2B G I I I I I I       be a neutrosophic group under 
multiplication modulo 3 . Le       1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G      be a cyclic 
neutrosophic subbigroup where     51 1,P G g  and  1,1 I .   
Also        1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G     be another cyclic neutrosophic 
subbigroup where     2 4 6 81 1, , , ,Q G g g g g  and     2 1,2 2 .Q G I    
Then  ,F A  is cyclic soft neutrosophic bigroup over    ,NB G  where 
 
   
   
5
1
2 4 6 8
2
1, ,1,1 ,
1, , , , ,1,2 2 .
F a g I
F a g g g g I
 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 2.2.7:  If  NB G  is a cyclic neutrosophic soft bigroup, then 
 ,F A  over  NB G  is also cyclic soft neutrosophic bigroup. 
  
Theorem 2.2.8:  Every cyclic  soft neutrosophic  bigroup  ,F A  over 
 NB G is a  soft neutrosophic  bigroup but the converse is not true. 
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Proposition 2.2.6:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two cyclic  soft neutrosophic  
bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their extended union     , ,F A K D   over  NB G  is not cyclic soft  
neutrosophic bigroup over   .NB G  
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  NB G  is cyclic  soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
3. Their restricted union     , ,RF A K D   over  NB G is not cyclic  soft 
neutrosophic  bigroup over    .NB G  
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  NB G  is cyclic  
soft neutrosophic  bigroup over    .NB G  
  
Proposition 2.2.7:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two cyclic soft  neutrosophic  
bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is cyclic soft  neutrosophic  
bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not cyclic soft neutrosophic 
bigroup over    .NB G  
  
 
Definition 2.2.6:  Let  NB G be a neutrosophic bigroup. Then  ,F A  over 
 NB G  is called normal  soft neutrosophic bigroup if and only if  ( )F a  is 
normal subbigroup of  NB G  for all  .a A  
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Example 2.2.7:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G     be a neutrosophic 
bigroup,where 
 
2 2
1 2 2
, , , , , , ,
, , , ,
e y x x xy x y I
B G
Iy Ix Ix Ixy Ix y
  
  
    
 
 is a neutrosophic group under multiplaction  and     62 : 1B G g g   is a 
cyclic group of order 6 . 
 Let       1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G     be a normal neutrosophic subbigroup 
where     1 ,P G e y  and    2 42 1, ,P G g g  .  
Also       1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G     be another normal neutrosophic 
subbigroup where     21 , ,Q G e x x  and     32 1, .Q G g   
Then   ,F A  is a normal soft neutrosophic  bigroup over  NB G  where 
 
   
   
2 4
1
2 3
2
, ,1, , ,
, , ,1, .
F a e y g g
F a e x x g


 
 
Theorem 2.2.9:  Every normal soft neutrosophic  bigroup  ,F A  over 
 NB G  is a  soft neutrosophic  bigroup but the converse is not true. 
  
Theorem 2.2.10:  If  NB G is a normal neutrosophic bigroup. Then  ,F A  
over  NB G  is also normal soft neutrosophic bigroup. 
 
Theorem 2.2.11:  If  NB G is a commutative neutrosophic bigroup. Then 
 ,F A  over  NB G  is normal soft neutrosophic bigroup. 
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Theorem 2.2.11:  If  NB G is a cyclic neutrosophic  bigroup. Then  ,F A  
over  NB G  is normal soft neutrosophic bigroup. 
 
Proposition 2.2.8:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two normal soft neutrosophic 
bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their extended union     , ,F A K D   over  NB G is not normal soft 
neutrosophic  bigroup over   .NB G  
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  NB G  is normal 
soft neutrosophic  bigroup over    .NB G  
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over  NB G  is not normal soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  NB G  is normal 
soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
  
 
Proposition 2.2.9:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two normal soft neutrosophic 
bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is normal soft neutrosophic 
bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not normal soft neutrosophic  
bigroup over    .NB G  
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Definition 2.2.7:  Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic bigroup over  NB G . 
If for all a A ,  ( )F a  is a Lagrange subbigroup of  NB G , then   ,F A  is 
called Lagrange soft neutosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
 
 
Example 2.2.8:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G     be a neutrosophic 
bigroup, where 
 
  
2 2
1 2 2
, , , , , , ,
, , , ,
e y x x xy x y I
B G
Iy Ix Ix Ixy Ix y
  
  
    
 
is a neutrosophic symmetric group of  and     2 0,1, ,1B G I I    be a 
neutrosophic group under addition modulo 2 . Let  
      1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G       be a neutrosophic subbigroup where  
   1 ,P G e y  and    2 0,1P G  .  
 Also        1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G     be another neutrosophic subbigroup 
where     1 ,Q G e Iy  and     2 0,1 .Q G I    
Then   ,F A  is Lagrange soft neutrosophic  bigroup over  NB G ,  where  
 
   
   
1
2
, ,0,1 ,
, ,0,1 .
F a e y
F a e yI I

   
 
 as a Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup.   
 
Theorem 2.2.12:  If  NB G  is a Lagrange neutrosophic bigroup, then 
 ,F A  over  NB G  
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Theorem 2.2.13:  Every Lagrange soft neutrosophic  bigroup  ,F A  over 
 NB G  is a soft neutrosophic  bigroup but the converse is not true. 
 
 Proposition 2.2.10:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroups over   NB G  . Then 
 
1. Their extended union     , ,F A K D   over  NB G is not Lagrange 
soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their extended intersection    , ,F A K D  over  NB G  is not 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup over   .NB G  
3. Their restricted union     , ,RF A K D   over  NB G  is not Lagrange 
soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  NB G  is not 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
 
Proposition 2.2.11: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation     , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange soft neutrosophic 
bigroup over    .NB G  
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Definition 2.2.8:  Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
Then   ,F A   is called weakly Lagrange soft neutosophic bigroup over  
 NB G  if atleast one ( )F a  is a Lagrange subbigroup of    ,NB G  for some  
.a A  
 
Example 2.2.9:  Let       1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G      be a neutrosophic bigroup, 
where  
 1
0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,
1 2 ,2 2 ,3 2 ,4 2 ,1 3 ,2 3 ,
3 3 ,4 3 ,1 4 ,2 4 ,3 4 ,4 4
I I I I I I I I
B G I I I I I I
I I I I I I
    
 
       
         
 
 is a neutrosophic group under multiplication modulo 5  and 
   102 : 1B G g g   is a cyclic group of order 10 . Let  
      1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G     be a neutrosophic subbigroup where 
   1 0,1,4, ,4P G I I   and    2 4 6 82 , , , ,1 .P G g g g g  Also  
      1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G     be another neutrosophic subbigroup where  
   1 0,1,4, ,4Q G I I  and     52 ,1 .Q G g Then   ,F A  is a weakly Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    ,NB G  where 
 
   
   
2 4 6 8
1
5
2
0,1,4, ,4 , , , , ,1 ,
0,1,4, ,4 , ,1 .
F a I I g g g g
F a I I g


 
  
Theorem 2.2.14:  Every weakly Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup 
 ,F A  over  NB G is a soft neutrosophic  bigroup but the converse is not 
true. 
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Proposition 2.2.12:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two weakly Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their extended union     , ,F A K D over   NB G  is not weakly 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup over   .NB G  
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  NB G  is not weakly 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G . 
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D over   NB G is not weakly 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
4. Their restricted intersection    , ,RF A K D  over  NB G is not weakly 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
 
Proposition 2.2.13:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two weakly Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation     , ,F A K D  is not weakly Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not weakly Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
 
Definition 2.2.9:  Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic  bigroup over   NB G . 
Then  ,F A  is called Lagrange free soft neutrosophic bigroup if each 
( )F a  is not Lagrange subbigroup of    ,NB G for all .a A  
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Example 2.2.10:  Let        1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G     be a neutrosophic  
bigroup, where     1 0,1, ,1B G I I   is a neutrosophic group under addition 
modulo 2  of order 4  and    122 : 1B G g g   is a cyclic group of order  12.  
Let       1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G     be a neutrosophic subbigroup where  
   1 0,P G I  and     4 82 , ,1P G g g . Also        1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G     be 
another neutrosophic subbigroup where     1 0,1Q G I   and  
   3 6 92 1, , ,Q G g g g . Then  ,F A  is Lagrange free soft neutrosophic bigroup 
over  NB G ,  where 
 
   
   
4 8
1
3 6 9
2
0, ,1, , ,
0,1 ,1, , , .
F a I g g
F a I g g g

 
 
 
 
Theorem 2.2.15:  If  NB G is Lagrange free neutrosophic bigroup, and 
then  ,F A  over  NB G  is Lagrange free soft neutrosophic bigroup. 
  
Proof: This is obvious. 
 
 
Theorem 2.2.16:  Every Lagrange free soft neutrosophic bigroup  ,F A  
over  NB G  is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
 
 
Proof: This is obvious. 
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Proposition 2.2.14:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two Lagrange free soft 
neutrosophic bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their extended union     , ,F A K D over   NB G  is not Lagrange 
free soft neutrosophic bigroup over   .NB G  
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  NB G  is not 
Lagrange free soft neutrosophic bigroup over   NB G . 
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D over   NB G is not Lagrange free 
soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
4. Their restricted intersection    , ,RF A K D  over  NB G is not 
Lagrange free soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
 
 
Proposition 2.2.15:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two Lagrange free soft 
neutrosophic  bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange free soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange free soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
 
Definition 2.2.10:  Let  NB G be a neutrosophic bigroup. Then  ,F A  is 
called conjugate soft neutrosophic bigroup over  NB G if  and only if ( )F a  
is neutrosophic conjugate subbigroup of   NB G  for all  .a A  
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Example 2.2.11:  Let       1 2 1 2, ,B G B G B G     be a soft neutrosophic 
bigroup, where     2 21 , , , , ,B G e y x x xy x y  is Klien 4 -group and 
 2
0,1,2,3,4,5, ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,
1 ,2 ,3 ,...,5 5
I I I I I
B G
I I I I
 
  
    
 be a neutrosophic group under addition 
modulo  6 .  
Let       1 2 1 2, ,P G P G P G     be a neutrosophic subbigroup of    ,NB G  
where     1 ,P G e y  and     2 0,3,3 ,3 3 .P G I I   
 Again let       1 2 1 2, ,Q G Q G Q G    be another neutrosophic subbigroup of 
  ,NB G   where     21 , ,Q G e x x   and     2 0,2,4,2 2 ,4 4 ,2 ,4 .Q G I I I I    Then  
 ,F A is conjugate soft neutrosophic bigroup over    ,NB G  where 
 
   
   
1
2
2
, ,0,3,3 ,3 3 ,
, , ,0,2,4,2 2 ,4 4 ,2 ,4 .
F a e y I I
F a e x x I I I I
 
  
 
 
Theorem 2.2.17:  If  NB G is conjugate neutrosophic bigroup, then  ,F A  
over  NB G is conjugate soft neutrosophic bigroup. 
  
Proof: This is obvious. 
 
Theorem 2.2.18:  Every conjugate soft neutrosophic bigroup  ,F A  over 
 NB G  is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
  
Proof: This is left as an exercise for the readers. 
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Proposition 2.2.16:  Let  ,F A and  ,K D be two conjugate soft 
neutrosophic bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D  over  NB G is not conjugate soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  NB G is conjugate 
soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over  NB G is not conjugate 
soft neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
4. Their restricted intersection    , ,RF A K D over  NB G is conjgate soft 
neutrosophic bigroup over    .NB G  
  
Proposition 2.2.17:  Let  ,F A and  ,K D be two conjugate soft 
neutrosophic bigroups over    .NB G  Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is conjugate soft neutrosophic 
bigroup over    .NB G  
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not conjugate soft neutrosophic 
bigroup over    .NB G  
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Soft  Neutrosophic Strong Bigroup 
 
Here we define soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over a neutrosophic  
strong bigroup which is of pure neutrosophic character. We have also  
made some fundamental characterization of this purely neutrosophic  
notion. 
  
Definition 2.2.11:  Let  1 2, ,G I   be a strong neutrosophic bigroup. 
Then  ,F A  over  1 2, ,G I    is called soft strong neutrosophic bigroup 
if and only if ( )F a  is a strong neutrosophic subbigroup of  1 2, ,G I    
for all .a A  
 
 Example 2.2.12:  Let  1 2, ,G I   be a strong neutrosophic bigroup, 
where 
1 2G I G I G I      with  1G I Z I    , the neutrosophic 
group under addition and   2 0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4G I I I I I   a neutrosophic 
group under multiplication modulo 5.   Let  1 2H H H  be a strong 
neutrosophic subbigroup of  1 2, , ,G I    where   1 2 ,H Z I    is a 
neutrosophic subgroup and  2 0,1,4, ,4H I I  is a neutrosophic subgroup. 
Again let 1 2K K K  be another strong neutrosophic subbigroup of  
 1 2, , ,G I    where  1 3 ,K Z I    is a neutrosophic subgroup 
and  2 0,1, ,2 ,3 ,4K I I I I is a neutrosophic subgroup. Then clearly  ,F A  is a 
soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over  1 2, , ,G I    where  
 
 
 
1
2
( ) 0, 2, 4,...,1,4, ,4 ,
( ) 0, 3, 6,...,1, ,2 ,3 ,4 .
F a I I
F a I I I I
  
  
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Theorem 2.2.19:  Every soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup   ,F A  is a 
soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
  
Theorem 2.2.20:   If  1 2, ,G I    is a strong neutrosophic bigroup, then 
 ,F A  over   1 2, ,G I    is soft neutrosophic strong bigroup. 
 
Proposition 2.2.18:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft  neutrosophic 
strong bigroups over   1 2, ,G I   . Then 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A K D over   1 2, ,G I    is not soft 
neutrosophic strong bigroup over  1 2, , .G I    
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  1 2, ,G I   is soft 
neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over  1 2, ,G I    is not soft  
neutrosophic strong  bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  1 2, ,G I   is soft  
neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Proposition 2.2.19:  Let   ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft  neutrosophic 
strong bigroups over   1 2, ,G I   . Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup 
over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft  neutrosophic strong 
bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
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Definition 2.2.12:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a neutrosophic strong bigroup. 
Then  ,F A  over   1 2, ,G I    is called Lagrange soft neutrosophic 
strong bigroup if and only if ( )F a is Lagrange subbigroup of  1 2, ,G I    
for all  .a A  
 
Example 2.2.13:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a strong neutrosophic bigroup of 
order 15, where  1 2G I G I G I      with  
 1 0,1,2,1 , ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,1 2 ,G I I I I I I I       the neutrosophic group under 
mltiplication modulo 3  and  2 22 3 , , , , ,G I A I e x x I xI x I     .  Let  
1 2H H H   be a strong neutrosophic subbigroup of  1 2, , ,G I    where  
 1 1,2 2H I   is a neutrosophic subgroup and   22 , ,H e x x  is a 
neutrosophic subgroup. Again let 1 2K K K  be another strong 
neutrosophic subbigroup of   1 2, , ,G I    where   1 1,1K I   is a 
neutrosophic subgroup and   22 , ,K I xI x I is a neutrosophic subgroup. 
Then clearly  ,F A is Lagrange soft strong neutrosophic bigroup over  
 1 2, , ,G I    where 
 
 
2
1
2
2
( ) 1,2 2 , , , ,
( ) 1,1 , , , .
F a I e x x
F a I I xI x I
 
 
 
 
Theorem 2.2.21:  Every Lagrange soft strong neutrosophic bigroup 
 ,F A  is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
  
Theorem 2.2.22:  Every Lagrange soft strong neutrosophic bigroup 
 ,F A  is a soft strong neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
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Theorem 2.2.23:  If  1 2, ,G I    is a Lagrange strong neutrosophic 
bigroup, then  ,F A  over   1 2, ,G I    is a Lagrange soft strong 
neutrosophic soft bigroup. 
  
Proposition 2.2.20:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic strong bigroups over   1 2, , .G I    Then 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A K D  over   1 2, ,G I    is not  
Lagrange soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  1 2, ,G I   is not 
Lagrange soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over  1 2, ,G I    is not 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  1 2, ,G I   is not 
Lagrange soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
  
Proposition 2.2.21:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic strong bigroups over   1 2, , .G I     Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange soft neutrosophic 
strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange soft  neutrosophic 
strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
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Definition 2.2.13:  Let  1 2, ,G I   be a neutrosophic strong bigroup. 
Then  ,F A  over   1 2, ,G I    is called weakly Lagrange soft  
neutrosophic strong bigroup if atleast one ( )F a  is a Lagrange subbigroup 
of  1 2, ,G I    for some .a A  
  
Example 2.2.14:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a strong neutrosophic bigroup of 
order 15, where  1 2G I G I G I      with  
 1 0,1,2,1 , ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,1 2 ,G I I I I I I I       the neutrosophic under 
mltiplication modulo3and   2 22 , , , , ,G I e x x I xI x I   .   Let  1 2H H H   be a 
strong neutrosophic subbigroup of  1 2, , ,G I    where   1 1,2, ,2H I I  is a 
neutrosophic subgroup and   22 , ,H e x x  is a neutrosophic subgroup. 
Again let 1 2K K K   be another strong neutrosophic subbigroup of  
 1 2, ,G I   , where   1 1,1K I   is a neutrosophic subgroup and  
 22 , , ,K e I xI x I  is a neutrosophic subgroup.  
Then clearly  ,F A  is weakly Lagrange soft strong neutrosophic bigroup 
over   1 2, , ,G I    where 
 
 
 
2
1
2
2
( ) 1,2, ,2 , , , ,
( ) 1,1 , , , , .
F a I I e x x
F a I e I xI x I

 
 
  
Theorem 2.2.24:  Every weakly Lagrange soft  neutrosophic strong 
bigroup  ,F A  is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
 
 Theorem 2.2.25:  Every weakly Lagrange soft  neutrosophic strong 
bigroup  ,F A  is a soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup but the converse is 
not true. 
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 Proposition 2.2.22:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two weakly Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic strong bigroups over   1 2, ,G I   . Then 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A K D  over   1 2, ,G I    is not  weakly 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    . 
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  1 2, ,G I   is not 
weakly Lagrange soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup over  1 2, , .G I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over   1 2, ,G I    is not weakly 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    . 
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over   1 2, ,G I   is not 
weakly Lagrange soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Proposition 2.2.23:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two weakly Lagrange soft 
neutrosophic strong bigroups over  1 2, ,G I   . Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not weakly Lagrange soft  
neutrosophic strong bigroup over  1 2, , .G I    . 
2) Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D is not weakly Lagrange soft  
neutrosophic strong  bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Definition 2.2.14:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a neutrosophic strong bigroup. 
Then  ,F A  over   1 2, ,G I    is called Lagrange free soft  neutrosophic 
strong bigroup if and only if ( )F a   is not Lagrange subbigroup of  
 1 2, ,G I    for all  .a A  
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Example 2.2.14:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a strong neutrosophic bigroup of 
order  15, where  1 2G I G I G I      with  
 1 0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4 ,G I I I I I   the neutrosophic under mltiplication modulo 
5  and   2 22 , , , , , ,G I e x x I xI x I   a neutrosophic symmetric group .  Let 
1 2H H H    be a strong neutrosophic subbigroup of   1 2, , ,G I    where 
 1 1,4, ,4H I I  is a neutrosophic subgroup and  22 , ,H e x x  is a 
neutrosophic subgroup. Again let 1 2K K K    be another strong 
neutrosophic subbigroup of   1 2, , ,G I    where  1 1, ,2 ,3 ,4K I I I I is a 
neutrosophic subgroup and  22 , ,K e x x  is a neutrosophic subgroup.  
Then clearly  ,F A  is Lagrange free soft strong neutrosophic bigroup 
over  1 2, , ,G I    where 
 
 
 
2
1
2
2
( ) 1,4, ,4 , , , ,
( ) 1, ,2 ,3 ,4 , , , .
F a I I e x x
F a I I I I e x x


 
 
Theorem 2.2.26:  Every Lagrange free soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup 
 ,F A  is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not true. 
  
Theorem 2.2.27:  Every Lagrange free soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup 
 ,F A  is a soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup but the converse is not true. 
 
Theorem 2.2.28:  If  1 2, ,G I    is a Lagrange free  neutrosophic strong 
bigroup, then  ,F A   over  1 2, ,G I    is also Lagrange free soft  
neutrosophic strong bigroup. 
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Proposition 2.2.24:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be weakly Lagrange free soft  
neutrosophic strong bigroups over   1 2, , .G I    Then 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A K D  over   1 2, ,G I    is not Lagrange 
free soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  1 2, ,G I   is not 
Lagrange free soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over  1 2, ,G I    is not 
Lagrange free soft neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over   1 2, ,G I    is not 
Lagrange free soft  neutrosophic  strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Proposition 2.2.25:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two Lagrange free soft  
neutrosophic  strong bigroups over   1 2, , .G I    Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange free soft 
neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not Lagrange free soft  
neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Definition 2.2.15:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a neutrosophic strong bigroup. 
Then  ,F A  over  1 2, ,G I   is called soft normal  neutrosophic strong 
bigroup if and only if ( )F a  is normal  neutrosophic strong  subbigroup of 
 1 2, ,G I   for all  .a A  
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Example 2.2.15:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a neutrosophic strong bigroup of 
order  15, where  1 2G I G I G I      with   1 0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4 ,G I I I I I   
the neutrosophic under mltiplication modulo 5  and  
 2 22 , , , , , ,G I e x x I xI x I   a neutrosophic symmetric group .  
Then clearly  ,F A  is soft normal neutrosophic strong bigroup over 
 1 2, , ,G I    where 
 
   
   
2
1
2
2
1,4, ,4 , , , ,
1, ,2 ,3 ,4 , , , .
F x I I e x x
F x I I I I e x x


 
 
Theorem 2.229:  Every soft normal strong neutrosophic bigroup  ,F A  
over  1 2, ,G I    is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse is not 
true. 
 
 
Proof: This is obvious. 
 
Theorem 2.2.30:  Every soft normal strong neutrosophic bigroup  ,F A  
over  1 2, ,G I   is a soft strong neutrosophic bigroup but the converse 
is not true. 
 
Proof: This is obvious. 
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Proposition 2.2.26:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft normal strong 
neutrosophic  bigroups over   1 2, ,G I   . Then 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A K D  over   1 2, ,G I    is not soft 
normal strong neutrosophic bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  1 2, ,G I    is soft 
normal strong neutrosophic bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over   1 2, ,G I   is not soft 
normal strong neutrosophic bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  1 2, ,G I    is soft 
normal strong neutrosophic bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Proposition 2.2.27  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft normal strong 
neutrosophic bigroups over   1 2, , .G I   Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation     , ,F A K D  is soft normal strong neutrosophic 
bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft normal strong 
neutrosophic bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Definition 2.2.16:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a neutrosophic strong bigroup. 
Then  ,F A  over   1 2, ,G I    is called soft conjugate  neutrosophic 
strong bigroup if and only if  ( )F a  is conjugate neutrosophic subbigroup 
of   1 2, ,G I    for all  .a A  
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Example 2.2.16:  Let  1 2, ,G I    be a strong neutrosophic bigroup , 
where  1 2G I G I G I      with  
 1 0,1,2,1 , ,2 ,2 ,2 2 ,1 2 ,G I I I I I I I       the neutrosophic under 
mltiplication modulo3and   2 22 , , , , ,G I e x x I xI x I   .  
Then clearly  ,F A  is  soft  conjugate  neutrosophic strong bigroup over  
 1 2, , ,G I    where 
 
   
   
2
1
2
2
1,2, ,2 , , , ,
1,1 , , , , .
F x I I e x x
F x I e I xI x I

 
 
 
Theorem 2.2.31:  Every soft conjugate  neutrosophic strong bigroup 
 ,F A  over  1 2, ,G I     is a soft neutrosophic bigroup but the converse 
is not true. 
 
Proof: This is obvious. 
 
Theorem 2.2.32:  Every soft conjugate  neutrosophic strong bigroup  
 ,F A  over  1 2, ,G I     is a soft  neutrosophic strong bigroup but the 
converse is not true. 
 
Proof: This is obvious. 
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Proposition 2.2.28:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft conjugate  
neutrosophic strong bigroups over   1 2, , .G I    Then 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A K D  over   1 2, ,G I    is not soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  over  1 2, ,G I    is soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D   over   1 2, ,G I    is not soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  over  1 2, ,G I    is soft 
conjugate  neutrosophic strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
 
Proposition 2.2.29:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft conjugate  
neutrosophic strong  bigroups over   1 2, , .G I   Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is soft conjugate  neutrosophic 
strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
2) Their OR operation     , ,F A K D  is not soft conjgate  neutrosophic  
strong bigroup over   1 2, , .G I    
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2.3 Soft Neutrosophic N-Group 
 
 
In this section, we extend soft sets to neutrosophic N-groups and 
introduce soft neutrosophic N-groups. This is the generalization of soft 
neutrosophic groups.  Some of their impotant facts and figures are also 
presented here with illustrative examples. We also initiated the strong 
part of neutrosophy in this section. Now we proceed onto define soft 
neutrosophic N-groups as follows. 
 
 
 
Definition 2.3.1:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a neutrosophic N -group and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over  1 2, ,...,G I   . Then  ,F A  over   1 2, ,...,G I    is 
called soft neutrosophic  N -group if and only if ( )F a  is a sub N -group of 
 1 2, ,...,G I    for all  .a A  
  
For further understanding, we give the following examples. 
 
 
Example 2.3.1:  Let   1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G I G I            be a 
neutrosophic 3-group, where  1G I Q I    a neutrosophic group under 
multiplication.   2 0,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4G I I I I I   neutrosophic group under 
multiplication modulo 5  and   3 0,1,2,1 ,2 , ,2 ,1 2 ,2 2G I I I I I I I        a 
neutrosophic group under multiplication modulo  3.  Let  
 
     
1 1
,2 , , 2 , ,1 , 1,4, ,4 , 1,2, ,2 ,
2 2
nn
nn
P I I I I I I
I
    
   
    
       \ 0 , 1,2,3,4 , 1,2T Q  and  
      \ 0 , 1,2, ,2 , 1,4, ,4X Q I I I I  are sub 3-groups. 
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Then  ,F A  is clearly soft neutrosophic 3-group over 
 1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,G I G I G I G I          where 
 
 
     
      
      
1
2
3
1 1
( ) ,2 , , 2 , ,1 , 1,4, ,4 , 1,2, ,2 ,
2 2
( ) \ 0 , 1,2,3,4 , 1,2 ,
( ) \ 0 , 1,2, ,2 , 1,4, ,4 .
nn
nn
F a I I I I I I
I
F a Q
F a Q I I I I
    
   
    


 
 
 
Example 2.3.2:  Let   1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G         be neutrosophic N -
group, where   1 6G I Z I   is a group under addition modulo 6  , 
2 4G A  and  
12
3 : 1 ,G g g   a cyclic group.  
Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,P P I P P       a neutrosophic sub 
 3-group where   1 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,T I I I   2
1234 1234 1234 1234
, , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
P
        
         
        
    
 63 1, .P g  Since P is a Lagrange neutrosophic sub 3-group.  
Let us Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,T T I T T         where 1 2 2{0,3,3 ,3 3 },T I I I T P       
and   3 6 93 , , ,1T g g g  is another Lagrange sub3-group. 
 Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic N -group over  
 1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G        , where 
 
6
1
3 6 9
2
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,1, , , , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,1, , , , , , , .
1234 2143 4321 3412
F a I I g
F a I I g g g
        
         
        
        
         
        
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Theorem 2.3.1: Let  ,F A  and  ,H A  be two soft neutrosophic N -groups 
over   1, ,..., NG I   . Then their intersection     , ,F A H A  is again a soft 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., NG I   . 
 
Proof The proof is straight forward. 
 
Theorem 2.3.2: Let  ,F A  and  ,H B  be two soft neutrosophic N -groups 
over   1, ,..., NG I    such that  ,A B     then their union is soft 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
  
Proof The proof can be easily established . 
 
Proposition 2.3.1: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft neutrosophic N -
groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1) Their extended union     , ,F A K D   is not soft neutrosophic N -group 
over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is soft neutrosophic N -
group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D  is not soft neutrosophic N -group 
over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  is soft neutrosophic N -
group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
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Proposition 2.3.2: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft neutrosophic N -
groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is soft neutrosophic N -group over  
 1, ,..., .NG I    
2) Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft neutrosophic N -group over  
 1, ,..., .NG I    
 
Definition 2.3.2:  Let  ,F A   be a soft neutrosophic N -group 
over  1, ,..., NG I   . Then 
 
1)  ,F A  is called identity soft neutrosophic N -group if  1( ) ,..., NF a e e  for 
all ,a A  where 1,..., Ne e  are the identities of  1 ,..., NG I G I   
respectively. 
2)   ,F A  is called Full soft neutrosophic N -group if  1( ) , ,..., NF a G I     
for all  .a A  
 
Definition 2.3.3:  Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft neutrosophic N -
groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then  ,K D  is soft neutrosophic  sub N -
group of  ,F A  written as     , ,K D F A , if 
 
1.  D A  
2. ( ) ( )K a F a for all  .a A  
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Example 2.3.3: Let  ,F A  be as in Example 22. Let  ,K D  be another soft 
neutrosophic soft N -group over   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,G I G I G I G I           
where 
   
      
1
2
1
( ) ,2 , 1,4, ,4 , 1,2, ,2 ,
2
( ) \ 0 , 1,4 , 1,2 .
n
n
K a I I I I
K a Q
  
   
  

 
Clearly    , , .K D F A  
 
Note: Thus a soft neutrosophic N -group can have two types of soft 
neutrosophic sub N -groups, which are following. 
 
Definition 2.3.4:  A soft neutrosophic sub N -group   ,K D  of a soft 
neutrosophic N -group  ,F A   is called soft strong neutrosophic sub N -
group if 
 
1.  ,D A  
2. ( )K a  is neutrosophic sub N -group of  ( )F a  for all  .a A  
  
 
Definition 2.3.5:  A soft neutrosophic sub N -group  ,K D  of a soft 
neutrosophic N -group   ,F A  is called soft sub N -group if 
 
1.  ,D A  
2.  ( )K a  is only sub N -group of ( )F a  for all  .a A  
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Definition 2.3.6:  Let  1, ,..., NG I   be a neutrosophic N -group. Then 
 ,F A  over   1, ,..., NG I    is called soft Lagrange neutrosophic N -group 
if and only if ( )F a  is Lagrange sub N -group of  1, ,..., NG I    for all 
.a A  
  
 
Example 2.3.4:  Let   1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G         be neutrosophic N -
group, where   1 6G I Z I   is a group under addition modulo 6  , 
2 4G A  and  
12
3 : 1 ,G g g   a cyclic group of order 12,    60.o G I   
Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,P P I P P       a neutrosophic sub 
 3-group where   1 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,T I I I   2
1234 1234 1234 1234
, , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
P
        
         
        
    
 63 1, .P g   
Since P is a Lagrange neutrosophic sub 3-group where order of  10.P    
Let us Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,T T I T T         where 1 2 2{0,3,3 ,3 3 },T I I I T P       
and   3 6 93 , , ,1T g g g  is another Lagrange sub3-group where    12.o T   
 Let  ,F A  is soft Lagrange neutrosophic N -group over  
 1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G        , where 
 
6
1
3 6 9
2
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,1, , , , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,1, , , , , , , .
1234 2143 4321 3412
F a I I g
F a I I g g g
        
         
        
        
         
          
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Theorem 2.3.3: Every soft Lagrange neutrosophic N -group  ,F A  over 
 1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic N -group but the converse is not 
true. 
  
Proof: This is obvious. 
 
Theorem 2.3.4: If  1, ,..., NG I    is a Lagrange neutrosophic N -group, 
then  ,F A   over   1, ,..., NG I   is also soft Lagrange neutrosophic N -
group. 
  
Proof: The proof is left as an exercise for the interested readers. 
 
 
Proposition 2.3.3: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft  Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is not soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
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Proposition 2.3.4: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft  Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft  Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
Definition 2.3.7:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a neutrosophic N -group. Then 
 ,F A  over   1, ,..., NG I    is called soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic 
N -group if atleast one  ( )F a  is a Lagrange sub N -group of  
 1, ,..., NG I    for some .a A  
 
 
Examp 2.3.5: Let   1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G         be neutrosophic N -
group, where   1 6G I Z I   is a group under addition modulo 6  , 
2 4G A  and  
12
3 : 1 ,G g g   a cyclic group of order 12,    60.o G I   
Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,P P I P P       a neutrosophic sub 
 3-group where   1 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,T I I I   2
1234 1234 1234 1234
, , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
P
        
         
        
    
 63 1, .P g   
Since P is a Lagrange neutrosophic sub 3-group where order of  10.P    
Let us Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,T T I T T         where 1 2 2{0,3,3 ,3 3 },T I I I T P       
and   4 83 , ,1T g g  is another Lagrange sub3-group. 
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Then  ,F A  is a soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic N -group over  
 1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G        , where 
 
6
1
4 8
2
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,1, , , , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,1, , , , , , .
1234 2143 4321 3412
F a I I g
F a I I g g
        
         
        
        
         
        
 
 
 
 
Theorem 2.3.5: Every soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic N -group 
 ,F A  over   1, ,..., NG I   is a soft neutrosophic N -group but the 
converse is not tue. 
 
 
Proof: This is obvious. 
 
 
Theorem 39 If  1, ,..., NG I    is a weakly Lagrange neutrosophi N -
group, then  ,F A   over   1, ,..., NG I    is also soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group. 
  
 
Proof: This is obvious. 
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Proposition2.3.5: Let  ,F A and  ,K D be two soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is not soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is not soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 Proposition 2.3.6: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., NG I   . Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2) Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
Definition 2.3.8:  Let  1, ,..., NG I   be a neutrosophic N -group. Then 
 ,F A  over   1, ,..., NG I    is called soft Lagrange free neutro 
neutrosophic N -group if ( )F a  is not Lagrange sub N -group of  
 1, ,..., NG I    for all  .a A  
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Example 2.3.6: Let   1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G         be neutrosophic 3-
group, where   1 6G I Z I   is a group under addition modulo 6  , 
2 4G A  and  
12
3 : 1 ,G g g   a cyclic group of order 12,    60.o G I   
Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,P P I P P       a neutrosophic sub3-group where 
 1 0,2,4 ,P  2
1234 1234 1234 1234
, , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
P
        
         
        
     63 1, .P g   
Since P is a Lagrange neutrosophic sub 3-group where order of  10.P    
Let us Take   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,T T I T T         where 1 2 2{0,3,3 ,3 3 },T I I I T P       
and   4 83 , ,1T g g  is another Lagrange sub3-group.  
Then  ,F A  is soft Lagrange free neutrosophic3-group over  
 1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G        , where 
 
6
1
4 8
2
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,2,4,1, , , , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
1234 1234 1234 1234
( ) 0,3,3 ,3 3 ,1, , , , , ,
1234 2143 4321 3412
F a g
F a I I g g
        
         
        
        
         
          
 
  
Theorem 2.3.6: Every soft Lagrange free neutrosophic N -group  ,F A  
over   1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic N -group but the converse is 
not true. 
  
 
Theorem 2.3.7: If  1, ,..., NG I    is a Lagrange free neutrosophic N -
group, then  ,F A   over  1, ,..., NG I    is also soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -group. 
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Proposition 2.3.7: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2) Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is not soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3) Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
 Proposition 2.3.8: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft  Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1) Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft  Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2) Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
Definition 2.3.9:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a neutrosophic N -group. Then 
 ,F A  over   1, ,..., NG I    is called soft normal neutrosophic N -group if 
( )F a  is normal sub N -group of   1, ,..., NG I    for all .a A   
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Example 2.3.7: Let   1 1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G I         be a soft 
neutrosophic N  -group, where   2 2 2 21 , , , , , , , , , , ,G I e y x x xy x y I yI xI x I xyI x yI  is a 
neutrosophic group under multiplaction,  62 : 1 ,G g g   a cyclic group of 
order 6  and   3 8 1, , , , , , ,G I Q I i j k I iI jI kI              is a group under 
multiplication. Let   1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,P P I P P I         a normal sub3-group 
where   1 , , , ,P e y I yI  2 42 1, ,P g g  and   3 1, 1 .P     
Also   1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,T T I T T I         be another normal sub3-group where  
   2 31 2, , , , 1,T I e I xI x I T g    and  3 1, .T I i      
Then  ,F A  is a soft normal neutrosophic N -group over  
 1 1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,G I G I G G I          where 
 
 
 
2 4
1
2 3
2
( ) , , , ,1, , , 1 ,
( ) , , , ,1, , 1, .
F a e y I yI g g
F a e I xI x I g i
 
  
 
 
 
Theorem 2.3.8: Every soft normal neutrosophic N -group  ,F A  over 
 1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic N -group but the converse is not 
true. 
   
It is left as an exercise for the readers to prove the converse with the help 
of examples. 
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Proposition 2.3.9: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft normal neutrosophic 
N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft normal neutrosophic 
soft N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is soft normal 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D  is not soft normal 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  is soft normal 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
  
 
Proposition 2.3.10: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft normal 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their AND operation    , ,F A K D  is soft normal neutrosophic N -
group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft normal neutrosophic N -
group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
Definition 2.3.10:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a neutrosophic N -group. Then 
 ,F A  over   1, ,..., NG I    is called soft conjugate neutrosophic N -group 
if ( )F a  is a conjugate sub N -group of  1, ,..., NG I    for all .a A  
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Example 2.3.8: Let   1 1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G G I         be a soft 
neutrosophic N  -group, where   2 2 2 21 , , , , , , , , , , ,G I e y x x xy x y I yI xI x I xyI x yI  is a 
neutrosophic group under multiplaction,  62 : 1 ,G g g   a cyclic group of 
order 6  and   3 8 1, , , , , , ,G I Q I i j k I iI jI kI              is a group under 
multiplication. 
Then  ,F A  is a soft conjugate  neutrosophic N -group over  
 1 1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,G I G I G G I          where 
 
 
 
2 4
1
2 3
2
( ) , ,1, , , 1 ,
( ) , , ,1, , 1, .
F a I yI g g
F a I xI x I g i
 
  
 
 
Theorem 2.3.9: Every soft conjugate neutrosophic N -group  ,F A  over 
 1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic N -group but the converse is not 
true. 
 
Proposition 2.3.11: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft conjugate 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., NG I   . Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D  is not  soft conjugate 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  is soft conjugate 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D  is not soft conjugate 
neutrosophic N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  is soft conjugate 
neutrosophic N -group over  1, ,..., .NG I    
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Proposition 2.3.12: Let  ,F A  and ( , )K D  be two soft conjugate 
neutrosophic N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is soft conjugate neutrosophic N -
group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft conjugate neutrosophic 
N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
 
 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Strong N-Group 
  
 
The notions of soft strong neutrosophic N-groups over neutrosophic N-
groups are introduced here. We give some basic definitions of soft 
neutrosophic strong N-groups and illustrated it with the help of 
exmaples and give some basic results. 
 
 
Definition 2.3.11:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a neutrosophic  N -group. Then 
 ,F A  over   1, ,..., NG I    is called soft  neutrosophic  strong N -group if 
and only if  ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong sub N -group for all .a A . 
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Example 2.3.9: Let  1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G I G I            be a 
neutrosophic 3-group, where   1 2 0,1, ,1G I Z I I I     ,  a neutrosophic 
group under multiplication modulo  2 .   2 ,1,2,3,4, ,2 ,3 ,4G I O I I I I   , 
neutrosophic group under multiplication modulo 5  and  
 3 0,1,2, ,2G I I I   ,a neutrosophic group under multiplication modulo 3 . 
Let  
 
     
1 1
,2 , , 2 , ,1 , 1,4, ,4 , 1,2, ,2 ,
2 2
nn
nn
P I I I I I I
I
    
   
    
 and 
      \ 0 , 1,2, ,2 , 1,X Q I I I  are neutrosophic sub3-groups.  
Then  ,F A  is clearly soft  neutrosophic strong 3-group over  
 1 2 3 1 2 3, , ,G I G I G I G I          , where 
 
 
     1
1 1
( ) ,2 , , 2 , ,1 , 1,4, ,4 , 1, ,
2 2
nn
nn
F a I I I I I
I
    
   
    
 
 
      1( ) \ 0 , 1,2, ,2 , 1,F a Q I I I  
 
  
Theorem 2.3.10: Every soft strong neutrosophic soft N -group  ,F A  is a 
soft neutrosophic N -group but the converse is not true. 
 
 
Theorem2.3.11:   ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I     is soft  neutrosophic strong 
N -group if   1, ,..., NG I    is a neutrosophic strong N -group. 
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Proposition 2.3.13: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft  neutrosophic 
strong N -groups over   1, ,..., NG I    . Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D  is not soft  neutrosophic strong 
N -group over   1, ,..., NG I    . 
2. Their extended intersection    , ,F A K D  is not soft  neutrosophic 
strong N -group over   1, ,..., NG I    . 
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D  is not soft  neutrosophic strong  
N -group over   1, ,..., NG I    . 
4. Their restricted intersection    , ,RF A K D  is not soft neutrosophic  
strong N -group over  1, ,..., NG I   . 
  
Proof: These are left as an exercise for the interested readers. 
 
Proposition 2.3.14: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft  neutrosophic 
strong N -groups over  1, ,..., NG I    . Then 
 
1. Their AND operation    , ,F A K D is not soft  neutrosophic strong N -
group over  1, ,..., NG I   . 
2. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft  neutrosophic strong N -
group over  1, ,..., NG I   . 
 
Proof: These are left as an exercise for the interested readers. 
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Definition 2.3.12:  Let  ,F A  and  ,H K  be two soft  neutrosophic strong 
N -groups over  1, ,..., NG I    . Then  ,H K  is called soft neutrosophic 
strong sub  N -group of  ,F A  written as    , ,H K F A  , if 
 
1. ,K A  
2. ( )H a  is  soft neutrosophic strong sub N -group of ( )F a  for all .a A . 
 
 
Theorem 2.3.12: If  1, ,..., NG I    is a neutrosophic strong N -group. 
Then every soft neutrosophic sub N -group of  ,F A  is soft  neutosophic 
strong sub N -group. 
 
Definition 2.3.13:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a neutrosophic strong N -
group. Then  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is called soft Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -group if ( )F a  is a Lagrange neutrosophic sub N -
group of  1, ,..., NG I     for all a A . 
  
 
Theorem 2.3.13: Every soft Lagrange  neutrosophic strong N -group 
 ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic soft N -group but the 
converse is not true. 
  
 
Theorem 2.3.14: Every soft Lagrange  neutrosophic strong N -group 
 ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft  neutrosophic strong N -group but the 
converse is not tue. 
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Theorem 2.3.15: If  1, ,..., NG I    is a Lagrange  neutrosophic strong 
N -group, then  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is also soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic  strong N -group. 
  
 
Proposition 2.3.15: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is not soft Lagrange   
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange   
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
  
 
Proposition 2.3.16: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft  Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft  Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft Lagrange  neutrosophic 
strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
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Definition 2.3.14:  Let  1, ,..., NG I    be a neutrosophic  strong N -
group. Then  ,F A   over  1, ,..., NG I    is called soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -group if atleast one ( )F a  is a 
Lagrange neutrosophic sub N -group of  1, ,..., NG I    for some a A . 
 
 
Theorem 2.3.16: Every soft weakly Lagrange  neutrosophic  strong N -
group  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic soft N -group but 
the converse is not true. 
  
 
Theorem 2.3.17: Every soft weakly Lagrange  neutrosophic strong N -
group  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft  neutrosophic strong N -group 
but the converse is not true. 
 
Proposition 2.3.17: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft weakly Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft weakly Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is not soft weakly 
Lagrange  neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft weakly Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is not soft weakly 
Lagrange  neutrosophic  strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
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Proposition 2.3.18: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft  weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft  weakly Lagrange  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -group over  1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
Definition 2.3.15:  Let  1, ,..., NG I   be a strong neutrosophic N -group. 
Then  ,F A over  1, ,..., NG I    is called soft Lagrange free neutrosophic  
strong N -group if ( )F a  is not a Lagrange neutrosophic sub N -group of 
 1, ,..., NG I    for alla A . 
 
 
 Theorem 2.3.18: Every soft Lagrange free  neutrosophic  strong N -
group  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic N -group but the 
converse is not true. 
 
 
 Theorem 2.3.19: Every soft Lagrange free  neutrosophic strong N -
group  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft  neutrosophic strong N -group 
but the converse is not true. 
 
 Theorem 2.3.20: If  1, ,..., NG I    is a Lagrange free  neutrosophic  
strong N -group, then  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is also soft Lagrange 
free  neutrosophic strong N -group. 
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Proposition 2.3.19: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft Lagrange free  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their extended union     , ,F A K D  is not soft Lagrange free  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is not soft Lagrange free   
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange free  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is not soft Lagrange free   
neutrosophic strong  N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
Proposition 2.3.20: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft Lagrange free  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft Lagrange free  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong N -group over  1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
Definition 2.3.16:  Let N  be a strong neutrosophic N -group. Then  ,F A  
over  1, ,..., NG I    is called sofyt normal  neutrosophic strong N -group 
if ( )F a  is normal neutrosophic sub N -group of  1, ,..., NG I    for all 
a A . 
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Theorem 2.3.21: Every soft normal strong neutrosophic N -group  ,F A  
over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic N -group but the converse is 
not true. 
  
Proof: The proof is left as an exercise for the interested readers. 
 
Theorem 2.3.22: Every soft normal strong neutrosophic N -group  ,F A  
over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft strong neutrosophic N -group but the 
converse is not true. 
 
One can easily see the converse by the help of example. 
 
Proposition 2.3.21: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft normal  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft normal neutrosophic 
strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is soft normal   
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft normal  neutrosophic 
strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is soft normal  
neutrosophic  strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
Proof: These are straightforward. 
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Proposition 2.3.22: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft normal  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is soft normal  neutrosophic 
strong  N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft normal neutrosophic 
strong N -group over  1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
Definition 2.3.17:  Let  1, ,..., NG I   be a strong neutrosophic N -group. 
Then  ,F A over  1, ,..., NG I    is called soft conjugate  neutrosophic  
strong N -group if ( )F a  is a conjugate neutrosophic sub N -group of 
 1, ,..., NG I    for all a A . 
 
 
Theorem 2.3.23: Every soft conjugate  neutrosophic strong N -
group  ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft neutrosophic N -group. 
 
Proof: The proof is left as an exercise for the interested readers. 
 
Theorem 2.3.24: Every soft conjugate  neutrosophic  strong N -group 
 ,F A  over  1, ,..., NG I    is a soft  neutrosophic strong N -group but the 
converse is not true. 
 
One can see the converse by the help of example. 
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Proposition 2.3.23: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D be two soft conjugate  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I   Then 
 
1. Their extended union    , ,F A K D is not soft conjugate 
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D is soft conjugate  
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
3. Their restricted union    , ,RF A K D is not soft conjugate 
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
4. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D is soft conjugate   
neutrosophic strong N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
 
 
Proposition 2.3.24: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft conjugate  
neutrosophic strong N -groups over   1, ,..., .NG I    Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is soft conjugate  neutrosophic 
strong  N -group over   1, ,..., .NG I    
2. Their OR operation    , ,F A K D  is not soft conjugate  neutrosophic 
strong N -group over  1, ,..., .NG I    
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Chapter Three 
 
 
SOFT NEUTROSOPHIC SEMIGROUPS AND THEIR  
GENERALIZATION 
 
In this chapter the notion of soft neutrosophic semigroup with its 
generalization are given. This chapter has three sections. In first section, 
soft neutrosophic semigroup is introduced over a neutrosophic 
semigroup. Actually soft neutrosophic semigroups are parameterized 
collection of neutrosophic subsemigroups. We also investigate soft 
neutrosophic strong semigroup over a neutrosophic semigroup which is 
purely of neutrosophic behaviour. Now we proceed onto define soft 
neutrosophic semigroup over a neutrosophic semigroup as follows: 
 
3.1 Soft Neutrosophic Semigroup 
  
In this section, the authors define a soft neutrosophic semigroup over a 
neutrosophic semigroup and established some of the fundamental 
properties of it. Soft neutrosophic monoids are also introduce over  
neutrosophic monoids in the present section of this book. We also 
introduce soft neutrosophic strong semigroup over a neutrosophic 
semigroup. 
 
Definition 3.1.1: Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic semigroup and ( , )F A  be a 
soft set over ( )N S . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic semigroup if 
and only if ( )F a  is neutrosophic subsemigroup of (S)N , for all a A . 
Equivalently ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic semigroup over (S)N  if  
( , ) ( , ) ( , )F A F A F A

 . 
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Example 3.1.1: Let ( ) {0} { }N S Z I    be a neutrosophic semigroup 
under ` ' . Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set fo parameters. Then clearly ( , )F A  is a 
soft neutrosophic semigroup over  ( )N S , where 
 
1 2( ) 2 , ( ) 3F a Z I F a Z I
     . 
 
Theorem 3.1.1: A soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S  always 
contain a soft semigroup over  S .  
  
Proof: The proof of this theorem is straightforward. 
 
Theorem 3.1.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H A  be two soft neutrosophic 
semigroups over (S)N . Then their intersection ( , ) ( , )F A H A  is again soft 
neutrosophic semigroup over (S)N . 
 
Proof: The proof is staightforward. 
 
Theorem 3.1.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic 
semigroups over (S)N . If  A B   , then ( , ) ( , )F A H B  is a soft 
neutrosophic semigroup over (S)N . 
 
Remark 3.1.1: The extended union of two soft neutrosophic semigroups 
( , )F A  and ( , )K B  over  ( )N S  is not a soft neutrosophic semigroup over 
( )N S . 
 
We take the following example for the checking of above remark. 
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Example 3.1.2:  Let ( )N S Z I   be the neutrosophic semigroup under 
` '. Let 1 2{ , }A a a   be a set of parameters and let ( , )F A be a soft 
neutrosophic semigroup over  (S)N , where 
 
1 2( ) 2 , ( ) 3F a Z I F a Z I
     . 
 
Let ( , )K B  be another soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S , where 
 
1 3K( ) 5 , K( ) 4a Z I a Z I
     . 
 
Let  1{ }C A B a   . The extended union ( , ) ( , ) ( , )EF A K B H C   where 
2 2( ) ( ) 3H a F a Z I
   , 3 3H( ) K( ) 4a a Z I
    and for 1a C , we have  
1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) 2 5H a F a K a Z I Z I
        which is not a neutrosophic 
subsemigroup as union of two neutrosophic subsemigroup is not 
neutrosophic subsemigroup. 
 
Proposition 3.1.1: The extended intersection of two soft neutrosophic 
semigroups over ( )N S  is a soft neutrosophic semigruop over ( )N S . 
 
Remark 3.1.2: The restricted union of two soft neutrosophic semigroups 
( , )F A  and ( , )K B  over  ( )N S  is not a soft neutrosophic semigroup over 
( )N S .  
One can easily check it in above Example (6). 
 
Proposition 3.1.2: The restricted intersection of two soft neutrosophic 
semigroups over ( )N S  is a soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S . 
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Proposition 3.1.3: The AND  operation of two soft neutrosophic 
semigroups over ( )N S  is a soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S . 
 
 
Remark 3.1.3: The OR  operation of two soft neutosophic semigroups 
over ( )N S  may not be a soft nuetrosophic semigroup over ( )N S . 
 
 
Definition 3.1.2: Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic monoid and ( , )F A  be a soft 
set over ( )N S . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic monoid if and only 
if ( )F a  is neutrosophic submonoid of ( )N S , for all a A . 
 
 
Example 3.1.3:Let (S)N Z I  be a neutrosophic monoid and let 
1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic 
monoid over ( )N S , where 
 
1 2( ) 2 , ( ) 4F a Z I F a Z I    . 
 
Theorem 3.1.4: Every soft neutrosophic monoid over ( )N S  is a soft 
neutrosophic semigroup over  ( )N S  but the converse is not true in 
general. 
  
One can easily check the converse of the above theorem (4)  with the 
help of Example. 
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Proposition 3.1.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic 
monoids over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is a soft neutrosophic 
monoid over ( )N S . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is a soft neutrosophic 
monoid over ( )N S . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is a soft neutrosophic monoid 
over ( )N S . 
 
 
Remark 3.1.4: Let  F,A   and  H,B   be two soft neutrosophic monoid 
over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not a soft neutrosophic 
monoid over  ( )N S . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not a soft neutrosophic 
monoid over ( )N S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not a soft neutrosophic monoid 
over  ( )N S . 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 3.1.3: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S . 
Then ( , )F A  is called an absolute-soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S  
if ( ) ( )F a N S , for all a A . We denote it by ( )N S . 
 
Theorem 3.1.5: Every absolute-soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S  
always contain absolute soft semigroup over S .  
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Definition 3.1.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic 
semigroups over ( )N S . Then  ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic subsemigroup 
of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. B A , and 
2.  ( )H a  is neutrosophic subsemigroup of ( )F a , for all a B . 
  
Example 3.1.4: Let ( )N S Z I   be a neutrosophic semigroup under ` '. 
1 2 3A { , , }a a a . Then ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S , 
where 
 
1 2
3
( ) 2 , ( ) 3 ,
( ) 5 .
F a Z I F a Z I
F a Z I
   
 
 
 
Let  1 2{ , }B a a A  . Then  ( , )H B  is soft neutrosophic subsemigroup of 
( , )F A  over ( )N S , where 
 
1 2( ) 4 ,H( ) 6H a Z I a Z I    . 
 
Theorem 3.1.6: A soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S  have soft 
neutrosophic subsemigroups as well as soft subsemigroups over ( )N S . 
 
 Proof. Obvious. 
 
Theorem 3.1.7: Every soft semigroup over S  is always soft 
neutrosophic subsemigroup of soft neutrosophic semigroup over (S)N . 
  
 Proof. The proof is obvious. 
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Proposition 3.1.5: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S  
and  {( , ) : }i iH B i J  is a non empty family of soft neutrosophic 
subsemigroups of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic subsemigroup of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic subsemigroup of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
3.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic subsemigroup of ( , )F A  if 
i jB B   , 
for all i j . 
  
Proof. Straightforward. 
 
Definition 3.1.5: A soft set ( , )F A  over ( )N S  is called soft neutrosophic 
left (right) ideal over  ( )N S  if ( ) ( , ) ( , )N S F A F A

 , where  
( )N S
 is an 
absolute-soft neutrosophic semigroup over  ( )N S . 
 A soft set over ( )N S  is a soft neutrosophic ideal if it is both a soft 
neutrosophic left and a soft neutrosophic right ideal over ( )N S . 
 
Example 3.1.5:  Let ( )N S Z I   be the neutrosophic semigroup under 
` '. Let 1 2{ , }A a a   be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A be a soft 
neutrosophic ideal over  (S)N , where 
 
1 2( ) 2 , ( ) 4F a Z I F a Z I    . 
 
 
Proposition 3.1.6: A soft set F,Aover ( )N S  is a soft neutrosophic ideal 
if and only if ( )F a   is a neutrosophic ideal of ( )N S , for all a A . 
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Theorem 3.1.8: Every soft neutrosophic ideal ( , )F A  over ( )N S  is a soft 
neutrosophic semigroup. 
 
Proposition 3.1.7: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic ideals 
over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  over ( )N S  is soft neutrosophic 
ideal over ( )N S . 
2. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  over ( )N S  is soft 
neutrosophic ideal over  ( )N S . 
3. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  over ( )N S  is soft neutrosophic 
ideal over ( )N S . 
4. Their restricted intersection ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  over ( )N S  is soft 
neutrosophic ideal over  ( )N S . 
 
Proof. One can easily prove (1),(2),(3)  and (4) . 
 
Proposition 3.1.8: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic ideal 
over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal over 
( )N S . 
2. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal over 
( )N S . 
  
Theorem 3.1.9: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic 
semigroups (ideals) over ( )N S  and ( )N T   respectively. Then ( , ) ( , )F A K B  
is also a soft neutrosophic semigroup (ideal) over  ( ) ( )N S N T . 
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Proof. The proof is straight forward. 
 
Theorem 3.1.10: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic semigroup over ( )N S  
and {( , ) : }i iH B i J   is a non empty family of soft neutrosophic ideals of 
( , )F A .  Then 
 
1. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic ideal of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic ideal of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
3. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic ideal of ( , )F A . 
4. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic ideal of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
 
Proof. We can easily prove (1),(2),(3),  and (4) . 
 
Definition 3.1.6: A soft set ( , )F A  over ( )N S  is called soft neutrosophic 
principal ideal or soft neutrosophic cyclic ideal if and only if ( )F a  is a 
principal or cyclic neutrosophic ideal of  ( )N S , for all a A . 
 
Proposition 3.1.9: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic 
principal ideals over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  over ( )N S  is soft 
neutrosophic principal ideal over (S)N . 
2. Their restricted intersection ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  over ( )N S  is soft 
neutrosophic principal ideal over ( )N S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic principal 
ideal over ( )N S . 
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Remark 3.1.5: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic principal 
ideals over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  over ( )N S  is not soft 
neutrosophic principal ideal over ( )N S . 
2. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  over ( )N S  is not soft 
neutrosophic principal ideal over ( )N S . 
3. Their OR  operation  ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic principal 
ideal over ( )N S . 
 
One can easily prove it by the help of examples. 
 
 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Strong Semigroup 
 
 
The notion of soft neutrosophic strong semigroup over a neutrosophic 
semigroup is introduced here. We give the definition of soft 
neutrosophic strong semigroup  and investigate some related properties 
with sufficient amount of illustrative examples.  
 
 
Definition 3.1.7: Let (S)N  be a neutrosophic semigroup and let ( , )F A  be 
a soft set over ( )N S . Then ( ,A)F  is said to be soft neutrosophic strong 
semigroup over (S)N  if and only if ( )F a  is neutrosophic strong 
subsemigroup of ( )N S  for all a A . 
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Example 3.1.6: Let ( ) {0,1,2, I,2I, ,}N S    be a neutosophic semigroup . Let 
1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters.Then ( , )F A  is clearly soft neutrosophic 
strong semigroup over ( )N S , where 
 
1 2( ) {0, I,2 I},F( ) {0, I}F a a   
 
Proposition 13.1.10: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic stron 
semigroups over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong semigroup over ( )N S . 
2. Their restricted intersection ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong semigroup over  ( )N S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic strong 
semigroup over ( )N S . 
  
Remark 3.1.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
semigroups over ( )N S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
semigroup over  ( )N S . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
semigroup over ( )N S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
semigroup over ( )N S . 
One can easily verified (1),(2),  and (3)  with the help of examples. 
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Definition 3.1.8: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
semigroups over ( )BN S . Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic strong 
subsemigroup of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. B A , and 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic strong subsemigroup of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
 
Example 3.1.7: Let ( ) {0,1,2, I,2I}N S   be a neutosophic strong semigroup 
under multiplication modulo 3  . Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be a set of 
parameters.Then ( , )F A  is clearly soft neutrosophic strong semigroup 
over ( )N S , where 
 
1 2( ) {0, I,2 I},F( ) {0, I},F a a   
 
3F( ) {0, I,2 I}.a   
 
Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic subbisemigroup of ( , )F A , where 
 
1 3H( ) {0, I},H( ) {0, I}.a a   
 
 
We now give some characterization of soft neutrosophic strong groups. 
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Proposition 3.1.11: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong semigroup 
over ( )BN S  and  {( , ) : }i iH B i J  is a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic 
strong subsemigroups of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong subsemigroup of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong subsemigroup of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
3.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong subsemigroup of ( , )F A  if 
i jB B   , for all i j . 
 
Proof:  Straightforward. 
 
Definition 3.1.9:  ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong ideal over 
( )N S  if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong ideal of ( )N S , for all  a A . 
 
Example 3.1.8: Let ( ) {0,1,2, I,2I}N S   be a neutosophic strong semigroup 
under multiplication modulo 3  . Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of 
parameters.Then ( , )F A  is clearly soft neutrosophic strong ideal over 
( )N S , where 
 
1 2( ) {0, I,2 I},F( ) {0, I},F a a   
 
Theorem 3.1.11: Every soft neutrosophic strong ideal ( , )F A  over ( )N S  is 
trivially a soft neutrosophic strong semigroup. 
 
Proof.  Straightforward. 
 
Theorem 3.1.12: Every soft neutrosophic strong ideal ( , )F A  over ( )N S  is 
trivially a soft neutrosophic strong ideal. 
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Proposition 3.1.12: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
ideals over ( )N S . Then 
 
1) Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic strong 
ideal over ( )N S . 
2) Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic strong 
ideal over ( )N S . 
3) Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic strong ideal 
over ( )N S . 
  
Remark 3.1.7: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong ideal 
over ( )N S . Then 
 
1) Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
ideal over ( )N S . 
2) Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
ideal over ( )N S . 
3) Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong ideal 
over ( )N S . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
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3.2 Soft Neutrosophic Bisemigroup 
 
 
 
In this section, the definition of soft neutrosophic bisemigroup is given 
over a neutrosophic bisemigroup. Then soft neutrosophic biideals are 
defined over a neutrosophic bisemigroup. Some of their fundamental 
properties are also given in this section. 
 
We now move on to define soft neutrosophic bisemigroups. 
 
Definition 3.2.1: Let ( , )F A  be a soft set over a neutrosophic bisemigroup 
( )BN S . Then ( , )F A   is said to be soft neutrosophic bisemigroup over 
( )BN S  if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic  subbisemigroup of ( )BN S  for 
all a A . 
 
 
Example 3.2.1: Let   3( )BN S Z I Z I    , where Z I  is a 
neutrosophic semigroup with respect to   and 
3Z I  is a neutrosophic 
semigroup under multiplication modulo 3 . BNS.  Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set 
of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic bisemigroup  over  ( )BN S , 
where 
 
 
 
1
2
( ) 2 ,0,1, I
( ) 8 ,0,2,2 I .
F a Z I
F a Z I
 
 
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Proposition 3.2.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic bisemigroup 
over ( )BN S . 
  
Remark 3.2.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroups over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 3.2.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroups over ( )BN S . Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic 
subbisemigroup of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. B A , and 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic subbisemigroup of ( )F a  for all a A . 
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This situation can be explained in the following example. 
 
Example 3.2.2: Let   3( )BN S Z I Z I    , where Z I  is a 
neutrosophic semigroup with respect to   and 
3Z I  is a neutrosophic 
semigroup under multiplication modulo 3 . BNS.  Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set 
of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic bisemigroup  over  ( )BN S , 
where 
 
 
1
2
( ) 2 ,0, I
( ) 8 ,0,1, I
F a Z I
F a Z I
 
 
 
 
Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic subbisemigroup of ( , )F A , where 
 
2( ) { 4 ,0, }H a Z I I  . 
 
 Proposition 3.2.2: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic bisemigroup over 
( )BN S  and  {( , ) : }i iH B i J  is a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic 
subbisemigroups of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic subbisemigroup of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic subbisemigroup of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
3.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic subbisemigroup of ( , )F A  if 
i jB B   , for all i j . 
 
Proof.  Straightforward. 
 
Definition 3.2.3:  ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic biideal over ( )BN S  if 
( )F a  is a  neutrosophic biideal of ( )BN S , for all  a A . 
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Example 3.2.3: Let   3( )BN S Z I Z I    , where Z I  is a 
neutrosophic semigroup with respect to   and 
3Z I  is a neutrosophic 
semigroup under multiplication modulo 3 . BNS.  Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set 
of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic biideal  over ( )BN S , where 
 
 
 
 
1
2
( ) 2 ,0, I
( ) 8 ,0,1, I
F a Z I
F a Z I
 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 3.2.1: Every soft neutrosophic biideal ( , )F A  over ( )BN S  is 
trivially a soft neutrosophic bisemigroup. 
  
Proof: This is obvious. 
 
Proposition 3.2.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic biideals 
over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
biideal over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
biideal over ( )BN S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft  neutrosophic biideal over 
( )BN S . 
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Remark 3.2.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft  neutrosophic biideals 
over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic biideals 
over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic 
biidleals over ( )BN S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic biideals 
over ( )BN S . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples 
 
Theorem 3.2.2: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic biideal over ( )BN S  and  
{( , ) : i J}i iH B   is a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic biideals of ( , )F A . 
Then 
 
1. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic biideal of ( , )F A . 
2.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic biideal of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
 
 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Strong Bisemigroup 
 
 
As usual, the theory of purely neutrosophics is alos exist in soft 
neutrosophic bisemigroup and so we define soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroup over a neutrosophic semigroup here and establish their 
related properties and characteristics. 
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Definition 3.2.4: Let ( , )F A  be a soft set over a neutrosophic bisemigroup 
( )BN S . Then ( , )F A   is said to be soft  neutrosophic strong bisemigroup 
over ( )BN S  if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong subbisemigroup 
of ( )BN S  for all a A . 
 
Example 3.2.4: Let   3( )BN S Z I Z I    , where Z I  is a 
neutrosophic semigroup with respect to   and 
3Z I  is a neutrosophic 
semigroup under multiplication modulo 3 . BNS.  Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set 
of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic strong bisemigroup  over  
( )BN S , where 
 
 
1
2
( ) 2 ,0, I
( ) 8 ,0,1, I
F a Z I
F a Z I
 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 3.2.3: Every soft neutrosophic strong bisemigroup is a soft 
neutrosophic bisemigroup . 
  
Proposition 3.2.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroups over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
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Remark 3.2.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroups over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroup over ( )BN S . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 3.2.5: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
bisemigroups over ( )BN S . Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic strong 
subbisemigroup of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. B A , and 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic strong subbisemigroup of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
Example 3.2.5: Let   3( )BN S Z I Z I    , where Z I  is a 
neutrosophic semigroup with respect to   and 
3Z I  is a neutrosophic 
semigroup under multiplication modulo 3 . BNS.  Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set 
of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic strong bisemigroup over 
( )BN S , where 
 
 
1
2
( ) 2 ,0, I
( ) 8 ,0,1, I
F a Z I
F a Z I
 
 
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Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic strong subbisemigroup of ( , )F A , 
where 
2( ) { 4 ,0, }H a Z I I  . 
 
 Proposition 3.2.5: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong bisemigroup 
over ( )BN S  and  {( , ) : }i iH B i J  is a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic 
strong subbisemigroups of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong subbisemigroup of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong subbisemigroup of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
3.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong subbisemigroup of ( , )F A  if 
i jB B   , for all i j . 
 
Proof.  Straightforward. 
 
Definition 3.2.6:  ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong biideal over 
( )BN S  if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong biideal of ( )BN S , for all  a A . 
 
Example 3.2.6: Let   3( )BN S Z I Z I    , where Z I  is a 
neutrosophic semigrouop with respect to   and 
3Z I  is a neutrosophic 
semigroup under multiplication modulo 3 . BNS.  Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set 
of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic strong biideal  over 
( )BN S , where 
 
 
 
1
2
( ) 2 ,0, I
( ) 8 ,0,1, I
F a Z I
F a Z I
 
 
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Theorem 3.2.4: Every soft neutrosophic strong biideal ( , )F A  over ( )BN S  
is a soft neutrosophic bisemigroup. 
  
Theorem 3.2.5: Every soft neutrosophic strong biideal ( , )F A  over ( )BN S  
is  
a soft neutrosophic strong bisemigroup but the converse is not true. 
  
Proposition 3.2.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
biideals over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong biideal over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong biideal over ( )BN S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic strong 
biideal over ( )BN S . 
  
Remark 3.2.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
biideals over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
biideals over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
biidleals over ( )BN S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
biideals over ( )BN S . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples 
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Theorem 3.2.6: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong biideal over 
( )BN S  and  {( , ) : i J}i iH B   is a non empty family of soft neutrosophic 
strong biideals of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong biideal of ( , )F A . 
2.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong biideal of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
 
Proof: The proof is left as an exercise for the readers. 
 
 
 
3.3 Soft Neutrosophic N-semigroup 
 
 
 
In this section, we extend soft sets to neutrosophic N-semigroups and 
introduce soft neutrosophic N-semigroups. This is the generalization of 
soft neutrosophic semigroups.  Some of their impotant facts and figures 
are also presented here with illustrative examples. We also initiated the 
strong part of neutrosophy in this section. Now we proceed on to define 
soft neutrosophic N-semigroup as follows. 
 
 
Definition 3.3.1: Let 1{ ( ), ,..., }NS N    be a neutrosophic N -semigroup and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over 1{ ( ), ,..., }NS N   .  Then ( , )F A  is termed as soft 
neutrosophic N -semigroup if and only if  ( )F a  is a neutrosophic sub N -
semigroup, for all a A . 
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We give further expaination in the following example. 
 
Example 3.3.1: Let 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( ) { , , , , }S N S S S S         be a neutrosophic 4 -
semigroup where 
 1 12{ ,S Z semigroup under multiplication modulo 12}, 
 2 {0,1,2,3, ,2 ,3 ,4S I I I I , semigroup under multiplication modulo 4}, a 
neutrosophic semigroup. 
 
3 : , , ,
a b
S a b c d R I
c d
  
    
  
, neutrosophic semigroup under matrix 
multiplication and 
 
4S Z I  , neutrosophic semigroup under multiplication.  
Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic 4 -
semigroup over (4)S , where 
1
1
( ) {0,2,4,6,8,10} {0, ,2 ,3 } : , , , 5
( ) {0,6,} {0,1, I} : , , , 2
a b
F a I I I a b c d Q I Z I
c d
a b
F a a b c d Z I Z I
c d
  
        
  
  
        
  
 
 
Theorem 3.3.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H A  be two soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . Then their intersection ( , ) ( , )F A H A  is again a soft 
neutrosophic N -semigroup over ( )S N . 
Proof. Straightforward. 
 
Theorem 3.3.2: Let ( , )F A  and (H,B)  be two soft neutrosophic N -
semigroups over ( )S N  such that A B   . Then their union is soft 
neutrosophic N -semigroup over ( )S N . 
  
Proof. Straightforward. 
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Proposition 3.3.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N .Then 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted intersection ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic N -semigroup 
over ( )S N . 
 
 Proof: These can be seen easily. 
 
 
Remark 3.3.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . Then 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . 
 
One can easily verified (1),(2),  and (3) . 
  
Definition 3.3.2: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic N -semigroup over 
( )S N . Then ( , )F A  is called absolute-soft neutrosophic N -semigroup over 
( )S N  if ( ) ( )F a S N , for all a A . We denote it by 
( )S N
. 
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Definition 3.3.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic N -
semigroup over ( )S N . Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic sub N -
semigroup of ( , )F A , if 
1) B A . 
2) ( )H a  is a neutrosophic sub N -semigroup of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
Example 3.3.2: Let 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( ) { , , , , }S N S S S S         be a neutrosophic 4 -
semigroup where 
 1 12{ ,S Z semigroup under multiplication modulo 12}, 
 2 {0,1,2,3, ,2 ,3 ,4S I I I I , semigroup under multiplication modulo 4}, a 
neutrosophic semigroup. 
 
3 : , , ,
a b
S a b c d R I
c d
  
    
  
, neutrosophic semigroup under matrix 
multiplication and 
 
4S Z I  , neutrosophic semigroup under multiplication.  
Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic 
4 -semigroup over (4)S , where 
1
2
3
( ) {0,2,4,6,8,10} {0, ,2 ,3 } : , , , 5 ,
( ) {0,6} {0,1, I} : , , , 2 ,
( ) {0,3,6,9} {0, I,2 I} : , , , 2 3 .
a b
F a I I I a b c d Q I Z I
c d
a b
F a a b c d Z I Z I
c d
a b
F a a b c d Z I Z I
c d
  
        
  
  
        
  
  
        
  
 
 
Clearly ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic sub 4 -semigroup of  (F,A) , where 
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1
3
H( ) {0,4,8} {0, ,2 } : , , , 10 ,
H( ) {0,6} {0, I} : , , , 4 6 .
a b
a I I a b c d Z I Z I
c d
a b
a a b c d Z I Z I
c d
  
        
  
  
        
  
 
 
 
Proposition 3.3.2: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic N -semigroup over 
( )S N  and  {( , ) : }i iH B i J  is a non empty family of soft neutrosophic N -
semigroups  of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic N -semigroup  of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic N -semigroup of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
3.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic N -semigroup of ( , )F A  if 
i jB B   , 
for all i j . 
  
Proof.  Straightforward. 
 
Definition 3.3.4:  ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic N -ideal over ( )S N  if 
( )F a  is a neutrosophic N -ideal of (N)S , for all  a A . 
  
Theorem 3.3.3: Every soft neutrosophic N -ideal ( , )F A  over ( )S N  is a 
soft neutrosophic - N semigroup. 
  
Theorem 3.3.4: Every soft neutrosophic N -ideal ( , )F A  over ( )S N  is a 
soft neutrosophic N -semigroup but the converse is not true. 
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Proposition 3.3.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic N -
ideals over (N)S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic N -
ideal over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft  neutrosophic 
biideal over ( )S N . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft  neutrosophic N -ideal over 
( )S N . 
  
Remark 3.3.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft  neutrosophic N -ideals 
over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic N -ideal 
over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic N -
ideal over ( )S N . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic N -ideals 
over ( )S N . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples 
 
Theorem 3.3.5: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic N -ideal over ( )S N  and  
{( , ) : i J}i iH B   is a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic N -ideals of 
( , )F A . Then 
 
1. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic N -ideal of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic N -ideal of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
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Soft Neutrosophic Strong N-semigroup 
 
 
 
The notions of soft  neutrosophic  strong N-semigroups over 
neutrosophic N-semiggroups are introduced here. We give some basic 
definitions of soft neutrosophic strong N-semigroups and illustrated it 
with the help of exmaples and give some basic results. 
 
  
 
Definition 3.3.5: Let 1{ ( ), ,..., }NS N    be a neutrosophic N -semigroup and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over 1{ ( ), ,..., }NS N   .  Then ( , )F A  is called soft 
neutrosophic strong N -semigroup if and only if  ( )F a  is a neutrosophic 
strong sub N -semigroup, for all a A . 
 
Example 3.3.3: Let 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( ) { , , , , }S N S S S S         be a neutrosophic 4 -
semigroup where 
 1 12{ ,S Z semigroup under multiplication modulo 12}, 
 2 {0,1,2,3, ,2 ,3 ,4S I I I I , semigroup under multiplication modulo 4}, a 
neutrosophic semigroup. 
 
3 : , , ,
a b
S a b c d R I
c d
  
    
  
, neutrosophic semigroup under matrix 
multiplication and 
 
4S Z I  , neutrosophic semigroup under multiplication.  
Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic 
strong 4 -semigroup over (4)S , where 
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1
1
( ) {0,3,3I} {0, ,2 ,3 } : , , , 5
( ) {0,2 I,4 I} {0,1, I} : , , , 2
a b
F a I I I a b c d Q I Z I
c d
a b
F a a b c d Z I Z I
c d
  
        
  
  
        
  
 
 
 
Theorem 3.3.6: Every soft neutrosophic strong N -semigroup is trivially 
a soft neutrosophic   
N -semigroup but the converse is not true. 
 
Proof: It is left as an exercise for the readers. 
 
Proposition 3.3.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
N -semigroups over ( )S N .Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong N -semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted intersection ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong N -semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft neutrosophic strong N -
semigroup over ( )S N . 
  
Proof: These can be established easily. 
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Remark 3.3.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong N -
semigroup over ( )S N . Then 
1. Their extended union  ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
N -semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
N -semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong N -
semigroup over ( )S N . 
One can easily verified (1),(2),  and (3) . 
  
Definition 3.3.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H B  be two soft neutrosophic strong N -
semigroup over ( )S N . Then ( , )H B  is a soft neutrosophic strong sub N -
semigroup of ( , )F A , if 
3) B A . 
4) ( )H a  is a neutrosophic strong sub N -semigroup of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
Proposition 3.3.5: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong N -semigroup 
over ( )S N  and  {( , ) : }i iH B i J  is a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic 
strong N -semigroups  of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong N -semigroup  of ( , )F A . 
2. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong N -semigroup of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
3.  ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong N -semigroup of ( , )F A  if 
i jB B   , for all i j . 
  
Proof.  Straightforward. 
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Definition 3.3.7:  ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong N -ideal over 
( )S N  if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong N -ideal of (N)S , for all  a A . 
  
Theorem 3.3.7: Every soft neutrosophic strong N -ideal ( , )F A  over ( )S N  
is a soft neutrosophic - N semigroup. 
  
Theorem 3.3.8: Every soft neutrosophic strong N -ideal ( , )F A  over ( )S N  
is a soft neutrosophic strong N -semigroup but the converse is not true. 
  
Proposition 3.3.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
N -ideals over (N)S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is soft neutrosophic 
strong N -ideal over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is soft  neutrosophic 
strong N -ideal over ( )S N . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is soft  neutrosophic strong N -
ideal over ( )S N . 
  
Remark 3.3.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )K B  be two soft neutrosophic strong N -
ideals over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( , )EF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
N -ideal over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( , )RF A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
N -ideal over ( )S N . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( , )F A K B  is not soft neutrosophic strong N -
ideals over ( )S N . 
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One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
 
Theorem 3.3.9: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong N -ideal over 
( )S N  and  {( , ) : i J}i iH B   is a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic strong 
N -ideals of ( , )F A . Then 
 
1. ( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong N -ideal of ( , )F A . 
( , )i i
i J
H B

  is a soft neutrosophic strong N -ideal of ( , )
i J
F A

 . 
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Chapter four 
 
SOFT NEUTROSOPHIC LOOPS AND THEIR 
GENERALIZATION 
 
 
In this chapter the notion of soft neutrosophic loop with its 
generalization are given. This chapter has also three sections. In first 
section, soft neutrosophic loop is introduced over a neutrosophic loop. 
Actually soft neutrosophic loops are parameterized family of 
neutrosophic subloops. We also investigate soft neutrosophic strong loop 
over a neutrosophic loop which is purely of neutrosophic character. Now 
we proceed on to define soft neutrosophic loop over a neutrosophic loop. 
 
 
4.1 Soft Neutrosophic Loop 
 
In this section, we defined a soft neutrosophic loop over a neutrosophic 
loop and established some of the fundamental properties of it. We also 
introduce soft neutrosophic strong loop over a neutrosophic semigroup. 
 
 
 Definition 4.1.1: Let L I  be a neutrosophic loop and ( , )F A  be a soft 
set over L I . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic loop if and only if 
( )F a  is neutrosophic subloop of  L I  for all a A . 
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Example 4.1.1: Let 
7(4)L I L I    be a neutrosophic loop where 7(4)L  
is a loop. Then ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I , where 
 
1 2
3
( ) { , ,2,2 }, ( ) { ,3 },
F( ) { , }.
F a e eI I F a e
a e eI
 
  
 
Theorem 4.1.1: Every soft neutrosophic loop over L I  contains a soft 
loop over L . 
  
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
 
Theorem 4.1.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H A  be two soft neutrosophic loops over 
L I . Then their intersection ( , ) ( , )F A H A  is again soft neutrosophic 
loop over L I . 
 
Proof. The proof is staightforward. 
 
Theorem 4.1.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic loops over 
L I . If  A C   , then ( , ) ( ,C)F A H  is a soft neutrosophic loop over 
L I . 
 
Remark 4.1.1: The extended union of two soft neutrosophic loops ( , )F A  
and ( ,C)K  over  L I  is not a soft neutrosophic loop over L I . 
 
With the help of example we can easily check the above remark. 
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Proposition 4.1.1: The extended intersection of two soft neutrosophic 
loopps over L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I . 
 
Remark 4.1.2: The restricted union of two soft neutrosophic loops ( , )F A  
and ( , )K C  over  L I  is not a soft neutrosophic loop over L I .  
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
 
Proposition 4.1.2: The restricted intersection of two soft neutrosophic 
loops over L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I . 
 
Proposition 4.1.3: The AND  operation of two soft neutrosophic loops 
over L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I . 
 
Remark 4.1.3: The OR  operation of two soft neutosophic loops over 
L I  may not be a soft nuetrosophic loop over L I . 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
  
Definition 4.1.2: Let ( ) { ,1,2,..., , ,1 ,2 ,..., }nL m I e n eI I I nI   be a new class of 
neutrosophic loop and ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic loop over ( )nL m I . 
Then ( , )F A  is called soft new class neutrosophic loop if ( )F a  is a 
neutrosophic subloop of ( )nL m I  for all a A . 
  
Example 4.1.2: Let 
5(3) { ,1,2,3,4,5, ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 }L I e eI I I I I I   be a new class of 
neutrosophic loop. Let 1 2 3 4 5{ , , , , }A a a a a a be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A  
is soft new class neutrosophic loop over 
5(3)L I , where 
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1 2
3 3
5
( ) { , ,1,1 }, ( ) { , ,2,2 },
( ) { , ,3,3 }, ( ) { , ,4,4 },
( ) { , ,5,5 }.
F a e eI I F a e eI I
F a e eI I F a e eI I
F a e eI I
 
 

 
 
Theorem 4.1.4: Every soft new class neutrosophic loop over ( )nL m I  
is a soft neutrosophic loop over ( )nL m I  but the converse is not true. 
 
Proposition 4.1.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft new class 
neutrosophic loops over ( )nL m I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft new class 
neutrosophic loop over ( )nL m I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft new classes 
neutrosophic loop over ( )nL m I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft new class neutrosophic 
loop over ( )nL m I . 
 
Remark 4.1.4: Let ( , )F A and (K,C)  be two soft new class neutrosophic 
loops over ( )nL m I . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft new class 
neutrosophic loop over  ( )nL m I . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft new class 
neutrosophic loop over ( )nL m I . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft new class 
neutrosophic loop over  ( )nL m I . 
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One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.1.3: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic loop over L I . Then 
( , )F A  is called the identity soft neutrosophic loop over L I  if ( ) { }F a e  
for all a A , where e  is the identity element of L I . 
 
Definition 4.1.4: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic loop over L I . Then 
( , )F A  is called an absolute soft neutrosophic loop over L I  if 
( )F a L I   for all a A . 
 
Definition 4.1.5: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic loops 
over L I . Then  ( ,C)H  is callsed soft neutrosophic subloop of ( , )F A , if 
1. C A . 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic subloop of ( )F a  for all a A . 
  
Example 4.1.3:  Consider the neutrosophic loop 
 
15(2) { ,1,2,3,4,...,15, ,1 ,2 ,...,14 ,15 }L I e eI I I I I    
of order 32 . Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be a set of parameters. Then  ( , )F A  is a soft 
neutrosophic loop over 
15(2)L I , where 
 
1
2
3
( ) { ,2,5,8,11,14, ,2 ,5 ,8 ,11 ,14 },
( ) {e,2,5,8,11,14},
F( ) { ,3, ,3 }.
F a e eI I I I I I
F a
a e eI I



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Thus ( ,C)H  is a soft neutrosophic subloop of ( , )F A  over 
15(2)L I , where 
 
1
2
( ) { , ,2 ,5 ,8 ,11 ,14 },
( ) { ,3}.
H a e eI I I I I I
H a e


 
 
Theorem 4.1.5: Every soft loop over L  is a soft neutrosophic subloop 
over L I . 
  
Proof: It is left an exercise for the interested readers. 
 
Definition 4.1.6: Let L I  be a neutrosophic loop and ( , )F A  be a soft 
set over L I . Then  ( , )F A  is called soft normal neutrosophic loop if 
and only if ( )F a  is normal neutrosophic subloop of L I  for all a A . 
 
 
Example 4.1.4: Let 
5(3) { ,1,2,3,4,5, ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 }L I e eI I I I I I   be a 
neutrosophic loop. Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a be a set of parameters. Then clearly  
( , )F A  is soft normal neutrosophic loop over 
5(3)L I , where 
 
1 2
3
( ) { , ,1,1 }, ( ) {e,eI,2,2 I},
( ) {e,eI,3,3I}.
F a e eI I F a
F a
 

 
 
Theorem 4.1.6: Every soft normal neutrosophic loop over L I  is a 
soft neutrosophic loop over  L I  but the converse is not true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
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Proposition 4.1.5: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft normal neutrosophic 
loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft normal 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft normal 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft normal neutrosophic 
loop over L I . 
 
Remark 4.1.5: Let ( , )F A and (K,C)  be two soft normal neutrosophic 
loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft normal 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft normal 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft normal neutrosophic 
loop over  L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.1.7: Let L I  be a neutrosophic loop and ( , )F A  be a soft 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . Then ( , )F A  is called soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop if  ( )F a  is a Lagrange neutrosophic subloop of L I  
for all  a A . 
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Example 4.1.5: In Example 4.1.1, ( ,A)F  is a soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
loop over L I .  
  
Theorem 4.1.7: Every soft Lagrange neutrosophic loop over L I  is a 
soft neutrosophic loop over  L I  but the converse is not true. 
  
Theorem 4.1.8: If L I  is a Lagrange neutrosophic loop, then ( , )F A  
over L I  is a soft Lagrange neutrosophic loop but the converse is not 
true. 
  
 Remark 4.1.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
loop over  L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
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Definition 4.1.8: Let L I  be a neutrosophic loop and ( , )F A  be a soft 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . Then ( , )F A  is called soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop if atleast one ( )F a  is not a Lagrange neutrosophic 
subloop of L I  for some a A . 
  
Example 4.1.6:  Consider the neutrosophic loop 
 
15(2) { ,1,2,3,4,...,15, ,1 ,2 ,...,14 ,15 }L I e eI I I I I    
of order 32 . Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be a set of parameters. Then  ( , )F A  is a soft 
weakly Lagrange neutrosophic loop over 
15(2)L I , where 
 
1
2
3
( ) { ,2,5,8,11,14, ,2 ,5 ,8 ,11 ,14 },
( ) {e,2,5,8,11,14},
F( ) { ,3, ,3 }.
F a e eI I I I I I
F a
a e eI I



 
 
Theorem 4.1.9: Every soft weak Lagrange neutrosophic loop over 
L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I  but the converse is not 
true. 
  
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
 
Theorem 4.1.10: If L I  is weak Lagrange neutrosophic loop, then 
( , )F A  over L I  is also soft weak Lagrange neutrosophic loop but the 
converse is not true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
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Remark 4.1.7: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weak 
Lagrange neutrosophic loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weak 
Lagrange neutrosophic loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weak Lagrnage 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.1.9: Let L I  be a neutrosophic loop and ( , )F A  be a soft 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . Then ( ,A)F  is called soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic loop if ( )F a  is not a lagrange neutrosophic subloop of 
L I  for all a A . 
  
Theorem 4.1.11: Every soft Lagrange free neutrosophic loop over 
L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I  but the converse is not 
true. 
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Theorem 4.1.12: If L I  is a Lagrange free neutrosophic loop, then 
( , )F A  over L I  is also a soft Lagrange free neutrosophic loop but the 
converse is not true. 
 
Remark 4.1.8: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
soft neutrosophic loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
soft neutrosophic loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage soft 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic loop over  L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Strong Loop 
  
The notion of soft neutrosophic strong loop over a neutrosophic loop is 
introduced here. We gave the definition of soft neutrosophic strong loop  
and investigated some related properties with sufficient amount of 
illustrative examples.  
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Definition 4.1.10: Let L I  be a neutrosophic loop and ( , )F A  be a soft 
set over L I . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong loop if and 
only if ( )F a  is a strong neutrosophic subloop of  L I  for all a A . 
 
Example 4.1.7:  Consider the neutrosophic loop 
 
15(2) { ,1,2,3,4,...,15, ,1 ,2 ,...,14 ,15 }L I e eI I I I I  .  
 
Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters. Then  ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong loop over 15(2)L I , where 
 
1
2
( ) { , ,2 ,5 ,8 ,11 ,14 },
F( ) { ,3, ,3 }.
F a e eI I I I I I
a e eI I


 
 
 
Proposition 4.1.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft neutrosophic strong 
loop over L I . 
 
Proof: These are left to the readers as exercises. 
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Remark 4.1.9: Let ( , )F A and (K,C)  be two soft neutrosophic strong loops 
over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
strong loop over  L I . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
strong loop over L I . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft neutrosophic strong 
loop over  L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.1.11: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
loops over L I . Then  ( ,C)H  is called soft neutrosophic strong subloop 
of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. C A . 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic strong subloop of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
Definition 4.1.12: Let L I  be a neutrosophic strong loop and ( , )F A  be 
a soft neutrosophic loop over  L I . Then ( , )F A  is called soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loop if  ( )F a  is a Lagrange neutrosophic strong 
subloop of L I  for all  a A . 
  
Theorem 4.1.13: Every soft Lagrange neutrosophic strong loop over 
L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over  L I  but the converse is not 
true. 
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Theorem 4.1.14: If L I  is a Lagrange neutrosophic strong loop, then 
( , )F A  over L I  is a soft Lagrange neutrosophic loop but the converse 
is not true. 
  
 Remark 4.1.10: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
strong loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
strong neutrosophic loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage 
neutrosophic strong loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
strong loop over  L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.1.13: Let L I  be a neutrosophic strong loop and ( , )F A  be 
a soft neutrosophic loop over  L I . Then ( , )F A  is called soft weak 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong loop if atleast one ( )F a  is not a Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong subloop of L I  for some a A . 
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Theorem 4.1.15: Every soft weak Lagrange neutrosophic strong loop 
over L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I  but the converse is 
not true. 
  
Theorem 4.1.16: If L I  is weak Lagrange neutrosophic strong loop, 
then ( , )F A  over L I  is also soft weak Lagrange neutrosophic strong 
loop but the converse is not true. 
 
Remark 4.1.11: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weak 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weak 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weak Lagrnage 
neutrosophic strong loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weak Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong loop over  L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
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Definition 4.1.14: Let L I  be a neutrosophic strong loop and ( , )F A  be 
a soft neutrosophic loop over  L I . Then ( ,A)F  is called soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic strong loop if ( )F a  is not a lagrange neutrosophic 
strong subloop of L I  for all a A . 
  
Theorem 4.1.17: Every soft Lagrange free neutrosophic strong loop 
over L I  is a soft neutrosophic loop over L I  but the converse is 
not true. 
  
Theorem 4.1.18: If L I  is a Lagrange free neutrosophic strong loop, 
then ( , )F A  over L I  is also a soft Lagrange free neutrosophic strong 
loop but the converse is not true. 
 
Remark 4.1.12: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong loops over L I . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage free 
strong neutrosophic strong loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong loop over  L I . 
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One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
 
4.2 Soft Neutrosophic Biloop 
 
 
In this section, the definition of soft neutrosophic biloop is given over a 
neutrosophic biloop. Some of their fundamental properties are also given 
in this section. 
 
 
Definition 4.2.1: Let 
1 2( , , )B I    be a neutrosophic biloop and ( , )F A  be 
a soft set over  
1 2( , , )B I   . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic 
biloop if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic subbiloop of 
1 2( , , )B I    for 
all a A . 
  
Example 4.2.1: Let  6
1 2( , , ) ({ ,1,2,3,4,5, ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 } {g : g }B I e eI I I I I I e       be 
a neutrosophic biloop. Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters.  Then ( , )F A  
is clearly soft neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   , where 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 4.2.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H A  be two soft neutrosophic biloops 
over 
1 2( , , )B I   . Then their intersection ( , ) ( , )F A H A  is again a soft 
neutrosophic biloop over  
1 2( , , )B I   . 
  
Proof. Straightforward. 
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2 4
1
3
2
( ) {e,2,eI,2 I} {g , , },
( ) {e,3,eI,3I} {g , }.
F a g e
F a e
 
 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 4.2.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic biloops 
over 
1 2( , , )B I     such that A C   . Then their union is soft 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   . 
  
Proof. Straightforward. 
 
Proposition 4.2.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft neutrosophic biloops 
over 
1 2( , , )B I   . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft neutrosophic biloop 
over 
1 2( , , )B I   . 
 
Remark 4.2.1: Let ( , )F A and (K,C)  be two soft neutrosophic biloops over 
1 2( , , )B I   . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
biloop over  
1 2( , , )B I   . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft neutrosophic biloop 
over  
1 2( , , )B I   . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
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Definition 4.2.2: Let 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B      be a new class neutrosophic 
biloop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . Then 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B      is called soft new class neutrosophic subbiloop if 
and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic subbiloop of  
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B      
for all a A . 
  
 
Example 4.2.2: Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     be a new class neutrosophic biloop, 
where 
1 5(3) { ,1,2,3,4,5, ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5I}B L I e eI I I I    be a new class of 
neutrosophic loop and  12
2 { : }B g g e   is a group.  e,eI, 1,1I  1,g
6,    
e,eI, 2,2I  1,g2,g4,g6,g8,g10,    e,eI, 3,3I  1,g3,g6,g9,    e,eI,4,4I  1,g4,g8   
are neutrosophic subloops of  B  . Let 1 2 3 4{ , , , }A a a a a  be a set of 
parameters. Then ( , )F A  is soft new class neutrosophic biloop over B , 
where 
 
6
1
2 4 6 8 10
2
3 6 6
3
4 8
4
( ) { , ,1,1 } { , },
( ) {e,eI,2,2 I} { , , , , , },
( ) { , ,3,3 } { , , , },
( ) { , ,4,4 } { , , }.
F a e eI I e g
F a e g g g g g
F a e eI I e g g g
F a e eI I e g g
 
 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 4.2.3: Every soft new class neutrosophic biloop over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B      is trivially a soft neutrosophic biloop over but the 
converse is not true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
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Proposition 4.2.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft new class 
neutrosophic biloops over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft new class 
neutrosophic biloop over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft new class 
neutrosophic biloop over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft new class neutrosophic 
biloop over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . 
 
Remark 4.2.2: Let ( , )F A and (K,C)  be two soft new class neutrosophic 
biloops over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft new class 
neutrosophic biloop over  
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft new class 
neutrosophic biloop over 
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft new class 
neutrosophic biloop over  
2 1 2( ( ) , , )nB L m I B     . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
  
Definition 4.2.3: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . Then  ( , )F A  is called the identity soft neutrosophic 
biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B      if  1 2( ) { , }F a e e  for all a A , where 1e , 2e  
are the identities of  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B       respectively. 
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Definition 4.2.4: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . Then  ( , )F A  is called an absolute-soft neutrosophic 
biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B      if  1 2 1 2( ) ( , , )F a B I B      for all a A . 
 
Definition 4.2.5: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic biloops 
over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . Then ( ,C)H  is called soft neutrosophic 
subbiloop of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. C A . 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic subbiloop of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
  
 Example 4.2.3: Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     be a neutrosophic biloop, where 
1 5(3) { ,1,2,3,4,5, ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5I}B L I e eI I I I    be a new class of neutrosophic loop 
and  12
2 { : }B g g e   is a group. Let 1 2 3 4{ , , , }A a a a a  be a set of parameters. 
Then ( , )F A  is soft neutrosophic biloop over B , where 
 
6
1
2 4 6 8 10
2
3 6 6
3
4 8
4
( ) { , ,1,1 } { , },
( ) {e,eI,2,2 I} { , , , , , },
( ) { , ,3,3 } { , , , },
( ) { , ,4,4 } { , , }.
F a e eI I e g
F a e g g g g g
F a e eI I e g g g
F a e eI I e g g
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then ( ,C)H  is soft neutrosophic subbiloop of ( , )F A , where 
 
2
1
6
2
( ) { ,2) { , },
( ) {e,eI,3,3 } { , }.
H a e e g
H a I e g
 
   
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Definition 4.2.6: Let 
1 2( , , )B I    be a neutrosophic biloop and ( , )F A  be 
a soft set over  
1 2( , , )B I   . Then ( , )F A  is called soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop if and only if ( )F a   is  Lagrange neutrosophic 
subbiloop of 
1 2( , , )B I    for all a A . 
  
We furthere explain this fact in the following example. 
 
Example 4.2.4: Let 1 2 1 2(B , , )B B     be a neutrosophic biloop of order 20 , 
where  
1 5(3)B L I   and 
8
2 { : }B g g e  .  Then clearly ( , )F A  is a soft 
Lagrange soft neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   , where 
 
1
2
( ) {e,eI,2,2 I} {e},
F( ) { , ,3,3 } { }.
F a
a e eI I e
 
   
 
Theorem 4.2.4: Every soft Lagrange neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B      is a soft neutrosophic biloop but the converse is not 
true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
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Remark 4.2.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
biloops over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage 
neutrosophic biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.2.6: Let 
1 2( , , )B I    be a neutrosophic biloop and ( , )F A  be 
a soft set over  
1 2( , , )B I   . Then ( , )F A  is called soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop if atleast one  ( )F a  is not a Lagrange neutrosophic 
subbiloop of 
1 2( , , )B I    for some a A . 
  
Example 4.2.5: Let 1 2 1 2(B , , )B B     be a neutrosophic biloop of order 20 , 
where  
1 5(3)B L I   and 
8
2 { : }B g g e  .  Then clearly ( , )F A  is a soft 
weakly Lagrange neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   , where 
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1
4
2
( ) {e,eI,2,2 I} {e},
F( ) { , ,3,3 } {e,g }.
F a
a e eI I
 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 4.2.5: Every soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B      is a soft neutrosophic biloop but the converse is not 
true. 
 
Theorem 4.2.6: If 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B      is a weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop, then  ( , )F A  over B  is also soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop but the converse is not holds. 
  
Remark 4.2.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloops over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrnage 
neutrosophic biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
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One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.2.7: Let 
1 2( , , )B I    be a neutrosophic biloop and ( , )F A  be 
a soft set over  
1 2( , , )B I   . Then ( , )F A  is called soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic biloop if and only if  ( )F a  is not a Lagrange neutrosophic 
subbiloop of 
1 2( , , )B I    for all a A . 
 
Example 4.2.6: Let 1 2 1 2(B , , )B B     be a neutrosophic biloop of order 20 , 
where  
1 5(3)B L I   and 
8
2 { : }B g g e  .  Then clearly ( , )F A  is a soft 
Lagrange free  neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2( , , )B I   , where 
 
2 4 6
1
4
2
( ) {e,eI,2,2 I} {e,g ,g ,g },
F( ) { , ,3,3 } {e,g }.
F a
a e eI I
 
 
 
 
 
Theorem 4.2.7: Every soft Lagrange free neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B      is a soft neutrosophic biloop but the converse is not 
true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
 
 
Theorem 4.2.8: If 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B      is a Lagrange free neutrosophic 
biloop, then  ( , )F A  over B  is also soft Lagrange free neutrosophic biloop 
but the converse  does not holds. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
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Remark 4.2.5: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic biloops over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage free 
neutrosophic biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic biloop over  
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples.  
 
We now proceed to define the strong part of soft neutrosophic biloops 
over a neutosophic biloop. 
 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Strong Biloop 
 
As usual, the theory of purely neutrosophics is alos exist in soft 
neutrosophic biloops and so we defined soft neutrosophic strong biloop 
over a neutrosophic biloop here and establish their related properties and 
characteristics. 
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Definition 4.2.8: Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     be a neutrosophic biloop where 1B  
is a neutrosopphic biloop and 2B  is a neutrosophic group and  F,A  be 
soft set over B . Then ( , )F A  over B  is called soft neutrosophic strong 
biloop if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosopchic strong subbiloop of B for all 
a A . 
 
Example 4.2.7: Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     where 1 5(2)B L I   is a neutrosophic 
loop and  2 {0,1,2,3,4,,1I,2 I,3I,4 I}B   under multiplication modulo 5  is a 
neutrosophic group. Let 1 2{ , }A a a be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is 
soft neutrosophic strong biloop over B , where 
 
1
2
( ) { ,2, ,2 } {1, ,4 },
( ) {e,3,eI,3I} {1, I,4 I}.
F a e eI I I I
F a
 
   
 
Theorem 4.2.9: Every soft neutrosophic strong biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     is a soft neutrosophic biloop but the converse is not true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
  
Theorem 4.2.10: If 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     is a neutrosophic strong biloop, then 
( , )F A  over B  is also soft neutrosophic strong biloop but the converse is 
not holds. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
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Proposition 4..2.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
biloops over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft neutrosophic strong 
biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
 
Remark 4.2.6: Let ( , )F A and (K,B)  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
biloops over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
strong biloop over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft neutrosophic strong 
biloop over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.2.9: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
biloops over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then ( ,C)H  is called soft neutrosophic 
strong subbiloop of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. C A . 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic strong subbiloop of ( )F a  for all a A . 
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Definition 4.2.10: Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     be a neutrosophic biloop and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then ( , )F A  is called soft 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong biloop if and only if ( )F a  is a Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong subbiloop of 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     for all a A . 
 
Theorem 4.2.11: Every soft Lagrange neutrosophic strong biloop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     is a soft neutrosophic biloop but the converse is not true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
  
Remark 4.2.7: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
strong biloops over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage 
neutrosophic strong biloop over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
strong biloop over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
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Definition 4.2.11: Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     be a neutrosophic biloop and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then ( , )F A  is called soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong biloop if atleast one ( )F a  is not a 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong subbiloop of 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     for some 
a A . 
 
 
Theorem 4.2.12: Every soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic strong 
biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     is a soft neutrosophic biloop but the converse 
is not true. 
 
Theorem 4.2.13: If 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     is a weakly Lagrange neutrosophic 
strong biloop, then  ( , )F A  over B  is also soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop but the converse does not holds. 
  
Remark 4.2.8: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloops over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong biloop over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
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One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.2.12: Let 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     be a neutrosophic biloop and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over  1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then ( , )F A  is called soft 
Lagrange free neutrosophic strong biloop if and only if ( )F a  is not a 
Lagrange neutrosophic subbiloop of 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     for all a A . 
 
Theorem 4.2.13: Every soft Lagrange free neutrosophic strong biloop 
over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     is a soft neutrosophic biloop but the converse is not 
true. 
 
Theorem 4.2.14: If 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B     is a Lagrange free neutrosophic 
strong biloop, then  ( , )F A  over B  is also soft strong lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong biloop but the converse is not true. 
  
Remark 4.2.9: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong biloops over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage free 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong biloop over 1 2 1 2( , , )B B B    . 
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One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples.  
 
 
 
4.3 Soft Neutrosophic N-loop 
 
In this section, we extend soft sets to neutrosophic N-loops and 
introduce soft neutrosophic N-loops. This is the generalization of soft 
neutrosophic loops.  Some of their impotant facts and figures are also 
presented here with illustrative examples. We also initiated the strong 
part of neutrosophy in this section. Now we proceed onto define soft 
neutrosophic N-loop as follows. 
 
 
Definition 4.3.1: Let 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B        be a 
neutrosophic N -loop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over ( )S B . Then ( , )F A  is 
called soft neutrosophic N -loop if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosopchic 
sub N -loop of ( )S B  for all a A . 
 
Example 4.3.1: Let  1 2 3 1 2 3( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ), , , }S B S B S B S B       be a neutrosophic 
3-loop, where  1 5( ) (3)S B L I  , 
12
2( ) { : }S B g g e   and  3 3( )S B S . Then 
( , )F A   is sof neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B , where 
6
1
4 8
2
( ) {e,eI,2,2 I} {e,g } {e,(12)},
F( ) { , ,3,3 } { , , } { ,(13)}.
F a
a e eI I e g g e
  
  
 
 
Theorem 4.3.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , )H A  be two soft neutrosophic N -loops 
over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then their intersection 
( , ) ( , )F A H A  is again a soft neutrosophic N -loop over  ( )S B . 
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Theorem 4.3.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic N -loops 
over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B         such that A C   . Then their 
union is soft neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
  
Proof. Straightforward. 
 
Proposition 4.3.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft neutrosophic N -
loops over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft neutrosophic N -
loop over ( )S B . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft neutrosophic N -
loop over ( )S B . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft neutrosophic N -loop 
over ( )S B . 
 
Remark 4.3.1: Let ( , )F A and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic N -loops 
over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic N -
loop over ( )S B . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic N -
loop over ( )S B . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft neutrosophic N -loop 
over ( )S B . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
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Definition 4.3.2: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic N -loop over  
1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then ( , )F A  is called the identity 
soft neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B  if 1 2( ) { , ,..., }NF a e e e  for all  a A , 
where  1 2, ,..., Ne e e  are the identities element of 1 2( ), ( ),..., ( )NS B S B S B  
respectively. 
  
Definition 4.3.3: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic N -loop over  
1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then ( , )F A  is called an absolute-
soft neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B  if ( ) ( )F a S B  for all a A . 
  
Definition 4.3.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic N -loops 
over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then ( ,C)H  is called soft 
neutrosophic sub N -loop of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. C A . 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic sub N -loop of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
Definition 4.3.5: Let 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       be a 
neutrosophic N -loop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over  ( )S B . Then ( , )F A  is 
called soft Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop if and only if ( )F a   is  
Lagrange neutrosophic sub N -loop of ( )S B  for all a A . 
 
Theorem 4.3.3: Every soft Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop over 
1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B        is a soft neutrosophic N -loop but 
the converse is not true. 
 
One can easily check it by the help of example. 
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Remark 4.3.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
N -loops over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )B . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage 
neutrosophic N -loop over  ( )S B . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
N -loop over  ( )S B . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.3.6: Let 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B        be a 
neutrosophic N -loop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over ( )S B . Then ( , )F A  is 
called soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic biloop if atleast one ( )F a  is 
not a Lagrange neutrosophic sub N -loop of ( )S B for some a A . 
 
 
Theorem 4.3.4: Every soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop over 
1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       is a soft neutrosophic N -loop but 
the converse is not true. 
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Theorem 4.3.5: If 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B        is a weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop, then  ( , )F A  over ( )S B  is also soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop but the converse is not holds. 
  
Remark 4.3.3: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loops over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrnage 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.3.7: Let 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B        be a 
neutrosophic N -loop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over  ( )S B . Then ( , )F A  is 
called soft Lagrange free neutrosophic N -loop if and only if  ( )F a  is not 
a Lagrange neutrosophic sub N -loop of ( )S B  for all a A . 
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Theorem 4.3.6: Every soft Lagrange free neutrosophic N -loop over 
1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B        is a soft neutrosophic biloop but 
the converse is not true. 
 
Theorem 4.3.7: If 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B        is a Lagrange 
free neutrosophic N -loop, then  ( , )F A  over ( )S B  is also soft lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -loop but the converse is not hold. 
  
Remark 4.3.4: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -loops over 1 2 1 2( ) { ( ) ( ) ... ( ), , ,..., }N NS B S B S B S B       . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic N -loop over 
1 2 1 2( , , )B B I B     . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage free 
neutrosophic N -loop over  ( )S B . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic N -loop over ( )S B . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
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Soft Neutrosophic Strong N-loop 
 
 
The notions of soft  neutrosophic  strong N-loops over neutrosophic N-
loops are introduced here. We give some basic definitions of soft 
neutrosophic strong N-loops and illustrated it with the help of exmaples 
and give some basic results. 
 
 
Definition 4.3.8: Let 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         be a neutrosophic 
N -loop and  ( , )F A  be a soft set over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        . 
Then  ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong N -loop if and only if ( )F a  
is a neutrosopchic strong sub N -loop of  
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         
for all a A . 
  
 
Example 4.3.2: Let 
1 2 3 1 2 3{ , , , }L I L L L        where 
1 5 2 7(3) , (3)L L I L L I     and 3 {1,2,1 ,2 }L I I . Then ( , )F A  is a soft 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I , where 
 
1
2
( ) {e,2,eI,2 I} {e,2,eI,2 I} {1, I},
F( ) {e,3,eI,3I} {e,3,eI,3I} {1,2,2 I}.
F a
a
  
  
 
 
 
Theorem 4.3.8: All soft neutrosophic strong N -loops are soft 
neutrosophic N -loops but the converse is not true. 
 
One can easily see the converse with the help of example. 
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Proposition 4.3.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
N -loops over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong N -loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong N -loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is a soft neutrosophic strong N -
loop over L I . 
 
Remark 4.3.5: Let ( , )F A and (K,C)  be two soft neutrosophic strong N -
loops over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
strong N -loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft neutrosophic 
strong N -loop over L I . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft neutrosophic strong 
N -loop over L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2), and (3)by the help of examples. 
 
Definition 4.39: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)H  be two soft neutrosophic strong N -
loops over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        . Then ( ,C)H  is called soft 
neutrosophic strong sub N -loop of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. C A . 
2. ( )H a  is a neutrosophic strong sub N -loop of ( )F a  for all a A . 
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Definition 4.3.10: Let 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        be a neutrosophic 
strong N -loop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over  L I . Then ( , )F A  is called 
soft Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -loop if and only if ( )F a   is a 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong sub N -loop of L I  for all a A . 
 
Theorem 4.3.9: Every soft Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -loop over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         is a soft neutrosophic N -loop but the 
converse is not true. 
  
Remark 4.3.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
strong N -loops over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
strong N -loop over L I . 
 
One can easily verify (1),(2),(3),(4),(5) and (6)  by the help of examples. 
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Definition 4.3.11: Let 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         be a neutrosophic 
strong N -loop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over L I . Then ( , )F A  is called 
soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -loop if atleast one ( )F a  is 
not a Lagrange neutrosophic strong sub N -loop of L I  for some a A . 
 
Theorem 4.3.10: Every soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -
loop over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        is a soft neutrosophic N -loop 
but the converse is not true. 
 
Theorem 4.3.11: If 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         is a weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -loop, then  ( , )F A  over L I  is also a 
soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -loop but the converse is 
not true. 
 
Remark 4.3.7: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loops over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrnage 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft weakly Lagrange 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
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Definition 4.3.12: Let 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         be a neutrosophic 
N -loop and ( , )F A  be a soft set over  L I . Then ( , )F A  is called soft 
Lagrange free neutrosophic strong N -loop if and only if  ( )F a  is not a 
Lagrange neutrosophic strong sub N -loop of L I  for all a A . 
 
Theorem 4.3.12: Every soft Lagrange free neutrosophic strong N -loop 
over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         is a soft neutrosophic N -loop but 
the converse is not true. 
 
Theorem 4.3.12: If 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L         is a Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong N -loop, then  ( , )F A  over L I  is also a soft 
Lagrange free neutrosophic strong N -loop but the converse is not true. 
  
Remark 4.3.8: Let ( , )F A  and ( ,C)K  be two soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong N -loops over 
1 2 1 2{ ... , , ,..., }N NL I L L L        . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
3. Their AND  operation  ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
4. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,C)EF A K  is not a soft Lagrnage free 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over  L I . 
5. Their restricted union  ( , ) ( ,C)RF A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
6. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,C)F A K  is not a soft Lagrange free 
neutrosophic strong N -loop over L I . 
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Chapter Five 
 
 
 
 
SOFT NEUTROSOSPHIC LA-SEMIGROUP AND THEIR 
GENERALIZATION 
 
 
This chapter has three sections. In first section, we introduce the 
important notions of soft neutrosophic LA-semigroups over 
neutrosophic LA-semi groups which is infact a collection of 
parameterized family of neutrosophic sub LA-semigroups and we also 
examin some of their characterization with sufficient amount of 
examples in this section. The second section deal with soft neutrosophic 
bi-LA-semigroups which are basically defined over neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroups. We also establish some basic and fundamental results of 
soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroups. The third section is about the 
generalization of soft neutrosophic LA-semigroups. We defined soft 
neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups over neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups in 
this section and some of their basic properties are also investigated. 
 
5.1 Soft Neutrosophic LA-semigroups 
    
 
The definition of soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup is introduced in this  
 
section and we also examine some of their properties. Throughout this  
 
section  N S will dnote a neutrosophic LA-semigroup unless stated  
 
otherwise. 
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Definition 5.1.1: Let  ,F A  be a soft set over  N S . Then  ,F A  over  
 
 N S  is called soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup if      , , ,F A F A F A . 
 
 
Proposition 5.1.1:  A soft set  ,F A  over  N S  is a soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup if and only if  F a   is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of  
 
 N S  for all a A . 
 
 
Proof:  Let  ,F A  be a soft  neutrosophic LA-semigroup over  N S . By  
 
definition      , , ,F A F A F A , and so      F a F a F a  for all .a A This  
 
means  F a   is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of   .N S  
 
   Conversely suppose that  ,F A  is a soft set over  N S and for all a A ,  
 
 F a  is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigruop of  N S whenever  F a  .  
 
Since  F a  is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of  N S , therefore  
 
     F a F a F a  for all a A and consequently      , , ,F A F A F A  which  
 
completes the proof. 
 
 
Example 5.1.1:Let    1,2,3,4,1 ,2 ,3 ,4N S I I I I  be a neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup with the following  table. 
 
 
 
* 
 
1 2 3 4 1I 2I 3I 4I 
1 1 4 2 3 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2 3 2 4 1 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3 4 1 3 2 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4 2 3 1 4 2I 3I 1I 4I 
1I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 
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Let  ,F A  be a soft set over  N S . Then clearly  ,F A  is a soft  
 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup over  N S ,where 
 
 
 
   1 1,1 ,F a I     2 2,2 ,F a I  
 
   3 3,3 ,F a I     4 4,4F a I . 
 
 
 
Theorem 5.1.1:  A soft LA-semigroup over an LA-semigroup S  is  
 
contained in a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over  N S . 
 
 
 
Proof:  Snice an LA-semigroup S  is always contained in the  
 
corresponding neutrosophic LA-semigroup and henc it follows that soft  
 
LA-semigroup over S  is contained in soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup  
 
over  N S . 
 
 
 
Proposition 5.1.2: Let  ,F A  and  ,H B  be two soft neutronsophic LA- 
 
semigroup over  N S . Then 
 
 
1) Their extended intersection    , ,F A H B is a soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup over  N S . 
 
2) Their restricted intersection    , ,RF A H B  is also soft neutrosophic  
 
LA-semigroup over  N S . 
 
 
 
Proof: These are straightforward. 
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Remark 5.1.1: Let  ,F A  and  ,H B  be two soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup over  N S . Then 
 
 
1) Their extended union    , ,F A H B  is not  soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup over   N S . 
 
2) Their restricted union    , ,RF A H B  is not a soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup over  N S . 
 
 
Let us take the following example to prove the remark. 
 
 
 
 
Example 5.1.2: Let    1,2,3,4,1 ,2 ,3 ,4N S I I I I  be a neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup with the following  table. 
 
 
 
 
* 
 
1 2 3 4 1I 2I 3I 4I 
1 1 4 2 3 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2 3 2 4 1 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3 4 1 3 2 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4 2 3 1 4 2I 3I 1I 4I 
1I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 
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Let  ,F A  be a soft set over  N S .  Let  ,F A  and  ,H B be two  soft  
 
neutosophic LA-semigroups over  N S ,where 
 
 
   1 1,1 ,F a I     2 2,2 ,F a I  
 
 
   3 3,3 ,F a I     4 4,4F a I , 
 
and 
 
   1 3,3 ,H a I  
 
 
   3 1,1H a I . 
 
 
Then clearly their extended union    , ,F A H B  and restricted union  
 
   , ,RF A H B  is not soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup because union of  
 
two neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup may not be again a neutrosophic  
 
sub LA-semigroup. 
 
 
 
Proposition 5.1.3:  Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup over  N S . Then    , ,F A H B  is also soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup if it is non-empty. 
 
 
Proof:  Straightforward. 
 
 
 
Proposition 5.1.4: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup over the neutosophic LA-semigroup  N S . If A B    Then  
 
their extended union    , ,F A G B  is a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup  
 
over  N S . 
 
 
Proof:  Straightforward. 
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Definition 5.1.2: A soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup  ,F A  over  N S  is  
 
said to be a soft neutosophic LA-semigroup with left identity e if for all  
 
a A , the parameterized set  F a  is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup  
 
with left identity e  where e  is the left identity of  N S . 
 
 
 
Lemma 5.1.1: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup with left  
 
identity e over  N S . Then  
 
     , , ,F A F A F A . 
 
Proof:  By definition      , , ,F A F A H C , where C A A A    and so  
 
     H a F a F a  for all a C . Since each  F a  is a neutrosophic sub LA- 
 
semigroup with left identity e  which follows that       F a F a F a . Hence  
 
   H a F a  and thus    , ,H C F A . 
 
 
 
 
Proposition 5.1.5: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutronsophic LA- 
 
semigroups over  N S . Then thecartesian product of  ,F A  and  ,G B  is  
 
also soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over  N S . 
 
 
Proof: Since      , , ,F A G B H A B    and defined as      ,H a b F a G b  for  
 
a A  and b B . Let  , ,x y H a b  such that 1 1x a b  and 2 2y a b , where  
 
 1 2,a a F a  and  1 2,b b G b . Since  
 
   1 1 2 2xy a b a b  and by using medial law . 
 
   1 2 1 2xy a a b b  
 
Hence  ,H a b  is neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup and consequently  
 
 ,H A B  is a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup. 
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Definition 5.1.3: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over 
 N S . Then  ,F A  is called an absolute soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup 
if     F a N S  for all a A . We denote it by   N SA . 
 
Definition 5.1.4: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutrosophic LA-
semigroup over  N S . Then   ,G B  is soft sub neutrosophic LA-
semigroup of   ,F A , if 
 
1)  B A , and 
2)   H b  is a neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of   F b , for all  b B  . 
 
 Example 5.1.3: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over 
 N S  in Example  1 . Let   ,G B  be another soft neutrosophic LA-
semigroup over  N S , where 
       1 21 , 2G b G b I   
 
Then clearly  ,G B  is a soft sub neutosophic LA-semigroup of  ,F A  
over  N S . 
  
Theorem 5.1.2: Every soft LA-semigroup over S  is a soft sub 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup of a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over  
 N S . 
 
Proof: The proof is obvious. 
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Definition 5.4.5: A soft set  ,F A  over a neutrosophic LA-semigroup 
 N S  is called a soft neutrosophic left (right) ideal over  N S  if  
            , , , , ,N S N SA F A F A F A A F A    where  N SA  is the absolute soft 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup over  N S . 
A soft set  ,F A  over  N S  is a soft neutrosophic ideal if it is soft 
neutrosophic left ideal as well as soft neutrosophic right ideal over  N S . 
  
 
Proposition 5.1.6: Let  ,F A  be a soft set over  N S . Then  ,F A  is a soft 
neutrosophic ideal over   N S  if and only if  F a   is a neutrosophic 
ideal of  N S , for all  a A . 
  
 
Proof: Suppose that  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic ideal over  N S . Then 
by definition 
     , ,N SA F A F A  and      , ,N SF A A F A  
This implies that       N S F a F a  and       F a N S F a  for all  a A . 
Thus  F a   is a neutrosophic ideal of   N S for all  a A . 
  Conversely, suppose that  ,F A  is a soft set over  N S  such that each 
 F a  is a neutrosophic ideal of  N S  for all  a A . So  
     N S F a F a and      F a N S F a   for all  a A  .  
Therefore       , ,N SA F A F A  and       , ,N SF A A F A .Hence  ,F A  is a 
soft neutrosophic ideal of   N S . 
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Example 5.1.4: Let    1,2,3,1 ,2 ,3N S I I I  be a neutrosophic LA-semigroup 
with the following table. 
 
 
* 1 2 3 1I 2I 3I 
1 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
2 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
3 1 3 3 1I 3I 3I 
1I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
2I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
3I 1I 3I 3I 1I 3I 3I 
 
 
Then clearly  ,F A  is a soft neutrosophic ideal over  N S , where 
   1 2,3,3F a I ,    2 1,3,1 ,3 .F a I I  
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Proposition 5.1.7: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutrosophic ideals 
over  N S . Then 
 
1) Their restricted union    , ,RF A G B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal over  
 N S .  
2) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A G B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal 
over   N S . 
3) Their extended union    , ,F A G B  is also a soft neutrosophic ideal 
over   N S . 
4) Their extended intersection     , ,F A G B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal 
over  N S . 
  
Proposition 5.1.8: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutrosophic ideals 
over  N S . Then 
1. Their OR  operation    , ,F A G B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal over  
 N S . 
2. Their AND  operation    , ,F A G B  is a soft  neutrosophic ideal over  
  .N S  
 Proposition 5.1.9: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutrosophic ideals 
over  N S , where  N S is a neutrosophic LA-semigroup with left 
identity e . Then       , , ,F A G B H A B    is also a soft neutrosophic ideal 
over  N S . 
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Proof: As      , , ,F A G B H A B   , where       ,H a b F a G b . Let  ,x H a b , 
then  x yz  where  y F a  and   z G b . Let   s N S . Then 
 
   
   
       
, by medial law
,
sx s yz
es yz
ey sz
y sz F a G b H a b



  
 
 
Similarly       ,xs F a G b H a b  .  Thus   ,H a b  is a neutrosophic ideal of  
 N S  and hence    , ,F A G B is a soft neutrosophic ideal over   .N S  
 
  
Proposition 5.1.10: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft neutrosophic ideals 
over  N S  and   N T .Then the cartesian product     , ,F A G B  is a soft 
neutrosophic ideal over     N S N T . 
 
 Proof:  Straightforward. 
 
 
Definition 5.1.6: Let  ,F A  and   ,G B  be a soft neutrosophic LA-
semigroups over  N S . Then   ,G B  is soft neutrosophic ideal of  ,F A , if 
 
1)  B A , and 
2)   H b  is a neutrosophic ideal of   F b , for all  b B . 
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Example 5.1.5: Let    1,2,3, ,2 ,3N S I I I  be a neutrosophic LA-semigroup 
with the following table. 
 
 
. 1 2 3 I 2I 3I 
1 3 3 2 3I 3I 2I 
2 2 2 2 2I 2I 2I 
3 2 2 2 2I 2I 2I 
I 3I 3I 2I 3I 3I 2I 
2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 
3I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 
 
Then  ,F A  is a soft LA-semigroup over  N S , where 
 
       
   
1 2
3
2,2 , 2,3,2 ,3 ,
1,2,3 .
F a I F a I I
F a
 

 
 
Let  ,G B  be a soft subset of  ,F A  over   N S ,  where 
 
       2 32,2 , 2,3 .G a I G a   
 
Then clearly  ,G B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal of   ,F A . 
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Proposition 5.1.11: If  ' ',F A  and   ' ',G B  are soft neutrosophic ideals of 
soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup  ,F A  and   ,G B  over neutrosophic 
LA-semigroups  N S  and  N T  respectively. Then    ' ' ' ', ,F A G B  is a soft 
neutrosophic ideal of soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup     , ,F A G B  over 
   N S N T . 
 
 Proof: As   ' ',F A  and   ' ',G B  are soft neutrosophic ideals of soft 
neutrosophic LA-semigroups of   ,F A  and  ,G B . Then clearly  'A A   
and  'B B   and so ' 'A B A B   . Therefore  ' 'F a  is a neutrosophic ideal 
of   'F a   for all ' 'a A  and also  ' 'G b  is a neutrosophic ideal of  'G b  for 
all  'b B . Consequently     ' ' ' 'F a G b  is a neutrosophic ideal of 
   ' 'F a G b . Hence    ' ' ' ', ,F A G B  is a soft neutrosophic ideal of soft 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup     , ,F A G B   over     N S N T . 
  
Theorem 5.1.3: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over 
 N S  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic sub 
LA-semigroups of   ,F A . Then 
 
1)   ,j j
j J
H B
R

  is a soft neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of   ,F A . 
2)   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of   ,F A . 
3)   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of  ,F A  if  
j kB B     for all  ,j k J  . 
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Theorem 5.1.4: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over 
 N S  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic 
ideals of   ,F A . Then 
 
1)   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic ideal of   ,F A . 
2)   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic ideal of  ,F A . 
3)   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic ideal of   ,F A . 
4)   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic ideal of  ,F A . 
  
Proof:  Straightforward. 
 
 
Proposition 5.1.12: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LAsemigroup with 
left identity e  over  N S   and   ,G B  be a soft neutrosophic right ideal of  
 ,F A . Then  ,G B  is also soft neutrosophic left ideal of   ,F A .  
 
 Proof:  Straightforward. 
 
  
Lemma 5.1.2: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup with left 
identity e  over  N S  and   ,G B  be a soft neutrosophic right ideal of  
 ,F A . Then     , ,G B G B is a soft neutrosophic ideal of  ,F A . 
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Proof : The proof is followed by above proposition. 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Strong LA-semigroup 
 
The notion of soft neutrosophic strong LA-semigroup over a 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup is introduced here. We give the definition 
of soft neutrosophic strong LA-semigroup  and investigate some related 
properties with sufficient amount of illustrative examples.  
 
 
Definition 5.1.7: Let ( )N S  be a neutrosophic LA-smigroup and ( , )F A  be  
 
a soft set over ( )N S . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong LA- 
 
semigroup if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong su LA-semigroup  
 
of ( )N S  for all a A . 
 
Example. 5.1.6: Let    1,2,3,4,1 ,2 ,3 ,4N S I I I I  be a neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup with the following  table. 
 
 
 
* 
 
1 2 3 4 1I 2I 3I 4I 
1 1 4 2 3 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2 3 2 4 1 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3 4 1 3 2 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4 2 3 1 4 2I 3I 1I 4I 
1I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 
 
 
Let  ,F A  be a soft set over  N S . Then  ,F A  is soft neutrosophic strong  
 
LA-semigroup over  N S  in the following manner, 
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   1 1 ,F a I     2 2 ,F a I  
 
 
   3 3 ,F a I     4 4F a I . 
 
 
 
Theorem 5.1.5: All soft strong neutrosophic LA-semigroups or  pure  
 
neutrosophic LA-semigroups are trivially soft neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroups but the converse is not true in general. 
  
 
 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is obvious. 
 
  
 
Definition 5.1.8: Let  ,G B  be a soft sub-neutrosophic LA-smigroup of a 
soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup   ,F A  over  N S . Then  ,G B  is said to 
be soft strong or pure sub-neutrosophic LA-semigroup of   ,F A   if each 
 G b is strong or pure neutrosophic sub LA-semigroup of   F b , for 
allb B . 
  
 
Example 5.1.7: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over 
 N S  in example 5.1.1  and let   ,G B   be a soft sub-neutrosophic LA-
semigroup of  ,F A  over  N S , where 
       
   
1 2
4
1 , 2 ,
4 .
G b I G b I
G b I
 

 
 
Then clearly  ,G B  is a soft strong or pure sub-neutosophic LA-
semigroup of  ,F A  over  N S . 
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Theorem 5.1.6: A soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup   ,F A  over   N S  
can have soft sub LA-semigroups, soft sub-neutrosophic LA-semigroups 
and soft strong or pure sub-neutrosophic LA-semigroups. 
 
 Proof: It is obvious. 
  
 
Theorem 5.1.7: If   ,F A  over  N S is a soft strong or pure neutrosophic 
LA-semigroup, then every soft sub-neutrosophic LA-semigroup of  
 ,F A  is a soft strong or pure sub-neutrosophic LA-semigroup. 
 
Proof: The proof is straight forward. 
 
 
Definition 5.1.9: A soft neutrosophic ideal  ,F A  over   N S  is called 
soft strong or pure neutrosophic ideal over  N S  if  F a  is a strong or 
pure neutrosophic ideal of  N S , for all  a A . 
 
  
Example 5.1.8: Let    1,2,3,1 ,2 ,3N S I I I  be as in example 5.1.6 . Then 
 ,F A  be a soft strong or pure neutrosophic ideal over  N S , where 
 
       1 22 ,3 , 1 ,3F a I I F a I I  . 
  
Theorem 5.1.8: All soft strong or pure neutrosophic ideals over  N S  
are trivially soft neutrosophic ideals but the converse is not true. 
 
  To see the converse, lets take a look to the following example. 
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Example 5.1.9: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic ideal over  N S  in 
example 5.1.6 . It is clear that  ,F A  is not a strong or pure neutrosophic 
ideal over  N S . 
 
 
Proposition 5.1.13: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft strong  or pure 
neutrosophic ideals over  N S . Then 
 
1) Their restricted union    , ,RF A G B  is a soft strong or pure 
neutrosophic ideal over   N S .  
2) Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A G B  is a soft strong or pure 
neutrosophic ideal over   N S . 
3) Their extended union    , ,F A G B  is also a soft strong or pure 
neutrosophic ideal over   N S . 
4) Their extended intersection     , ,F A G B  is a soft strong or pure 
neutrosophic ideal over   N S . 
 
Proposition 5.1.14: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft strong or pure 
neutrosophic ideals over  N S . Then 
 
1) Their OR  operation    , ,F A G B  is a soft strong or pure neutrosophic 
ideal over   N S .  
2) Their AND  operation    , ,F A G B  is a soft strong or pure neutrosophic 
ideal over   N S . 
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Proposition 5.1.15: Let  ,F A  and  ,G B  be two soft strong or pure 
neutrosophic ideals over   N S , where  N S  is a neutrosophic LA-
semigroup with left identity e . Then       , , ,F A G B H A B    is also a soft 
strong or pure neutrosophic ideal over   N S .  
 
 Proposition 5.1.16: Let   ,F A  and   ,G B  be two soft strong or pure 
neutrosophic ideals over  N S   and   N T  respectively. Then the 
cartesian product    , ,F A G B  is a soft strong or pure neutrosophic ideal 
over     N S N T . 
 
Definition 37 A soft neutrosophic ideal  ,G B  of a soft neutrosophic LA-
semigroup  ,F A  is called soft strong or pure neutrosophic ideal if  G b  
is a strong or pure neutrosophic ideal of  F b  for all b B . 
 
 
Example 5.1.10: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic LA-semigroup over 
 N S  in Example  9  and  ,G B  be a soft neutrosophic ideal of  ,F A , 
where 
       1 22 , 2 ,3 .G b I G b I I   
 
Then clearly  ,G B  is a soft strong or pure neutrosophic ideal of  ,F A  
over  N S . 
 
Theorem 5.1.9: Every soft strong or pure neutrosophic ideal of a soft 
neutrosophic LA-semigroup is trivially a soft neutrosophic ideal but the 
converse is not true. 
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5.2 Soft Neutrosophic Bi-LA-semigroup 
 
In this section, the definition of soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup is 
given over a neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup. Some of their fundamental 
properties are also given in this section. 
 
Definition 5.2.1: Let ( )BN S  be a neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over ( )BN S . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic bi-
LA-semigroup if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic sub  bi-LA-
semigroup of ( )BN S  for all a A . 
 
 
Example 5.2.1: Let 1 2( ) { }BN S S I S I     be a neutrosophic  bi-LA- 
 
semigroup where   1 1,2,3,4,1 ,2 ,3 ,4S I I I I I   is a neutrosophic LA- 
 
semigroup with the following table. 
 
 
* 
 
1 2 3 4 1I 2I 3I 4I 
1 1 4 2 3 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2 3 2 4 1 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3 4 1 3 2 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4 2 3 1 4 2I 3I 1I 4I 
1I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 
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 2 1,2,3,1 ,2 ,3S I I I I   be another neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup with the  
 
following table. 
 
 
 
 
* 1 2 3 1I 2I 3I 
1 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
2 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
3 1 3 3 1I 3I 3I 
1I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
2I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
3I 1I 3I 3I 1I 3I 3I 
 
 
 
Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be a set of parameters. Then clearly ( , )F A  is a soft  
 
neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup over ( )BN S , where 
 
 
1( ) {1,1 } {2,3,3 },F a I I   
 
 
2( ) {2,2 } {1,3,1 ,3 },F a I I I   
 
 
3( ) {4,4 } {1 ,3 }.F a I I I   
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Proposition 5.2.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroups over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is soft neutrosophic bi-
LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is soft neutrosophic bi-
LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup over ( )BN S . 
  
Remark 5.2.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroups over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is not soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is not soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is not soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup over ( )BN S . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
 
 
Definition 5.2.2: Let ( , )F A  and (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroups over ( )BN S . Then (K,D)  is called soft neutrosophic sub bi-
LA-semigroup of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. D A . 
2. K( )a  is a neutrosophic sub bi-LA-semigroup of ( )F a  for all a A . 
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Example 5.2.2: Let ( , )F A  be a soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup over  
 
( )BN S  in Example 5.1.1 . Then clearly ( , )K D  is a soft neutrosophic sub bi- 
 
LA-semigroup of ( , )F A  over ( )BN S , where 
 
 
1( ) {1,1 } {3,3 },K a I I   
 
2( ) {2,2 } {1,1 }.K a I I   
 
 
Theorem 5.2.1: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup over 
( )BN S  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic 
sub bi-LA-semigroups of   ,F A . Then 
 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

  is a soft neutrosophic sub bi-LA-semigroup of   ,F A . 
2.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic sub bi-LA-semigroup of   ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic sub bi-LA-semigroup of  ,F A  if  
j kB B     for all  ,j k J  . 
 
 
Definition 5.2.3: Let ( , )F A  be a soft set over a neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup ( )BN S . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic biideal over 
( )BN S  if  and only if ( )F a  is a  neutrosophic biideal of ( )BN S , for all  
a A . 
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Example 5.2.3: Let  1 2( ) { }BN S S I S I     be a neutrosophic bi-LA- 
 
semigroup, where  1 1,2,3,1 ,2 ,3S I I I I   be a neutrosophic bi-LA- 
 
semigroup with the following table. 
 
 
* 1 2 3 1I 2I 3I 
1 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
2 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
3 1 3 3 1I 3I 3I 
1I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
2I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
3I 1I 3I 3I 1I 3I 3I 
 
 
And  2 1,2,3, ,2 ,3S I I I I   be another neutrosophic LA-semigroup with 
the following table. 
 
. 1 2 3 I 2I 3I 
1 3 3 2 3I 3I 2I 
2 2 2 2 2I 2I 2I 
3 2 2 2 2I 2I 2I 
I 3I 3I 2I 3I 3I 2I 
2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 
3I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 
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 Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters. Then  ,F A  is a soft neutrosophic 
biideal over ( )BN S , where 
   1 1,1I,3,3 {2,2 },F a I I   
    2 1,3,1 ,3 {2,3,2 I,3I}.F a I I   
Proposition 5.2.2: Every soft neutrosophic biideal over a neutrosophic 
bi-LA-semigroup is trivially a soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup but 
the conver is not true in general. 
One can easily see the converse by the help of example. 
Proposition 5.2.3: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft neutrosophic biideals 
over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their restricted union  , ( , )RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic biideal 
over  ( )BN S .  
2. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic 
biideal over  ( )BN S . 
3. Their extended union    , ,F A K D  is also a soft neutrosophic 
biideal over  ( )BN S . 
4. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic 
biideal over ( )BN S . 
5. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic biideal over 
( )BN S . 
6. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft  neutrosophic biideal 
over  ( )BN S . 
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Definition 5.2.4: Let  ,F A  and  (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic bi- LA-
semigroups over ( )BN S . Then  ( , )K D  is called soft neutrosophic biideal of 
 ,F A , if 
1. B A , and 
2. ( )K a  is a neutrosophic biideal of  ( )F a , for all  a A . 
 
Example 5.2.4: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup over 
( )BN S  in Example 5.2.2 . Then ( , )K D  is a soft neutrosophic biideal of 
 ,F A  over ( )BN S , where 
 
   1 1I,3 {2,2 },K a I I   
    2 1,3,1 ,3 {2I,3I}.K a I I   
 
Theorem 5.2.2: A soft neutrosophic biideal of a soft neutrosophic bi-
LA-semigroup over a neutrosophic bi-LA_semigroup is trivially a soft 
neutosophic sub bi-LA-semigroup but the converse is not true in general. 
 
 
Proposition 5.2.4: If  ' ',F A  and   ' ',G B  are soft neutrosophic biideals of  
soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroups  ,F A  and   ,G B  over neutrosophic 
bi-LA-semigroups  N S  and  N T  respectively. Then    ' ' ' ', ,F A G B  is a 
soft neutrosophic biideal of soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup  
   , ,F A G B  over    N S N T . 
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Theorem 5.2.3:  Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup over 
( )BN S  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic 
biideals of   ,F A . Then 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophicbi ideal of   ,F A . 
2.   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic biideal of  ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic biideal of   ,F A . 
4.   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic biideal of  ,F A . 
 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Storng Bi-LA-semigroup 
 
The notion of soft neutrosophic strong bi-LA-semigroup over a 
neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup is introduced here. We gave the 
definition of soft neutrosophic strong bi-LA-semigroup  and investigated 
some related properties with sufficient amount of illustrative examples.  
 
Definition 5.2.5: Let ( )BN S  be a neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup and 
( , )F A  be a soft set over ( )BN S . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic 
strong bi-LA-semigroup if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong sub  
bi-LA-semigroup for all a A . 
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Example 5.2.5: Let ( )BN S  be a neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup in 
Example 5.1.1 . Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters. Then ( , )F A  is a soft 
neutrosophic strong bi-LA-semigroup over ( )BN S ,where 
1( ) {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 } {2 ,3 },F a I I I I I I   
 
2( ) {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 } {1 ,3 }F a I I I I I I  . 
 
 
Proposition 5.2.5: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
bi-LA-semigroups over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is soft neutrosophic 
strong bi-LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is soft neutrosophic 
strong bi-LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is soft neutrosophic strong  bi-
LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
  
Remark 5.2.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic strong bi-
LA-semigroups over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
bi-LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
bi-LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is not soft neutrosophic strong bi-
LA-semigroup over ( )BN S . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
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Definition 5.2.6: Let ( , )F A  and (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic strong bi-
LA-semigroups over ( )BN S . Then (K,D)  is called soft neutrosophic 
strong sub bi-LA-semigroup of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. B A . 
2. K( )a  is a neutrosophic strong sub bi-LA-semigroup of ( )F a  for all 
a A . 
 
 
Theorem 5.2.4: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong bi-LA-
semigroup over ( )BN S  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft 
neutrosophic strong sub bi-LA-semigroups of   ,F A . Then 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

  is a soft neutrosophic strong sub bi-LA-semigroup of  
 ,F A . 
2.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic strong sub bi-LA-semigroup of  
 ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B
E

  is a soft neutrosophic strong sub bi-LA-semigroup of 
 ,F A  if  j kB B     for all  ,j k J  . 
 
 
Definition 5.2.7: Let ( , )F A  be a soft set over a neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup ( )BN S . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong biideal 
over ( )BN S  if  and only if ( )F a  is a  neutrosophic strong biideal of ( )BN S , 
for all  a A . 
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Example 5.2.6: Let ( )BN S  be a neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup in 
Example 5.2.2 . Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of parameters. Then clearly (F,A)  is 
a soft neutrosophic strong biideal over ( )BN S , where 
 
   1 1I,3 {1I,2 ,3 },F a I I I   
    2 1 ,3 {2I,3I}.F a I I   
 
Theorem 5.2.5: Every soft neutrosophic strong biideal over ( )BN S  is a 
soft neutrosophic biideal but the converse is not true. 
 
We can easily see the converse by the help of example. 
 
Proposition 5.2.6: Every soft neutrosophic strong biideal over a 
neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup is trivially a soft neutrosophic strong bi-
LA-semigroup but the converse is not true in general. 
 
 
Proposition 5.2.7: Every soft neutrosophic strong biideal over a 
neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup is trivially a soft neutrosophic bi-LA-
semigroup but the converse is not true in general. 
One can easily see the converse by the help of example. 
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Proposition 5.2.8: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
biideals over ( )BN S . Then 
 
1. Their restricted union  , ( , )RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic strong 
biideal over  ( )BN S . 
2. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong biideal over  ( )BN S . 
3. Their extended union    , ,F A K D  is also a soft neutrosophic 
strong biideal over  ( )BN S . 
4. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong biideal over ( )BN S . 
5. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic biideal over  
( )BN S . 
6. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft  neutrosophic biideal 
over  ( )BN S . 
 
Definition 5.2.8: Let  ,F A  and  (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
bi- LA-semigroups over ( )BN S . Then  ( , )K D  is called soft neutrosophic 
strong biideal of  ,F A , if 
 
1.  D A , and 
2.  ( )K a  is a neutrosophic strong biideal of  ( )F a , for all  a A . 
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Theorem 5.2.7: A soft neutrosophic strong biideal of a soft 
neutrosophic strong bi-LA-semigroup over a neutrosophic bi-
LA_semigroup is trivially a soft neutosophic strong  sub bi-LA-
semigroup but the converse is not true in general. 
 
 
Proposition 5.2.9: If  ' ',F A  and   ' ',G B  are soft neutrosophic strong 
biideals of  soft neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroups  ,F A  and   ,G B  over 
neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroups  N S  and  N T  respectively. Then 
   ' ' ' ', ,F A G B  is a soft neutrosophic strong biideal of soft neutrosophic 
bi-LA-semigroup     , ,F A G B  over    N S N T . 
 
 
Theorem 5.2.8:  Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong bi-LA-
semigroup over ( )BN S  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft 
neutrosophic strong biideals of   ,F A . Then 
 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic strong bi ideal of   ,F A . 
2.   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic strong biideal of  ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic  strong biideal of   ,F A . 
4.   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic strong biideal of  ,F A . 
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5.3 Soft Neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup 
 
In this section, we extend soft sets to neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups 
and introduce soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups. This is the 
generalization of soft neutrosophic LA-semigroups.  Some of their 
impotant facts and figures are also presented here with illustrative 
examples. We also initiated the strong part of neutrosophy in this 
section. Now we proceed onto define soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup 
as follows. 
 
Definition 5.3.1: Let 1 2{ ( ), , ,..., }NS N     be a neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup 
and ( , )F A  be a soft set over ( )S N . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic 
N-LA-semigroup if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic sub  N-LA-
semigroup of ( )S N  for all a A . 
 
Example 5.3.1: Let 1 2 3 1 2 3S(N) {S S S , , , }       be a neutrosophic  3-LA- 
 
semigroup where   1 1,2,3,4,1 ,2 ,3 ,4S I I I I  is a neutrosophic LA-semigroup  
 
with the following table. 
 
 
* 
 
1 2 3 4 1I 2I 3I 4I 
1 1 4 2 3 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2 3 2 4 1 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3 4 1 3 2 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4 2 3 1 4 2I 3I 1I 4I 
1I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 
2I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 
3I 4I 1I 3I 2I 4I 1I 3I 2I 
4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 2I 3I 1I 4I 
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 2 1,2,3,1 ,2 ,3S I I I  be another neutrosophic bi-LA-semigroup with the  
 
following table. 
 
 
* 1 2 3 1I 2I 3I 
1 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
2 3 3 3 3I 3I 3I 
3 1 3 3 1I 3I 3I 
1I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
2I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 3I 
3I 1I 3I 3I 1I 3I 3I 
 
And  3 1,2,3, ,2 ,3S I I I  is another neutrosophic LA-semigroup with the 
following table. 
 
. 1 2 3 I 2I 3I 
1 3 3 2 3I 3I 2I 
2 2 2 2 2I 2I 2I 
3 2 2 2 2I 2I 2I 
I 3I 3I 2I 3I 3I 2I 
2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 
3I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 2I 
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Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be a set of parameters. Then clearly ( , )F A  is a soft  
 
neutrosophic 3-LA-semigroup over ( )S N , where 
 
 
1( ) {1,1 } {2,3,3 } {2,2 I},F a I I    
 
 
2( ) {2,2 } {1,3,1 ,3 } {2,3,2 I,3I},F a I I I    
 
 
3( ) {4,4 } {1 ,3 } {2I,3I}.F a I I I    
 
 
Proposition 5.3.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroups over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is soft neutrosophic N-
LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is soft neutrosophic N-
LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is soft neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup over ( )S N . 
  
 
Remark 5.3.1: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroups over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is not soft neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is not soft neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is not soft neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup over ( )S N . 
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One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
 
 
Definition 5.3.2: Let ( , )F A  and (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroups over ( )S N . Then (K,D)  is called soft neutrosophic sub N-LA-
semigroup of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. D A . 
2. K( )a  is a neutrosophic sub N-LA-semigroup of ( )F a  for all a A . 
 
 
Theorem 5.3.1: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup over 
( )S N  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic sub 
N-LA-semigroups of   ,F A . Then 
 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

  is a soft neutrosophic sub N-LA-semigroup of   ,F A . 
2.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic sub N-LA-semigroup of   ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic sub N-LA-semigroup of  ,F A  if  
j kB B     for all  ,j k J  . 
 
 
Definition 5.3.2: Let ( , )F A  be a soft set over a neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup ( )S N . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic N-ideal over 
( )S N  if  and only if ( )F a  is a  neutrosophic N-ideal of ( )S N  for all  a A . 
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Example 5.3.2: Consider Example 5.3.1. Let 1 2{ , }A a a  be a set of 
parameters. Then ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic 3-ideal over ( )S N , where 
 
 
1( ) {1,1 } {3,3 } {2,2 },F a I I I    
 
2( ) {2,2 } {1 ,3 } {2,3,3I}.F a I I I    
 
Proposition 5.3.2: Every soft neutrosophic N-ideal over a neutrosophic 
N-LA-semigroup is trivially a soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup but 
the converse is not true in general. 
One can easily see the converse by the help of example. 
Proposition 5.3.3: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft neutrosophic N-
ideals over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their restricted union  , ( , )RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic N-ideal 
over  ( )S N .  
2. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic N-
ideal over  ( )S N . 
3. Their extended union    , ,F A K D  is also a soft neutrosophic N-
ideal over  ( )S N . 
4. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic N-
ideal over ( )S N . 
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Proposition 5.3.4: Let  ,F A  and ( , )K D  be two soft neutrosophic N-
ideals over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic N-ideal over  
( )S N . 
2. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft  neutrosophic N-ideal 
over  ( )S N . 
 
Definition 5.3.3: Let  ,F A  and  (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic N- LA-
semigroups over ( )S N . Then  ( , )K D  is called soft neutrosophic N-ideal of 
 ,F A , if 
 
1.  B A , and 
2. ( )K a  is a neutrosophic N-ideal of  ( )F a  for all  a A . 
 
Theorem 5.3.2: A soft neutrosophic N-ideal of a soft neutrosophic N-
LA-semigroup over a neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup is trivially a soft 
neutosophic sub N-LA-semigroup but the converse is not true in general. 
 
 
Proposition 5.3.5: If  ' ',F A  and   ' ',G B  are soft neutrosophic N-ideals of  
soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups  ,F A  and   ,G B  over neutrosophic 
N-LA-semigroups  N S  and  N T  respectively. Then    ' ' ' ', ,F A G B  is a 
soft neutrosophic N-ideal of soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup  
   , ,F A G B  over    N S N T . 
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Theorem 5.3.3:  Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup over 
( )S N  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft neutrosophic N-
ideals of   ,F A . Then 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic N-ideal of   ,F A . 
2.  ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic N-ideal of  ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic N-ideal of   ,F A . 
4.   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic N-ideal of  ,F A . 
 
 
Soft Neutrosophic Strong N-LA-semigroup 
 
The notions of soft  neutrosophic  strong N-LA-semigroups over 
neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups are introduced here. We give some basic 
definitions of soft neutrosophic strong N-LA-semigroups and illustrated 
it with the help of exmaples and give some basic results. 
 
Definition 5.3.4: Let 1 2{ ( ), , ,..., }NS N     be a neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup 
and ( , )F A  be a soft set over ( )S N . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic 
strong N-LA-semigroup if and only if ( )F a  is a neutrosophic strong sub  
N-LA-semigroup of ( )S N  for all a A . 
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Example 5.3.3: Let 1 2 3 1 2 3S(N) {S S S , , , }       be a neutrosophic  3-LA- 
 
semigroup in Example (***).Let 1 2 3{ , , }A a a a  be a set of parameters.  
 
Then clearly ( , )F A  is a soft neutrosophic  strong 3-LA-semigroup over  
 
( )S N , where 
 
 
 
1( ) {1 } {2 ,3 } {2I},F a I I I    
 
 
2( ) {2 } {1 ,3 } {2I,3I},F a I I I    
 
 
 
Theorem 5.3.4: If ( )S N  is a neutrosophic strong N-LA-semigroup, then 
( , )F A  is also a soft neutrosophic strong N-LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
 
Proof: The proof is trivial. 
 
 
Proposition 5.3.6: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
N-LA-semigroups over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their extended intersection ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is soft neutrosophic 
strong N-LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted intersection  ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is soft neutrosophic 
strong N-LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their AND  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is soft neutrosophic strong N-
LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
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Remark 5.3.2: Let ( , )F A  and ( , D)K  be two soft neutrosophic strong N-
LA-semigroups over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their extended union ( , ) ( ,D)EF A K  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
N-LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted union ( , ) ( ,D)RF A K  is not soft neutrosophic strong 
N-LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
3. Their OR  operation ( , ) ( ,D)F A K  is not soft neutrosophic strong N-
LA-semigroup over ( )S N . 
  
One can easily proved (1),(2),  and (3)  by the help of examples. 
 
 
 
Definition 5.3.5: Let ( , )F A  and (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic strong N-
LA-semigroups over ( )S N . Then (K,D)  is called soft neutrosophic strong 
sub N-LA-semigroup of ( , )F A , if 
 
1. D A . 
2. K( )a  is a neutrosophic strong sub N-LA-semigroup of ( )F a  for all 
a A . 
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Theorem 5.3.5: Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong N-LA-
semigroup over ( )S N  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft 
neutrosophic strong sub N-LA-semigroups of   ,F A . Then 
 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

  is a soft neutrosophic strong sub N-LA-semigroup of  
 ,F A . 
2.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic strong sub N-LA-semigroup of  
 ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic strong sub N-LA-semigroup of 
 ,F A  if  j kB B     for all  ,j k J  . 
 
 
Definition 5.3.5: Let ( , )F A  be a soft set over a neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup ( )S N . Then ( , )F A  is called soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal 
over ( )S N  if  and only if ( )F a  is a  neutrosophic strong N-ideal of ( )S N  
for all  a A . 
 
 
Proposition 5.3.7: Every soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal over a 
neutrosophic N-LA-semigroup is trivially a soft neutrosophic strong N-
LA-semigroup but the converse is not true in general. 
One can easily see the converse by the help of example. 
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Proposition 5.2.8: Let  ,F A  and  ,K D  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
N-ideals over ( )S N . Then 
 
1. Their restricted union  , ( , )RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic strong 
N-ideal over ( )S N . 
2. Their restricted intersection     , ,RF A K D  is a soft neutrosophic N-
ideal over ( )S N . 
3. Their extended union    , ,F A K D  is also a soft neutrosophic 
strong N-ideal over ( )S N . 
4. Their extended intersection     , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic 
strong N-ideal over ( )S N . 
5. Their OR  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft neutrosophic strong N-
ideal over  ( )S N . 
6. Their AND  operation    , ,F A K D  is a soft  neutrosophic strong N-
ideal over  ( )S N . 
 
Definition 5.3.6: Let  ,F A  and  (K,D)  be two soft neutrosophic strong 
N- LA-semigroups over ( )S N . Then  ( , )K D  is called soft neutrosophic 
strong N-ideal of  ,F A , if 
 
1.  B A , and 
2. ( )K a  is a neutrosophic strong N-ideal of  ( )F a  for all  a A . 
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Theorem 5.3.6: A soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal of a soft 
neutrosophic strong N-LA-semigroup over a neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup is trivially a soft neutosophic strong sub N-LA-semigroup but 
the converse is not true in general. 
 
Theorem 5.3.7: A soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal of a soft 
neutrosophic strong N-LA-semigroup over a neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup is trivially a soft neutosophic strong  N-ideal but the converse 
is not true in general. 
 
 
Proposition 5.3.9: If  ' ',F A  and   ' ',G B  are soft neutrosophic strong N-
ideals of  soft neutrosophic strong N-LA-semigroups  ,F A  and   ,G B  
over neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups  N S  and  N T  respectively. Then 
   ' ' ' ', ,F A G B  is a soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal of soft neutrosophic 
strong N-LA-semigroup     , ,F A G B  over    N S N T . 
 
Theorem 5.3.8:  Let  ,F A  be a soft neutrosophic strong N-LA-
semigroup over ( )S N  and    , :j jH B j J   be a non-empty family of soft 
neutrosophic strong N-ideals of   ,F A . Then 
1.   ,j j
j J
H B
R

   is a soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal of   ,F A . 
2.  ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal of  ,F A . 
3.   ,j j
j J
H B


  is a soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal of   ,F A . 
4.   ,j j
j J
H B

   is a soft neutrosophic strong N-ideal of  ,F A . 
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Chapter Six 
 
 
 
SUGGESTED PROBLEMS 
 
 
In this chapter some problems about the soft neutrosophic structures and 
soft neutrosophic N-structures  are given. 
 
These problems are as follows: 
 
 
 
1.     Can one define soft P-sylow neutrosophic group over a 
neutrosophic group? 
 
 
2.     How one can define soft weak sylow neutrosphic group and soft 
sylow free neutrosophic group over a neutrosophic group? 
 
 
3.     Define soft sylow neutrosophic subgroup of a soft sylow 
neutrosophic group over a neutrosophic group? 
 
 
4.     What are soft sylow pseudo neutosophic group, weak sylow 
pseudo neutrosophic group and free sylow pseudo neutrosophic 
group over a neutrosophic group? 
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5.     How one can define soft neutrosophic cosets of a soft 
neutrosophic group over a neutrosophic group? 
 
 
6.    What is the soft centre of a soft neutrosophic group over a 
neutrosophic group? 
 
 
7.     Define soft neutrosophic normalizer of a soft neutrosophic group 
over a neutrosophic group? 
 
 
8.      Can one define soft Cauchy neutrosophic group and soft semi 
Cauchy neutrosophic group over a neutrosophic group? 
 
 
9.      Define soft strong Cauchy neutrosophic group over a 
neutrosophic group? 
 
10. Define all the properties and results in above problems in  
case of soft neutrosophic group over a neutrosophic bigroup? 
 
 
11. Also define these notions for soft neutrosophic N-groups 
over neutrosophic N-groups? 
 
 
12. Give some examples of soft neutrosophic semigroups over 
neutrosophic semigroups? 
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13. Write a soft neutrosophic semigroup over a neutrosophic 
semigroup which has soft neutrosophic subsemigroups, soft 
neutrosophic strong subsemigroups and soft subsemigroups? 
 
 
14. Also do these calculations for a soft neutrosophic 
bisemigroup over a neutrosophic bisemigroup and for a soft 
neutrosophic N-semigroup over a neutrosophic N-semigroup 
respectively? 
 
 
15. Can one define a soft neutrosophic cyclic semigroup over a 
neutrosophic semigroup? 
 
 
16. What are soft neutrosophic idempotent semigroups over a 
neutrosophic semigroups?  Give some of their examples? 
 
 
17. What is a soft weakly neutrosophic idempotent semigroup 
over a neutrosophic semigroup? 
 
 
 
18. Give examples of soft neutrosophic bisemigroups over 
neutrosophic bisemigroups? 
 
 
19. Also give examples of soft neutrosophic N-semigroups over 
neutrosophic N-semigroups? 
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20. Can one define a soft neutosophic maximal and a soft 
neutrosophic minimal ideal over a neutrosophic semigroup? 
 
 
21. How can one define a soft neutrosophic bimonoid over a 
neutrosophic bimonoid? Also give some examples of soft 
neutrosophic bimonoid over neutrosophic bimonoid? 
 
 
22. Give some examples of soft Lagrange neutrosophic 
semigroups, soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic semigroup and 
soft Lagrange free neutrosophic semigroups over neutrosophic 
semigroups? 
 
 
23. Also repeat the above exercise 22, for soft Lagrange 
neutrosophic 5-semigroup, soft weakly Lagrange neutrosophic 5-
semigroup and soft Lagrange free neutrosophic 5-semigroup over a 
neutrosophic 5-semigroup? 
 
 
24. Give diffrerent examples of soft neutrosophic 3-semigroup, 
soft neutrosophic 4-semigroup and soft neutrosophic 5-semigroup 
over a neutrosophic 3-semigroup, a neutrosophic 4-semigroup and 
a neutrosophic 5-semigroup respectively? 
 
 
25. When a soft neutrosophic semigroup will be a soft Lagrange 
free neutrosophic semigroup over a neutrosophic semigroup? 
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26. Can one define soft Cauchy neutrosophic semigroup over a 
neutrosophic semigroup? Also goive some examples of soft 
Cauchy neutrosophic semigroups? 
 
 
27. Also define soft Cauchy neutrosophic bisemigroups and soft 
Cauchy neutrosophic N-semigroups over neutrosophic 
bisemigroups and neutrosophic N-semigroups respectively? 
 
 
28. What is a soft Cauchy free neutrosophic semigroup over a 
neutrosophic semigroup? Also give some examples? 
 
 
29. Define soft weakly Cauchy neutrosophic semigroup over a 
neutrosophic semigroup? Also give some examples? 
 
 
30. Can ove define soft p-sylow neutrosophic semigroup over a 
neutrosophic semigroup? 
 
 
31. What are soft weak sylow neutrosophic semigroups over 
neutrosophic semigroups? Also give some examples? 
 
 
32. What are soft  sylow free  neutrosophic semigroups over 
neutrosophic semigroups? Also give some examples? 
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33. Give some examples of soft neutrosophic loops, soft 
neutrosophic biloops and soft neutrosophic N-loops over 
neutrosophic loops, neutrosophic biloops and neutrosophic N-
loops respectively? 
 
34. What are soft Cauchy neutrosophic loops, soft Cauchy 
neutrosophic biloops and soft Cauchy neutrosophic N-loops over 
neutrosophic loops, neutrosophic biloops and neutrosophic N-
loops respectively? 
 
35. What are soft p-sylow neutrosophic loops, soft p-sylow 
neutrosophic biloops and soft p-sylow neutrosophic N-loops over 
neutrosophic loops, neutrosophic biloops and neutrosophic N-
loops respectively? 
 
 
36. Can one dfine soft neutrosophic Moufang loop over a 
neutrosophic loop? Give some exmples? 
 
 
 
37. What is a soft neutrosophic Bruck loop over a neutrosophic 
loop? 
 
 
38. What is a soft neutrosophic Bol loop over a neutrosophic  
loop? 
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39. Give two examples of soft neutrosophic Moufang loop, three 
examples of soft neutrosophic Bruck loop and also 2 examples of 
soft neutrosophic Bol loop? 
 
40. Define soft neutrosophic right LA-semigroup, soft 
neutrosophic right Bi-LA-semigroup and soft neutrosophic right 
N-LA-semigroup over a right neutrosophic LA-semigroup, a right 
neutrosophic Bi-LA-semigroup and a right neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroup respectively? 
 
41. Also give 2 examples in each case of above exercise 40? 
 
42. Under what condition a soft neutrosophic LA-semiggroup 
will be a soft neutrosophic semigroup? 
 
43. Give some examples of soft neutosophic LA-semigroups 
over neutrosophic LA-semigroups? 
 
44. Can one define soft Lagrange neutrosophic LA-semigroup 
over a neutrosophic LA-semigroup? 
 
45. What are soft weak Lagrange neutrosophic LA-semigroups 
over beutrosophic LA-semigroups? Give examples? 
 
46. How one can define a soft Lagrange free neutrosophic LA-
semigroup over a neutrosophic LA-semigroup? 
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47. Give some examples of soft Lagrnage neutrosophic Bi-LA-
semigroups, soft weak Lagrange Bi-LA-semigroups and soft 
Lagrange free neutrosophic Bi-LA-semigroups over neutrosophic 
Bi-LA-semigroups? 
 
48. Give some examples of soft Lagrnage neutrosophic N-LA-
semigroups, soft weak Lagrange N-LA-semigroups and soft 
Lagrange free neutrosophic N-LA-semigroups over neutrosophic 
N-LA-semigroups? 
 
 
49. Can one define soft Cauchy neutrosophic LA-semigroup over 
a neutrosophic LA-semigroup? 
 
50. Can one define soft weak Cauchy neutrosophic LA-
semigroup over a neutrosophic LA-semigroup? 
 
51. Can one define soft Cauchy free neutrosophic LA-semigroup 
over a neutrosophic LA-semigroup? 
 
 
52. Give examples soft Cauchy neutrosophic LA-semigroups, 
soft weak Cauchy neutrosophic LA-semigroups and soft Cauchy 
free neutrosophic La-semigroups over neutrosophic LA-
semigroups? 
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